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Preface

The rapid ascent of China’s economic clout has raised concerns about
her potential threat to the world order, and generated much discussion
recently about how to manage this rise of the Middle Kingdom.
Managing China is tricky because it could be a self-fulfilling process,
where if China is prematurely treated as a threat, she will become a
threat. What makes many, especially the established powers, uneasy
about China’s rise is that there is no conviction from history that the
ascent of a new power would not spark a global conflict that reshaped
the international system.

There have been successful as well as failed attempts to manage a
rising power. A notable example of success was Britain’s conciliation
with the US in the late nineteenth century, when the British effectively
ceded the entire Western Hemisphere, except Canada, to the newly risen
American power. The US was integrated into the world system and both
powers prospered. But the experience of Germany’s rise after the 1870s
and Europe’s reaction to it was quite unpleasant, as it eventually led to
World War I. Japan’s rise after 1868 also produced two rounds of warfare,
first with China and Russia at the turn of the century and later with
Britain and the US in World War II.

China sceptics and hawkish politicians argue that China would not
want to be integrated into a political and security system that she had
no part in shaping and that is not consistent with her ambitions or her
own hierarchical principles. Rather, they believe that China would want
to reshape the international order to suit her own purposes and to make
the world safe for her own rules.

Arguably, these sceptical and confrontational views stem from the
rapid rise of China’s economic power, which has created envy, fear and
suspicion among existing powers. In particular, China clashes hard
with the American dream – the Americans admire and are amazed by
size, but China is a country that dwarfs the US in many areas. China’s
1.3 billion population is about four times the US population; she is
also the fastest-growing large economy; the world’s largest producer of
steel, cement and coal; and the second largest holder of foreign
exchange reserves. All this has changed the perception of China as a
large but poor country to China as a large and increasingly powerful
and threatening country.
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xii Preface

Some also argue that China’s ascent is raising the odds for another
shift in the international order. There have been two major shifts
in global power over the past four centuries. The first was the rise of
Europe, which became the richest, most ambitious and enterprising
region of the world in the seventeenth century. The second shift came
with the rise of the US in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, when she became the single most powerful country in the world.
Throughout these changes, the world had been dominated by the inter-
ests of the Western great powers. China’s rise is seen as threatening this
‘western order’ and, as the sceptics argue, triggering a third shift in the
world power balance, perhaps along with the rising weight of India and
continued influence of Japan.

The concern of China’s potential to wreak havoc on the world order is
underscored by the increasing reliance of the global economy on
Chinese demand. Cheap imports from China are estimated to have
saved the Americans over US$600 billion between 1995 and 2004, con-
tributing to the curbing of US inflation and the rise of American con-
sumers’ purchasing power. The world also escaped a recession after the
IT bubble burst in 2001 due largely to China’s robust growth, which
helped boost exports from around the world. By buying US Treasury
securities, China (along with other Asian economies) has allowed the US
to keep interest rates low, helping to sustain the growth of the world’s
largest economy.

Crucially, China has followed a very different development strategy
from other Asian and emerging economies. She does not just pursue
export-led growth and keep her internal market closed, she has also
opened herself to foreign trade and investment. This has resulted in
much of the world relying on the China market. There is also an increas-
ing concern that the first port of call for the unfolding of the China
threat would be Asia’s regional economies because of their heavy reliance
on Chinese demand for growth momentum and their geographical prox-
imity to the Middle Kingdom. The China threat to Asia, the pessimists
assert, would pull off another Asian economic crisis.

Neo-conservatives and Pentagon officials who have sounded the
alarms about the China threat recently speak of it only in military terms.
They all tend to exaggerate China’s capabilities. There has been little
economic analysis on the issue. Politics is outside the scope of this book.
Rather, it seeks to fill the analytical gap by assessing the China threat
and its potential to trigger another Asian crisis from the economic per-
spectives. The research here diagnoses hidden issues and identifies future
trends in China and Asia’s economic development (crisis) outlook.



Also, by exposing the political lies behind the rhetoric of China’s eco-
nomic threat and debunking Asia’s illusive economic progress, this book
warns Asia of the true risk behind its future.

Most observers, whether critics or supporters of China form their
informed (or misinformed views) based on partial analysis of China’s
development. They miss developments in other parts of the global system
that are relevant to an understanding of China and Asia. Thus, in many
cases, conventional wisdom on China/Asia is often conventional thinking
without much wisdom. This book uses a General Equilibrium approach, by
enclosing relevant regional and global events, to assess China’s integration
into the world economy and the likelihood of another regional crisis.

The book is about applied economics diagnosing real world develop-
ment. The discussions here combine rigorous research, data, facts and
economic theories with real world examples and anecdotes to elaborate
the arguments. While many of the issues discussed here may be contro-
versial, a critical approach, questioning conventional wisdom at times,
is used to assess them so that the discussions are expected to serve as a
catalyst for stimulating critical thinking outside the box.

The book represents the thinking and application of analytical tools
by economic practitioners. Students of Asian studies seeking to under-
stand China and Asia’s economic and financial development, including
corporate executives, financial market practitioners and government
advisors should find this book particularly useful for brainstorming and
developing business, investment and policy strategies.
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Foreword

There is only one country in the world where a professional cadre of
outsiders build careers watching it. ‘China watchers’ is a term describing
those whose job it is to explain the mysteries of China to the outside
world. From Marco Polo on, these people have told a rapt and fascinated
audience of the many splendours, terrors and errors of the most populous
nation in the world.

Journalists in particular throng to the country, to experience the
exotic and try to theorise what China is all about. It is a difficult job,
searching for a unifying theory where none really exists. For it is impos-
sible to really explain China in anything other than bland banalities
(the most populous nation on earth) or in quite shatteringly complex
detail. But that is what makes it enthralling and its quixotic inability to
lend itself to easy appraisal makes China watchers of us all.

Added to this mix of journalists, diplomats, adventurers and scribes
who watch China professionally, is the growing cast of economists who
are trying to highlight the impact of China’s burgeoning economy onto
a credulous outside world.

Is China a threat or an opportunity? Will it become the world’s biggest
economy? Are its imports or exports more important? These economic
books tend to reflect the rather blinkered focus of their authors, using
conventional economic analysis to try to paint the picture of the Chinese
economy. But trying to do this with China is like driving a car by only
looking in the rear view mirror. Sure you can see what has happened but
with a country this large, changing so fast, you will never be able to see
what is actually happening nor what might come about.

Chi Lo’s latest book is a bold attempt to break from this mould and to
use wide ranging economic analysis to answer questions that do not
necessarily pertain to the strict application of the dismal science. In this
he has done many of his colleagues a favour. By using economic analy-
sis, he shows economically whether or not China’s politics should be
seen as a threat or opportunity.

For a supposedly communist nation, China has shown that its politics –
both external and internal – are driven absolutely by its economic needs.
First and foremost, this means the need to keep social stability. This sta-
bility is preserved by the constant effort to create economic growth to
lift people out of poverty.



These two driving forces of the Chinese economic engine are what
also drive Chinese politics. Keeping internal stability by encouraging
economic growth has been the overriding domestic policy since Deng
took power in 1978. Two successive presidents have continued this policy.
And while separate economic and political policies have changed over the
years, the end to which they are pointing has remained constant.

For the outside world, understanding this constant gives a measure of
constancy to an otherwise contradictory picture. China is on the one
hand the fastest growing large nation in the world, yet it is also home to
sizeable pockets of abject poverty. It is also one of only four nominally
communist countries in the world, but has lifted more people out of
poverty in the decade since the fall of communism elsewhere than any
other country in history.

It also has an economic impact on the rest of the world that is com-
pletely out of kilter with the relative poverty of its own domestic economy.
As Lo notes ‘a polite burp in Beijing is heard around the world’.

In this book Lo looks to see if the many upcoming economic problems
that China faces will turn into political crises for the rest of Asia. In this
he follows on the thesis from his previous work on the growing interde-
pendence between China and the rest of Asia, When Asia Meets China in
the New Millenium. While there are no immediate causes for concern, the
potential for crisis from China is a historic norm. And with its growing
economic clout, China’s neighbours will feel the force. The question is
whether these countries can make their economies robust enough to
weather the next crisis.

Nick Lord
Editorial Director, FinanceAsia
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Introduction

When you lose your job, blame it on China because your company has
outsourced jobs to the Middle Kingdom. When your business loses
money, blame it on China because the cheap Chinese goods have crowded
out yours. When your country loses foreign investments, blame it on
China because she sucks in all the foreign capital, leaving other coun-
tries starved of capital and retarding their economic development. The
China blame game has manifested itself in rising protectionist senti-
ment in many developed economies, notably in the US in the run up to
her presidential election in late 2004. That may be a temporary shift in
the US free-trade attitude, due to the misguided pre-election debate. But
with weakening globalisation momentum, the negative global senti-
ment towards free trade, using China as an excuse, does raise the risk of
protectionism that will hurt Asia.

It’s a shame that after striving for so many years for freer trade, pro-
tectionism is returning. But the arguments against outsourcing to China
(and other Asian production bases) are flawed, and many views about
China’s economic development are distorted. It will be a big danger to
the global economic well-being if this misunderstanding about China
and her relation with the global economy destroys the free trade effort.
This book seeks to dispel those myths and expose the lies behind the
political rhetoric about China’s economic threat.

There is an increasing fear that China’s rising competitiveness will
eventually overwhelm global manufacturing and gobble up the world
economy. And before that eventuality, some fear that China’s competi-
tive stress would even trigger another Asian crisis as foreign demand,
investments and capital pull out of the regional economies and head to
the Middle Kingdom. Remember it was massive withdrawal of foreign
capital, which depleted Asia’s foreign reserves and raised the fears about
a collapsing Asian system, that triggered the 1997–1998 Asian crisis.
That financial meltdown started with Thailand’s currency devaluation,
which unleashed a series of painful currency collapses – across Asia to
Russia and Brazil – that spilled over to capital markets of all kinds around
the world.

Asia now also fears being drawn too close to the economic benefits
that China provides, as the region is increasingly relying on the Chinese
market for its exports. This new threat of over-reliance on Chinese



demand is adding to the old fears about China ‘hollowing out’ the
regional economies both in terms of jobs and foreign capital. There is
also an internal dimension to this perceived new China threat. It stems
from China’s systemic flaw, which has produced volatile growth cycles.
China’s economic volatility, the logic goes, will aggravate the danger of
the boom/bust cycles dragging the Middle Kingdom’s import demand
with it, thus adding to the risk of Asia’s export growth.

The fear about China’s economic threats is intensifying because her
impact on the global economy is getting more visible. China’s economy
has quadrupled in size since 1978. That has pulled more than 220 million
Chinese out of poverty. Asia is increasingly pinning its hopes for sus-
tained growth on China’s 1.3 billion people being fully-fledged con-
sumers. Indeed, China’s surging imports have acted as a major growth
engine for Asia by boosting intra-regional trade since the new millen-
nium (Figure I:1).

In absolute terms, China is still a relatively poor economy. But her
rapid growth has produced a significant growth dynamic in the global
economy. For example, China accounted for an estimated 10% of world
GDP growth in 2004, though her GDP size was only about 4% of the
world total. She was the second growth driver to the global economy
after the US, when the world was struggling in the aftermath of the
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Figure I:1 Chinese import growth
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IT bubble. China’s small 4% share in the world’s total GDP also masks
her significant impact on global industries. For example, global mineral
and metal prices surged 57% between 2002 and 2003, when deflationary
pressures were plaguing the general business environment, as the
Mainland’s construction industry consumed huge volumes of cement,
steel and other raw materials. Aggregate industry and government data
shows that in 2003, China consumed 40% of the world’s cement, 27%
of its steel and 31% of its coal.

With the world, and Asia in particular, increasingly dependent on
Chinese demand, it is not surprising that if China sneezes, the global
markets fret that they could catch a cold. The best example can be seen
in China’s moves in 2004 to cool her overheating economy. Beijing’s
measures in April 2004 to curb bank lending, limit investment growth
and hike bank reserve requirements rattled the global markets. World
commodity prices dropped and stock markets fell across Asia and in
major centres like Hong Kong, New York and London (Figure I:2). Shares
in mining, steel, transport and commodities trading firms from South
Korea to Australia and India were among the hardest hit stocks, as those
companies had large export exposure to China’s demand boom. Gold
price fell to a 6-month low as investors worried that Chinese demand
would wane. Though other factors, including US interest rate hikes that
would slow the world’s largest economy and hence its demand for
imports, were at play in the markets, China’s development appeared to
be the catalyst for the global market drop.

xviii Introduction

Figure I:2 China’s impact on global markets

Source: CEIC
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The world’s financial and commodity markets were rattled again in
November 2004 when China hiked interest rates, by a small 28 basis
points, for the first time in nine years. It was the thought that the
world’s second major growth engine might be tapping the brakes that
caused problems for the world markets. The last time when China raised
rates in 1995, the rest of the world scarcely noticed. But today China’s
greater economic weight means that even a polite burp in Beijing is
heard around the world.

Then there are concerns about China’s structural woes crushing the
economy and sending seismic waves across Asia, and even the global
economy. Some fret that China might not be able to move fast enough
on financial reforms to diffuse the structural time bomb. Numerous
attempts to cure Chinese banks’ bad debt problem have failed. Worse
still, the Chinese leadership seems to lack the vision for an integrated
reform plan. After years of restructuring, Chinese banks are still mostly
order-takers of Beijing’s policy lending decision. The Chinese bond mar-
ket has remained underdeveloped. The local equity market is mostly a
cash-cow for Beijing to support national industrial policy, to subsidise
state-owned enterprises’ (SOEs) restructuring, but not to allow private
companies to raise capital. A mounting fiscal deficit and a rigid foreign
exchange regime only reduce Beijing’s flexibility to deal with the
economic stress stemming from economic reforms.

While China is undeniably exerting economic stress on the global
economy, many of the fears are not justified. Worse still, many debates
on China’s economic development and its relationship with the world
are often misguided and distorted. To some extent, the blame game on
China is just a cover-up for some economies’ inability or unwillingness
to change to meet the China challenge. It is unwise to bet on China’s
collapse.1 Despite all her economic problems, positive dynamic forces
are emerging and a controlled institutional framework will give China a
window of opportunity to change. Given the amount of the structural
imbalances in the system, there is no reason to believe that a shock-
treatment to China’s woes is better than the current gradual, learn-from-
the-others approach. Building on my anatomy of China’s economic
myths (see note 1), this book analyses the development of China’s
competitive power and its potential as a cause for the next Asian crisis.

There are reasons to believe that Asia will not revert to the 1997–1998
crisis mode. Today, most Asian economies have floating exchange rates,
so they can adjust more flexibly to economic shocks. Short-term foreign
debts are at lower levels now. Crucially, Asian economies have turned
their pre-crisis current account deficits into large surpluses. This has
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resulted in a large build-up in foreign exchange reserves, which provides
a powerful cushion against short-term capital volatility. Last, but not least,
Asian governments, notably South Korea, China, Hong Kong, Japan,
Thailand and Singapore, have entered into multilateral agreements to
protect each other from financial crisis contagion by lending each other
foreign exchange to fend off currency attacks.

Reflecting the recovery of the regional economies after the 1997–1998
regional crisis, the MSCI Emerging Market Index, a commonly used
financial market gauge for the aggregate performance of emerging stock
markets, was up almost 40% between 2002 and 2003. This compares
with the US Dow Jones Industrial Average, which was up by only 1%,
and the Dow Jones Stoxx Index of 600 European companies, which was
down 20% in the same period.

However, this does not mean smooth sailing for Asia. The region still
has many inherent problems that can push it into another economic cri-
sis if the regional governments do not address them appropriately. The
speedy post-crisis economic recovery has also risked breeding investor
complacency, which could make the next crisis equally, if not more,
painful.

● Fiscal deficit is the number one concern this time around, with many
of the regional government deficits running above the comfort range
(25%–50% of gross domestic product) defined by the International
Monetary Fund.

● Another potential for a financial crisis stems from the build-up of
excess foreign exchange reserves by Asian authorities. These excess
reserves could feed excessive credit growth, reignite inflation,
misallocate capital and eventually lead to financial accidents.

● Insufficient structural reform only rubs salt into Asia’s wound by
dragging on the region’s internal growth dynamics and its flexibility
to cope with economic shocks. Despite the reform progress seen in
the past few years, reform momentum has faded and there remain
significant structural imbalances in the Asian system that could tip
the region into another crisis.

There are also stress points coming from outside Asia that could
aggravate the regional crisis potential. One can even blame the US
Federal Reserve. As the Fed was trying to revive the US economy in the
post-IT bubble environment after 2001, it had kept monetary policy looser
and longer than usual. The ultra-loose US monetary conditions have
spilled over to Asia and created financial bubbles in the global markets.
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Any policy or economic shocks, like US interest rate hikes, an oil crisis or
a sharp global economic slowdown, could disrupt international capital
flows and trigger financial crises in the emerging markets, including Asia.

Subtly, the rise of terrorism is a long-term threat to the global economy,
sending periodic shockwaves through Asia. Rather than being a direct
cause for another crisis, terrorism could aggravate the crisis potentials,
or act as a crisis catalyst, by hitting the regional economies at the wrong
time for non-economic reasons. The nerve centres span from the Middle
East to Southeast Asia, where the ethnic groups related to terrorist
activities are growing.

All this is not to say that another Asian crisis is inevitable. China could
be an opportunity for regional growth, helping to diffuse the regional
time bomb. More flexible Asian exchange rates, lower foreign debts,
large current account surpluses and foreign exchange reserves, and mul-
tilateral agreements among the regional governments to fend off cur-
rency attacks should also help prevent another Asian crisis. But these
positive forces will not last forever, and the China risk could turn bad
amid the Middle Kingdom’s transition to a market economy.

The point is that after the robust post-crisis economic recovery, Asia
might have moved to an unstable equilibrium, with conflicting forces
affecting the economic outcome. No one knows what would trigger
another crisis. Experience shows that some of the economies that had
poor fundamentals managed to escape the worst in the past. A trigger
for the next Asian crisis, if it ever emerges, would likely come from out-
side the region. So watch the global policy development and terrorism.
It is easy, but myopic, to blame China for triggering another regional cri-
sis. One should not be blind-sighted by political rhetoric and short-term
local developments.

The plan of the book is as follows: Chapter 1: The New China Threat
analyses the perceived economic threat from various angles. It high-
lights the fear that Asia’s recent increasing reliance on China for growth
is too much for comfort. This threat adds to the old fear about China’s
competitive stress on global manufacturers. The chapter also uncovers a
subtle source of economic threat – China’s systemic flaw, which causes
violent growth cycles. The economic volatility, in turn, aggravates
China’s boom/bust growth, dragging her import demand with it and
thus inflicting an additional risk in Asia’s export growth. The discus-
sions evaluate the validity of these fears and question if the China threat
is properly debated.

Chapter 2: A Conspiracy Theory assesses the fear that China is using her
aggressive industrial expansion to displace Asian exports, cutting off
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their growth source from the global market so that she could make Asia
dependent on China-induced growth as a way to spread influence in the
region. Arguably, such fear is not justified because the rising Asian
exports to China are a result of the change in the global supply chain
structure. This change is in fact mutually beneficial to Asia and China.
Further, labour cost in China is rising, especially in the key export
regions, so that the fear of China’s cheap labour crushing the regional
economies is exaggerated. The chapter concludes with evidence showing
that China’s economic emergence is not different from the development
paths of the other Asian economies.

Chapter 3: The Outsourcing Threat exposes the lies behind the political
rhetoric that demonises China by presenting evidence and economic
truth that some politicians have covered up. The aim is to provide a bal-
anced assessment on the China threat. The discussion also explores the
changing structure of international trade and the global supply chain,
which are crucial to correctly understand the outsourcing debate. It
warns that the real threat comes not from China but from the revival of
protectionism, which will be detrimental to everyone if it leads to
erroneous policy and business responses.

Chapter 4: The Next Asian Crisis: Made in China? follows on the
discussions on the perceived China threat in the previous chapters and
assesses the potential of China being a trigger for the next Asian crisis. It
argues that while China creates a competitive stress for the regional
economies, she also offers economic cushions to help offset the eco-
nomic risk. The worry about the Chinese authorities losing control of
the economy, and thus risking sending a nasty shock to the Asian
economies, is also addressed. Special attention is paid to the real estate
bubble issue, which has the potential to wreak havoc on the economy.
Evidence suggests that the fear of the Chinese authorities losing control
of a bubbling economy is more a myth than reality.

Chapter 5: The Next Asian Crisis: Self-inflicted? analyses the idiosyn-
cratic factors within Asia that could lead to another financial crisis. They
include the region’s mounting fiscal deficits, destabilising debt outlook
and excessive accumulation of foreign reserves. More importantly, the
chapter argues that Asia’s insufficient economic reform and half-hearted
restructuring efforts have created an inherent structural weakness. This
has not only eroded corporate profits steadily, it has also weakened the
region’s ability to avoid and weather another economic crisis.

Chapter 6: The External Stresses looks at exogenous factors that would
affect the economic stability of Asia. In particular, it examines the
dark side of foreign capital inflows to Asia. It argues that America’s twin
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(fiscal and current account) deficit is the most destabilising factor for
Asia, as it could force a US dollar crisis as part of the adjustment process.
The analysis links the US ultra-loose monetary policy to creating asset
bubbles in Asia, and thus contributing to the region’s crisis vulnerability.
Crucially, the chapter examines an overlooked factor, international
terrorism – by analysing the economic dynamism behind the rise of
terrorism – as a subtle catalyst for another regional financial crisis.

Chapter 7: The Real Danger Isn’t Another Crisis addresses directly the
fear factors that could trigger another Asian crisis, including the fiscal
and public debt issues and the China threat. But it argues that another
Asian crisis is avoidable. There are many economic cushions to mitigate
macro instability, and timely policy actions can reduce crisis risk. Rather,
the real danger of all these China fears and idiosyncratic flaws in the
regional economies is the rise of trade protectionism. It warns that the
protectionists’ myopic actions could backfire and force the emergence of
a China threat, which did not exist in the first place.

Chapter 8: What China Threat? debunks the perceived China economic
threat by evaluating the concerns from various angles – growth, reform,
competitiveness, investment and manufacturing. It uncovers the over-
looked issues that despite years of economic reforms, China’s economy
is not as efficient as many believe, and that relative labour cost in China
is not as low as many fear. These, in turn, argue that the perceived
China competitive threat has been grossly exaggerated. Analyses of
China’s economic growth, trade and investment patterns vis-à-vis the rest
of the world also argue that all the fears about China’s threat to the world
economy have been overstated. China’s integration into the global
economy is a natural progression of the global economy. Such process is
not unprecedented. China could even serve as a development model of
the emerging economies.

Chapter 9: Hollowing-out, Revisited concludes the discussion on China’s
economic threat by evaluating three possible outcomes – optimistic,
benign and pessimistic – for Asia under the shadow of China’s economic
ascent. It argues that to survive an increasingly competitive economic
paradigm, Asia needs to uproot many of its old habits by pursuing
thorough structural changes. Forming a unified market, like an Asian
Monetary Union (AMU) as some have proposed, will not work given the
current economic and political diversity of Asia. It could even cause dis-
astrous results to the region. Crucially, an AMU is not a trick for the
regional governments to eschew painful structural reforms. The global
economy will need careful response and adaptation to the rise of China,
but China’s economic clout is no cause for panic.
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All economic data, data estimates and figures used in this book are
based on the databank provided by CEIC Data Company Ltd., unless
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industry sector time-series data on Asian and other major economies.
It has strategic presence in Asia and sources the data from national
governments, government agencies and prime releasing entities.
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1
The New China Threat

China’s rapid economic ascent on the global stage has created a new fear
about her threat to the global economy. It is the fear about Asia’s increasing
reliance on China for export growth, which has been the region’s eco-
nomic growth driver since the 1997/1998 Asian crisis. This new threat of
China holding Asian exports hostage is adding to the fear about China
gaining export market shares, crowding out global manufacturers,
‘hollowing-out’ jobs in neighbour economies and sucking up foreign
capital at the expense of the rest of Asia.

There is also an internal dimension to the China threat that is often
overlooked. This dimension is rooted in China’s systemic flaw, which
has manifested itself in volatile growth cycles. The resultant violent eco-
nomic swings, in turn, aggravate the threat that China’s boom/bust
growth will drag her import demand with it, inflicting an additional risk
profile in Asia’s export growth. Some even worry that China would trigger
another Asian crisis by either hollowing-out the region’s economic and
financial resources, leaving it with nothing but economic chaos, or
pulling the region along with her own economic implosion.

The supply threat

Beijing started pushing for exports as a growth policy in the early 1990s.
It has successfully attracted foreign investments to help build a critical
mass in the export industries by the mid-1990s. The combination of
local cheap labour and the availability of foreign capital has boosted
China’s competitiveness significantly, with rapid export volume growth
compressing global export prices. China’s entry to the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) has intensified her competitive threat further, as
WTO accession has acted as an external discipline for reforming China
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to become super-competitive. Given the Mainland’s vast production
capacity, its competitive stress on Asia will remain a dominant force in
the years to come.

Let us not deny the benefits for other economies of China’s entry to
the WTO. Major commitments made by China to other WTO members
include cuts in tariff and non-tariff barriers on industrial goods, agricul-
tural trade liberalisation and opening up of major services sectors to for-
eign investment. But China’s integration with the global economy is a
two-edged sword, as it creates more competitive stress in the global trading
system too.

Some see the direct benefits that China gets as a WTO member as a
big threat to other exporting economies, as they give China access to
the North American and European markets, especially for textiles and
apparel in which China has a strong comparative advantage. More sub-
tly, the external discipline of the WTO for pushing Chinese economic
reform will combine with technology transfer and capital goods imports
to raise China’s competitiveness by improving the efficiency of resources
allocation via increased specialisation, faster capital accumulation and
productivity growth.

ASEAN countries,1 excluding Singapore, fear China the most because
they have an endowment structure similar to China’s (i.e. abundant
labour but scarce capital resources). Their exports compete head-on with
China’s labour intensive products. This means that some ASEAN
economies, like Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand, will lose signif-
icant export market share to China if they do not upgrade their export
structure in the coming years.

China’s domestic reform is already creating a formidable competitive
force that makes other Asian economies feel uneasy. In the gradual
creative destruction process, Beijing has destroyed old inefficient state
firms in sunset industries and replaced them by new ones in sunrise sec-
tors. Since the Asian crisis, the number of state-owned enterprises (SOEs)
has declined steadily from about 40% of total enterprises in the system
to 17% in 2004, while the share of private firms has risen from less than
10% to over 40%. If foreign enterprises are included, the private sector
share has gone up to almost half of the total. In terms of output, Chinese
SOEs now account for less than 15% of total industrial output, down
sharply from over 80% in the early 1980s (Figure 1:1).

Chinese labour productivity has soared along with creative destruc-
tion and increase in investment by foreign firms in China. A US eco-
nomic think tank, the Conference Board, estimated in a 2004 report that
productivity growth in China surged by an average 17% a year between
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1995 and 2002. Continued economic restructuring, with a structural
shift to services, should lead to more productivity growth and rising per
capita income in China. The study also found that the advances in
productivity were broad-based, with 36 of the 38 leading industries
experiencing surging productivity growth in the period. In fact, 27 of
the 38 industries saw annual average productivity growth of over 10%,
compared with about 4% in US manufacturing in the same 7-year
period.

Even developed economies, notably Japan, fret about the China stress.
Nowadays, some Japanese still call China the workshop of the world and
warn of her economic threat. Indeed, China has displaced Japan as the
nation with the largest trade surplus with the US since 2001. The impli-
cations of China’s rapid economic ascent are felt far beyond Asia. In the
western hemisphere, economic dislocations attributed to Chinese com-
petition have stretched from Mexico in the south to as far north as the
French-speaking Quebec province of Canada, where Noranda (a premier
Canadian mining company) was forced to close a major magnesium
plant in 2003 in the face of competition from low-cost Chinese imports.

Yet, what has perhaps not been fully grasped is the extent to which
China will compete effectively, not only in basic manufacturing but also
in more sophisticated manufacturing. While retaining her basic manu-
facturing pre-eminence, China is also developing impressive competen-
cies in areas such as engineering, high tech and services. Evidence is seen
in the movement of the regional semiconductor industry, especially
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from Taiwan to Shanghai and the surrounding area. Further down
China’s eastern coast, highly skilled and educated Chinese workers are
steadily displacing western expatriates. More and more knowledge work
is being done on the Mainland, bypassing places like Hong Kong.
Although most of these tech jobs are still of mid- and low-value nature,
the trend is certainly for China to move up the value-added ladder,
albeit slowly.

China’s climb up the economic ladder after WTO entry can be seen in
her auto industry. Beijing has long had an ambition of making China a
global car exporter. But until recently, that was only a dream. Protected
behind tariff and non-tariff walls, China’s auto industry was ineffi-
cient, with sub-global standards on price and quality. Few factories had
economies of scale. Though labour cost was low, car components were
not. According to industry estimates, some China-made parts were up to
40% dearer than world prices. More disturbingly, Chinese joint-venture
partners have a preference for local suppliers. Their strong bias for
guanxi deals2 has stifled competition. If opaque relationship deals were
not enough to impair foreign confidence, the abundance of pirated car
parts certainly acted to raise suspicion about components and their
quality sourced in China.

That was in the recent past. Things have changed, particularly after
China’s WTO entry in 2001. The domestic car market has become
increasingly competitive, as foreign car makers have piled into China
recently. Since WTO entry, import tariffs have dropped sharply. Car out-
put has soared to meet rising sales (Figure 1:2), which doubled to
2.8 million in 2003 from 1.4 million in 2000. Improving economies of
scale have cut prices so that cars and most car-parts made in China are
not much dearer than elsewhere in the world now. At the same time,
quality and safety requirements are rising to meet world standards.
Beijing is promising support, with tax breaks and low-interest loans,
for car and component exporters. Car-parts export is already jumping
ahead, with export value soaring by over one-third (or more than US$3
billion) between 2002 and 2004. Beijing has set an annual export target
of US$70–$100 billion in car-parts by 2010. That is an aggressive target,
which roughly equals the total US$75 billion in car-parts imported by
the US in 2003. But that also shows Beijing’s confidence in pushing
China as a major player in the world auto market.

The fear of China’s rising production clout in the value chain is
best illustrated by the concern of Morris Chang, chairman of the
world’s largest computer chip manufacturer, Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC). In September 2003, Mr Chang alarmed
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the semiconductor industry by predicting an industry-wide recession
before 2007, caused by China’s rapid rising chip output capacity.
Underscoring Mr Chang’s worry is Beijing’s policy to make China self-
reliant on semiconductor manufacturing, and enable the nation to source
its own chips locally for everything from tape recorders to computers.

Whether Mr Chang’s prediction will turn out is another matter. The
threat is Beijing’s funding of what is being seen as reckless expansion in
semiconductor fabrication plants, or ‘fabs’. Like its support for the car
industry, Beijing has set China on pace to provide the world with a quarter
of its capacity in the coming years in the made-to-order chip industry
(or foundry). It is providing subsidised-interest loans, tax exemptions
and even direct investment for the industry. From virtually nothing a
few years ago, Chinese fabs now hold about 10% of the foundry market’s
capacity. They are expected to make 25% of the world’s computer chips
by end-2005.

According to analysts, this volume is enough to cause a serious
glut that will drive down prices, squeeze profits and suppress return
on equity. The volatility of the semiconductor industry could make
Mr Chang’s worry worse. From a robust 30% growth in 2004, the global
semiconductor industry is expected to record only 10% or less growth a
year in the next few years. The China factor would worsen the supply
demand imbalance and tilt the industry into recession.

Sheer production capacity aside, it is the way that China pursues
her industrial policy that is aggravating fears about her economic threat.
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Some China critics argue that the Chinese policy is part of her self-serving
and pragmatic attempt to rapidly push for technology transfer and man-
agement control of foreign joint ventures. Southeast Asia did not expand
this way during its boom, they argued. In the 1980s and early 1990s,
Filipino, Indonesian, Malaysian, Thai and even some Singaporean com-
panies let go of control to foreigners and did not aggressively learn the
technologies or demand management control. But China is quite differ-
ent. Her rapid acquisition of the technology to build her own
autonomous auto industry in just ten years, for example, was seen by
the critics as industry espionage. Such a view may be extreme, but it
underscores the point that not only is China attracting the bulk of the
foreign direct investment (FDI), but she is also making better use of it for
her global economic expansion.

The demand threat

In addition to the competitive threat stemming from the supply side,
another fear about China’s economic threat to Asia has arisen recently.
It stems from the region’s increasing reliance on China as a growth
source. Indeed, China’s demand for Asian exports has grown rapidly
(Table 1:1). For example, her import growth from ASEAN jumped from
an annual rate of 3% in 2001 to 52% in 2003. Her imports from South
Korea were even more dramatic, surging from almost nil in 2001 to 50%
in 2003. This should be good for Asia because at any given level of
imports, a rise in Asian exports to China adds directly to the region’s
gross domestic product (GDP) and, hence, economic growth.3
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Table 1:1 China’s import growth (YoY %)

2001 2002 2003

Total 8.0 21.5 50.0
ASEAN 3.0 37.0 51.5
EU 13.0 8.0 39.0
India 23.0 32.5 84.2
Japan 2.0 27.5 39.8
RoW* 5.0 38.5 42.5
S. Korea 0.5 21.5 50.0
USA 18.5 3.0 26.0

* Rest of the world

Source: CEIC



As a share of GDP, China already imports more than Japan from Asia,
though her economy is only about a quarter the size of Japan. China has
been running a trade deficit with Asia since the turn of the millennium
(Figure 1:3). Her import appetite is likely to grow, as continued eco-
nomic liberalisation and free trade rules under the WTO will open more
doors for Asian exports to the Mainland.

Already, China’s rapidly growth is strengthening her economic role in
Asia. Rubber plantations in southern Thailand are filling demand for
tyres as China’s auto industry growth soars by over 70% a year. Rice
farmers in northern Thailand now ship half of their premium jasmine-
rice exports to China and Hong Kong. China is now the largest customer
for Japanese and Korean steelmakers. Huge demand from the factories of
coastal China, which now assemble vast quantities of electronics,
are boosting exports from computer-chip plants in Taiwan, Korea and
Malaysia. As the Middle Kingdom seeks to diversify its sources of energy
to meet its huge demand for power, it is tapping oil and gas fields in
Indonesia and Australia.

Arguably, China is gaining economic importance at the expense of the
US and Japan. She has replaced the US as the largest growth market for
Asian exports. For example, at least 50% of all export growth in South
Korea, Japan, Taiwan, the Philippines, Malaysia and Australia in 2003
came from Chinese demand. In absolute dollar terms, the US is still the
largest market for Asia exports. But who knows, in ten years’ time, China
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may challenge the US as the largest continental market for Asia. As for
Japan, while she consumed almost a quarter of Asia’s exports a decade
ago (down to 10% now) and provided a third of the region’s bank loans,
China is taking over that economic role, buying over 30% of Asia’s
exports and is preparing to become a source of regional funding.
Overall, China has become the largest contributor of export growth in
Asia in recent years.

Even for Japan, the world’s second largest economy after the US and
the wealthiest economy in Asia, her economic well-being is increasingly
tied to China’s demand. Indeed, China has risen to become the single
biggest contributor to trade growth for Japan. According to Japan’s
Cabinet Office, total trade (imports plus exports) in goods and services
accounted for about one-third of Japan’s 2.7% growth rate in 2004.
While exports to the US, Japan’s traditional leading market, have been
flat, exports to China have been rising in recent years at a rapid rate of
about 30% a year.

Of course, China is still far from supplanting the US in Japan’s mind,
even in economic terms. Japan has far more money invested in the US
than in China. From 1951 to 2002, total Japanese investment in US
factories, companies and other direct investment amounted to over
43 trillion yen, compared with only 2.8 trillion yen in China, according
to Japan official statistics. Japan also holds US$720 billion of US Treasury
bonds, larger than the entire foreign reserves of China as of early 2005.
But the point is that Japan is already learning about the downside of her
reliance on China’s import demand. In addition to the threat that
Japanese exports are depending more on Chinese demand, Japanese
exports of machine tools and steel to build factories in China will ulti-
mately be used to compete with Japan.

The Mainland’s robust economic growth, averaging 8% a year since
1998, is driving its buying spree. It buys all sorts of goods, ranging from
resource goods, including agricultural products, foodstuffs, chemicals,
minerals, metals and textiles, to manufacturing goods, such as electron-
ics, machinery, equipment and instruments. The surge in China’s equip-
ment imports was the most important factor in the revival of Japan and
South Korea’s exports in 2003. Equipment exporting economies in
Europe also benefited significantly from the surge in Chinese demand.

The overall product mix of Asian exports to China has also changed.
Between 1995 and 2003, according to research by the Asian Development
Bank, Asian exports (from Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand) of precision
instruments and electrical machinery to China soared six-fold, while
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their exports of machinery, chemical products and transport equipment
to China surged three-fold. However, shipments of agricultural goods
and food, textiles and apparel, as well as leather goods and shoes to
China grew only slowly. This means that there has been a structural shift
in major Asian exports to China from low value-added to high value-
added sectors in recent years. Hence, a wide range of manufacturers and
exporters have benefited from China’s import demand, and their
reliance on the Chinese market has been rising swiftly.

However, this is not all positive, as relying heavily on the Chinese
market has also made Asia vulnerable to Chinese economic shocks.
Notably, problems in China will be transmitted more easily to the rest of
Asia. Many regional governments are also not buying China’s portrayal
of her rising economic clout in Asia as entirely benign. Since the late
1990s, Beijing has been forging diplomatic ties with its Asian neigh-
bours and weaving trade links that have started to shift Asia’s centre of
economic gravity. It has projected this engagement as mutually benefi-
cial, driven by idealism instead of self-interest. In his meetings with
Asian leaders, Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao often likes to pitch
China as a ‘friendly elephant’ which creates ‘win–win’ ties with, and
poses no threat to, Southeast Asia.

But many Asian neighbours still find China too friendly to embrace.
They are worried about being too dependent on China’s economy. Such
a worry has, in turn, brewed a fear of political dominance by China.
Cambodia, for example, who has built a spawning web of economic and
political agreements with China in recent years, now frets that she is
being drawn too close to China. The Cambodian government signed
a military agreement with Beijing in November 2003, under which
China would provide its army with funding and training. China lent
Cambodia more than US$45 million between 2001 and 2003, mostly on
interest-free terms, for development. Cambodia also accepted Chinese
aid for building a railway for access to the sea via the Chinese Yunnan
province. China also has a high cultural profile in Cambodia, helping to
build new schools and promoting the study of the Chinese language.
But such a close tie with China has created a sense of insecurity for
many Cambodians, who think China has gained a strategic foothold in
their country as a buffer against Vietnam at the expense of Cambodian
autonomy.

Burma has a similar concern. Rangoon signed 24 pacts on economic
and technical cooperation with Beijing in March 2004. The Chinese
also granted Burma US$200 million low-interest loans. But China’s keen
interest in building ties with Burma has led some regional analysts to
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suspect that Beijing now has a big say in Burma’s domestic issues.
Indeed, it was reported that Hu Jintao, now Chinese president but was
still acting president when he met with Burmese junta leader Than Shwe
in Beijing in January 2003, had urged the Burmese leader to consider
speeding up political change in Burma. The move was seen as a sign of
China spreading her influence to Burma’s domestic affairs.

Even more developed ASEAN economies, such as Thailand, have started
to worry about the impact of their close ties with China. The devil is in
China’s recent move to sign bilateral deals with her Asian neighbours.
The regional economies have no problem with signing a multilateral
free-trade agreement with China because it does not put China’s economic
weight at the centre of the region’s economy. But when China signs
bilateral trade pacts with an individual economy, that creates jitters as
the unequal economic clout between the Middle Kingdom and the
Asian partner becomes obvious.

For example, under the 2003 Sino-Thai trade agreement, which applies
to fruit and vegetables, cheaper Chinese pears, apples, garlic and onions
have flooded into Thailand, especially from the nearby Yunnan province.
Northern Thailand’s farming economy has been seriously damaged due
to its proximity to Yunnan. Meanwhile, Thailand has had a tough time
selling her durians (a smelly exotic fruit favoured by most Southeast
Asians) and mangosteens in China, due to marketing problems and invis-
ible trade barriers, like lengthy quarantine procedures, in the restricted
Chinese market. The Thais knew they might not benefit from the
agricultural deal with China, but still hoped to use it as a sweetener for
China to consider an open-skies agreement to increase air-cargo traffic
and simplify customs procedures for Thailand. But after many rounds of
negotiations, Beijing has only agreed to study the proposals. That only
makes the Thais feel unequally treated and more insecure.

The threat of Asian growth being too dependent on China’s demand
has also created a sense of insecurity in international politics. For sure,
China’s win–win rhetoric is for real, as she is strategically committed
to ensure Asia benefits from her robust growth. But some are worried that
if China continues her growth and political trajectories, she would even-
tually seek a pattern of engagement with Asia similar to that adopted
by the US. Long ago, Washington discarded engagement on a multilat-
eral level in favour of a series of bilateral agreements with individual
economies, a strategy known by the Americans as ‘hub-and-spoke
arrangements’. And China has already started to move in this direction,
notably in the military area. For example, President Hu Jintao
announced at the perennial Boao Forum, held in the Chinese resort of
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Hainan Island, in April 2004 that China would seek ‘security dialogue
and military-to-military exchanges’ with other Asian countries.

Boom/bust growth

China’s history of volatile economic growth only aggravates the region’s
concern of being too dependent on Chinese demand, as it adds more
risk to Asian, and global, exports. After surging growth in the late 1990s,
there was a concern in late 2003 and 2004 that the Chinese economy
might be overheating. And the global markets were rattled when China
announced tightening measures in late April 2004 to fan off potential
overheating in the economy. In the next few trading days after China’s
announcement, commodity prices fell and stock markets across Asia and
in major centres, like New York and London, slumped (see Introduction,
Figure I:2). It was the first-ever major global shock inflicted by China.
Why the panic?

It was the thought that Chinese authorities might have to slam on the
monetary brakes to curb China’s growth that caused the financial ripple
across the region. China’s record of boom/bust growth intensified the fear
that policy errors could tip the economy into a hard-landing,4 killing the
world’s growth engine. There have been three violent economic cycles,
each with a swing in GDP growth of over 10 percentage points (Figure 1:4),
since China began her economic reforms in 1978. The previous cyclical
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peaks were 1978, 1984 and 1992. The concern in 2004 was that it might
be the peak of the fourth cycle to be followed by a violent drop in
growth.

GDP growth soared to 11.7% in 1978 when paramount leader Deng
Xiao-ping started China’s economic reforms by initiating a series of
industrialisation projects. That pulled the economy out of a recession in
1976, when growth was �1.6%. But the economy crashed back down to
5.2% in 1981, when Beijing failed to sustain the runaway growth with
public spending. The investment fever returned in 1984, pushing GDP
growth to over 15% before it slumped back down to less than 3% after
the Tiananmen incident in 1989.

Anxious to reboot economic growth by creating wealth, Mr Deng
revived fast development plans in 1992 by encouraging the growth
of the non-state sector. GDP growth surged by 14.2% as a result. But
the relaxation of years of economic suppression also brought rampant
inflation, when the retail price inflation rate soared to 26% a year. This
prompted former premier Zhu Rongji to hit the monetary brakes in
1994 to fight inflation. GDP growth fell back down to 7% in 1999.

But then Beijing panicked over the potential impact of the Asian crisis
on China’s economy, and embarked on pump-priming GDP growth
with public investment and monetary expansion in 2000. The drastic
policy swing pushed economic growth back up to 9.1% in 2003. China’s
boom/bust economic cycles, depicted in Figure 1:3, looks like a roller
coaster with swings violent enough to make even the most adventurous
rider throw up. Given the increasing link between the region’s and
China’s economies, the concern for Asia is that China’s abrupt up-cycle
could transmit inflationary shock to the region while her violent down-
swing could drag the region along with it.

Meanwhile, the world’s panic over the potential of a Chinese eco-
nomic collapse only underscores the rising importance of China’s role in
the global economy. Take the oil market as an example. China’s growing
thirst for oil is reshaping the global energy market. Robust Chinese
demand for oil was seen as a major force pushing up world oil prices,
aggravating the problems of bottle-neck supply and the threat of terrorism,
in 2002 and 2003.

To stimulate economic growth after the 1997–1998 Asian crisis,
Beijing had invested billions in infrastructure, encouraged bank lending
and relaxed curbs on home purchases and auto production to boost
domestic spending. These measures sparked explosive sales in real estate
and cars – growth that filtered through the rest of the economy with a
multiplier effect, and led to quantum leaps in oil use.
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Surging oil demand made China the world’s number two petroleum
user after the US in 2003, surpassing Japan. The International Energy
Agency expects Chinese oil imports to double to some 4 million barrels
a day by 2010, and to 10 million barrels a day by 2030, roughly equal to
current US imports. Meanwhile, China’s domestic oil output has hit its
capacity constraint. Such an outlook has prompted oil companies from
Houston to London to Moscow to secure market share in China, as the
Middle Kingdom roams the world looking for oil fields to develop. Of
course, the downside is that a collapse in Chinese demand will set off a
negative domino effect on the world’s oil market.

The impact of China’s oil demand has gone beyond economics to
politics, which has helped create a geopolitical threat for the global
economies. Some are wary of a Beijing that could begin to feel boxed in
by its energy needs. They fear China, which does not have large strate-
gic reserves of fuel, might grow so desperate for oil that she might battle
the US for influence in the Middle East, or even trade weapons technology
to alleged terrorist states for access to oil.

Chinese demand is already making geopolitical waves in the US. In US
Congressional debate sessions in late 2003, the US–China Economic and
Security Review Commission, a committee of congressional appointees,
flagged the potential threat of how China’s thirst for oil would affect US
access to energy supplies. And earlier, the Pentagon was alerted of the
China threat by a study on the implications for US national security if
China and Saudi Arabia grew closer. Nevertheless, others believe that
Beijing will come to share the US interest in ensuring the Middle East as
a reliable oil supplier. In the long run, this confluence of interest might
draw Beijing closer to the US.

The point is that the flip side of growing Chinese oil imports is
increasing the economic vulnerability for the rest of the world. The lack
of conviction for the impact of China’s oil demand reflects the essence
of market fear – uncertainty. The geopolitical impact may turn out to be
positive or negative. But for global business and political leaders, this is
one uncertain aspect of the China threat on their radar screens until the
clouds are cleared.

Systemic failure

In the West, where election for the head of the state is held once every
four years, the business cycles of these democratic nations are closely
related to the election cycle due to pre-election spending boosting
GDP growth prior to the election. Though China does not have
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democratic elections for her leaders, her business cycle also tracks
the country’s political cycle closely due to the same incentive but in a
different form. The Communist Party convenes its national congress
every five years; the latest one was held in 2002. Each congress deter-
mines leadership changes both at the top and at the provincial level.
Hence, central and provincial elites eager to demonstrate their ability
and secure their jobs are motivated to turn in the best possible growth
in what is China’s closest equivalent to an election year in the democratic
countries.

In an economy like China in which the ruling party controls the state,
which in turn controls about half of the government’s capital spending,
the impact of such political calculations on GDP growth can be quite
substantial. Chinese official data show that the growth rate in the year
when a party congress is convened is sharply higher than in the preced-
ing year. There were six Communist Party congresses between 1977 and
2002. Except for 1997 (perhaps due to the negative impact of the Asian
financial crisis), the average annual growth rate in the years when there
was a party congress was about 4 percentage points higher than in the
preceding year.

Experience shows that sizzling growth in the ‘congress years’ sparked
rampant inflation, prompting the authorities to rein in capital spending
at once or after a lag of a few months. Growth slowed sharply as a result,
but an economic soft-landing was not assured. Since job security and
promotions of provincial chiefs rest on their economic performance, in
terms of growth and tax revenue, new appointees have strong incentives
to spur capital spending in their jurisdictions to raise growth and
enlarge the tax base. Research by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Sloan School of Management found that when a new party
boss and a governor were appointed in a province in the same year,
fixed-asset investment (the bulk of which is accounted for by public
spending) in that same province would soar by an average of 36% from
the previous year.

Provincial leaders can significantly raise fixed-asset investment mainly
because they have access to bank credit and other forms of capital. The
state nominally owns the four state banks (which account for 80% of
the total banking assets), but in reality provincial authorities dictate
their decisions. Managers in the provincial branches of the state banks
owe their jobs not to the bureaucrats in Beijing, but to local party bosses
who control their political future. Few would dare to deny credit to the
pet projects picked by the local officials.
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Practically, China’s violent economic swings are rooted in politics,
which often results in policy conflicts and errors that aggravate the
economic cycles. Fundamentally, the problem of policy errors in China
stems from the Communist Party leadership’s control of the nation’s
financial system. While these small groups of people think that they
make better decision about finance than the markets, the fact is
that they make much cruder judgements. And the institutional set-up
facilitates this political fault in the system.

Strict capital controls are forcing household savings into the hands of
politicians, albeit indirectly, as every legal saving avenue is looped under
government bureaucracy. The problem with this system is that bureaucrats
are always tempted to push for excessive investment, in the name of
boosting growth and employment. But when that investment leads
to economic overheating, the politicians cannot help but slam on the
brakes hard. This results in a harsh impact on the economy because
there is no effective market mechanism in China to regulate the economy
before it gets too hot.

Worse still, China’s monetary tools are rustic despite gradual progress
in modernising the system in recent years. This means Beijing needs to
hit the brakes even harder to cool an overheated economy, thus raising
the risk of an economic hard-landing. To see this, consider a move
to raise banks’ reserve requirements – the portion of deposits that banks
must keep with the central bank. Normally, this will help tame reckless
lending. But it does not work properly in China because capital controls
have flooded banks with deposits. Making them park a bit more money
with the central bank has little impact on their lending ability.
Crucially, state control of banks means most bank lending is still based
on policy decision, which overrides any market-based policy moves like
changing the reserve requirements and/or interest rate levels.

Meanwhile, China’s unofficial, but de facto, policy of pegging the
renminbi (RMB) to the US dollar since 1994 is also depriving Beijing
of economic management flexibility. Whenever there is capital inflow,
putting appreciating pressure on the RMB, the People’s Bank of China
(PBoC), China’s central bank, needs to sell RMB (and thus increase
domestic money supply) to keep the exchange rate from rising. Such a
move will add fuel to the cyclical upswing if the economy is already
overheating. On the other hand, when there is capital outflow, putting
downward pressure on the RMB, the PBoC needs to buy RMB (and thus
shrink domestic money supply) to prevent it from falling. This will
aggravate the downswing if the economy is already slowing down.
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The key problem in China’s monetary control is that Beijing
wants to commercialise the banking system in a command framework.
This results in a hybrid system in which Chinese banks have no autonomy
over interest rate setting, but they also face no serious competition.
Even the WTO requirement for China to open the finance sector to
foreign investors by 2007 will not likely raise competition rapidly
because the invisible barriers to compete will linger. Yet the banks are
very liquid, and they keep lending in the hope of growing themselves
out of insolvency. Thus, China’s malfunctioning financial system may
not collapse because it is awash with cash,5 though it is not sustainable
in the long-term if nothing is done to fix it. All this makes it much harder
for Beijing’s economic management to achieve the desired results. As and
when the authorities resort to hash policy measures to regulate economic
activity, boom/bust cycles result.

Aggravating the systemic flaw are Beijing’s conflicting objectives and
the lack of policy coordination between the central and local govern-
ments. Chinese politicians are trying to achieve multiple policy objectives.
They include boosting growth, creating millions of jobs, raising farmers’
incomes, keeping social stability, curbing inflation, restructuring the
corporate sector and cutting bank bad debts. But these policy objectives
are often in conflict with each other. It is doubtful if an optimal policy
mix ever exists for Beijing, especially in the short-term. A lack of com-
mon policy objectives between the central and local governments, espe-
cially when the benefits and costs are unevenly distributed among the
localities, only makes the problem worse.

The top policy priority, which both the central and local authorities
share, is to keep economic growth strong enough to create millions of
jobs to absorb the surplus labour from economic restructuring. China’s
true urban unemployment rate is estimated to be well over 10%, though
the official rate is about 5%. But the common macroeconomic policy
goal stops here.

The central government is responsible for overall macroeconomic
stability. It is thus concerned about rising inflation and the stability of the
banking system. But policies that may be good for the macro economy
may not be good for the local economy. For example, inflationary pres-
sures may not be evenly distributed among the provinces. Hence, an inter-
est rate hike by the central authorities to fight inflation could hurt those
localities that do not have high inflation. Meanwhile, these local authori-
ties may be pursuing pro-growth policies to boost local employment.
There is thus often a tension between the central and local governments as
to how the trade-off between local and national, and growth and other
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policy objectives should be made. Such tension will be especially striking
in the coming years, as China’s economic transformation will continue
to create shocks with cross currents that will cause policy conflicts and
confusion.

Further, with multiple policy objectives, the central government’s pol-
icy response will also be multidimensional. And this could easily lead to
policy inconsistency, aggravating the boom/bust economic cycle. The
problem lies in whether the policy response to challenges in one aspect
of the economy aggravates the challenges on other aspects. For instance,
to clamp down on run-away investment in a few economic hot spots
will inevitably increase banks’ bad debts and worsen unemployment.

Beijing may want to avoid boom/bust economic cycles, but the lack of
an effective policy transmission mechanism almost ensures the risk of
sharp economic swings. China is still in transit from a planned economy
to a market driven system. The current hybrid economic nature will
remain for some time. This system will likely pose increasing challenges
to Chinese policymakers, who are themselves also transiting from
being central planners to market regulators. As the central government
remains sceptical about the effectiveness of market-based policies in
the hybrid system, it will rely on administrative measures to regulate
economic activities, thus increasing the odds for policy mistakes and
amplifying their impact on the economic cycle.

Until recently, China’s economic cycles were not terribly important
for the outside world. But since the turn of the millennium, the scale of
the China boom has sucked in unprecedented imports from the rest
of the world – up by 50% in 2003 after jumping 22% in 2002. Justified
or not, these reported numbers by the media are enough to raise con-
cern that if China’s economy collapses, it could trigger a global recession
by cutting off an important source of demand.

Whether China goes boom or bust is becoming more important for
the global markets. Her growth affects other Asian nations whose eco-
nomic and financial market recoveries have been heavily dependent on
sales to China. It affects the bottom lines and stock prices of large multi-
national companies, ranging from US consumer goods giant Wal-Mart
to British mining giant Rio Tinto, who benefit significantly from China’s
huge appetite for finished goods and raw materials. The Chinese growth
effect goes beyond the goods market to as far as foreign exchange where
seemingly remote currencies, such as the Australian and Canadian dollars,
are affected due to their commodity-based economic nature. Last but
not least, it affects investor expectations of the future outlook for industrial
sectors, such as cars, power, steel and metals.
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China’s economic threat is like a pair of pliers, clamping down on the
global economy on both the supply side (via her manufacturing clout)
and demand side (via her rising import demand). No wonder the global
markets fret when China sneezes. However, it is not clear if the world’s
fear about the China threat is all that justified. It is even doubtful if the
potential of the China threat is properly debated.
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2
A Conspiracy Theory

When one looks at Asia’s increasing reliance on China’s import demand
on the back of her rising production clout, it is easy to theorise a
conspiracy for the China threat – that China’s aggressive industrial
expansion beats her Asian neighbours in exports, and cuts off their
growth source from the global market so that she can make Asia rely
on China-induced growth as a way to spread influence in the region.
Such a conspiracy theory has been exploited by many politicians, both
within and outside Asia, to promote their political interest often at the
expense of the economic truth (see next chapter for more). Let us exam-
ine the two fears of the China threat – Asia’s over-dependence on China
and China’s stress on the global supply chain – in detail to evaluate this
conspiracy theory.

How dependent is Asia on China?

A demand threat from China has been bothering Asia recently. As Asia
enjoys a big economic boost from the Mainland’s robust demand for its
imports in recent years, it is also becoming clear that the regional eco-
nomic growth is being held hostage by the Chinese demand. Naturally,
Asia’s worry about China’s demand threat has intensified, as its reliance
on China as a major export market has risen. The question is how depend-
ent is Asia’s economic well-being on China? Is this worry a result of too
many people talking about an exaggerated China threat, or is it real?

Asia’s fears about being dragged into a China demand trap and the
regional economic growth being held hostage by the Chinese stem from
a structural change in the international trade flows in recent years.
Evidence shows that Asia is depending less on its traditional Japanese
and American markets for export growth. Meanwhile, China has emerged
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as the region’s most important growth market for exports. The switch
of economic dependence from the developed markets to China has
made many regional governments fret that their economies may be
over-exposed to China.

Some have argued that there has been a rise in intra-regional trade
within Asia in recent years. That should be good news because if Asia is
trading more among its member economies, it is a sign of regional inte-
gration creating growth dynamics without relying too much on out-of-
the-region demand, including that from the developed markets and
China. To see the amount of intra-regional trade, deduct from the aggre-
gate exports of Asia’s major trading economies1 (known as MTEs below)
their shipments to the developed markets, namely Japan and the US,
the remainder is a proxy for intra-Asian trade. All other markets outside
Asia, Japan and the US are presumably piecemeal. Thus, a rise in the
share of this intra-regional exports in the MTEs’ total exports will sug-
gest that trade is redirected to domestic markets within the region. Indeed,
evidence shows that there has been a marked rise in Asia’s export share
to markets outside Japan and the US since 2001 (Figure 2:1).

Further, if Asian exports are relying less on the developed markets, its
export growth to these markets should be slower than its export growth
to the other markets. In other words, the ratio of Asia’s export growth to
the developed markets to its total export growth should fall below 1. The
decline in this ratio means that Asian exports have found new markets
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Figure 2:1 Sign of rising intra-Asian trade

Source: CEIC
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outside Japan and the US, and are thus less dependent on the import
demand from these developed markets. On the other hand, if Asian
exports to the developed markets grow at the same rate as, or faster
than, its total exports, the ratio should have a value of 1 or higher. This
in turn means that Asian exports are tightly tied to, or increasing depend-
ent on, the developed markets’ demand changes. Evidence shows that
after the 1997/1998 Asian crisis and after the bursting of the global IT
bubble in 2001, Asia’s export growth to the developed markets has indeed
fallen relative to its total exports (Figure 2:2). The decline in the export
ratio after the 1997/1998 Asian crisis might be distorted by the sharp
contraction of the regional economies, which also grounded export pro-
duction to a halt. But the steady decline in the ratio to below 1 since the
global IT bubble burst in 2001 is evidence that Asian exports have found
new export markets outside the developed world.

If Asia’s foreign trade is redirected to domestic demand of the regional
economies, there should not be a worry about the region’s growth being
held hostage by Chinese demand. Indeed, Asia should be switching
from its traditional export-led growth model to a domestic consump-
tion-based growth model to survive the new economic paradigm of
prolonged disinflation with periodic deflation, due to rising competi-
tion and constrained pricing power.2 Some have argued that the rapid
expansion of Asia’s middle class, which is defined as someone with a
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Figure 2.2 Asian export growth ratio (developed market exports-to-total exports:
six-month moving average)

Source: CEIC
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minimum income level of US$5,000 person per year,3 has indeed set
the stage for Asian private consumption to expand. The point is that the
rise of the middle class translates into broadly based growth in domestic
demand. Mass middle class demand, in turn, provides both economies
of scale and scope. These conditions are crucial for creating new oppor-
tunities for small and medium size businesses to emerge. New and
generally better employment opportunities in the services sectors, in
turn, bolster the growth of the middle class, making the consumption
creation process a self-reinforcing virtuous circle.

Thus, if the recent trend of decreasing export dependence on the
developed markets is a reflection of Asia diverting trade to the regional
economies due to expansion of their domestic demand, that should
be good news. But evidence shows that Asia has continued to rely on
exports for growth after the 1997/1998 regional crisis. The aggregate
export of the MTEs has risen steadily from 45% of GDP to 60% since the
mid-1990s (Figure 2:3), with some MTE members recording quantum
leap in their export ratios. For example, Korea’s exports have soared
from 23% of GDP in the early 1990s to 54%, Malaysia’s export ratio has
jumped from 75% to 115% and Thailand’s ratio has risen from 38% to
70%. A large part of this reliance is due to insufficient structural reform,
which has dragged on domestic demand growth and forced the region
to export its way out.
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Figure 2:3 Asian export-to-GDP ratio (Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Philippines, Thailand)

Source: CEIC
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Arguably, strong export growth is a symptom rather than strength of
Asia’s growth model. This is true even before the 1997/1998 Asian crisis.
The region’s chronic problem is over-saving and under-consuming. This
has resulted in a large build-up of capital stock that yields low return on
assets. A natural remedy to this excess saving problem is to consume
more. Over-reliance on exports for growth also puts Asia in direct com-
petition with China. This will erode the region’s growth momentum if
it fails to move faster and deeper on structural reforms, as China has
formidable comparative advantage in manufacturing for a long time to
come. Consumption-driven growth will also reduce Asia’s economic vul-
nerability stemming from export volatility. So contrary to what many
optimists see, Asia is still export-dependent with the domestic sector
lagging as a growth driver. Insufficient structural reforms forced the
region to rely on exports as the key growth source. This begs the ques-
tion of where Asian exports have gone, given that export growth to the
developed markets has slowed?

China is where the bulk of Asian exports have gone in recent years.
How do we know? Remember Figure 2:2 shows that Asia’s export depend-
ence on the developed markets has fallen in recent years, as reflected by
the decline in the ratio of Asia’s export growth to the developed markets
to its total export growth. But when we add the MTEs’ exports headed
for China to their exports headed for Japan and the US, the MTEs’
dependence on these China-plus-developed markets has risen notice-
ably to above 1 since late 2002 (Figure 2:4). This is consistent with the
observation that China’s recent strong economic growth has taken in a
lot of imports, including those from Asia. It also suggests that China has
been the key source of export growth for Asia in recent years, though she
is still smaller than Japan and the US in terms of absolute market size.

To drive home the point of Asia’s dependence on China trade, let us
examine Asia’s export growth trends. The region’s total export growth
has risen faster than its export growth to the developed markets in recent
years. But when exports to China are added to the exports to the devel-
oped markets, Asia’s total export growth moves in tandem with export
growth to the combined China-developed markets in recent years
(Figure 2:5). This is evidence that China has replaced Japan and the US
as the key export growth market for Asia.

China’s role in boosting Asian export growth also has an implication
for intra-regional trade, and this implication in turn ties back to the per-
ceived China demand threat. If trade among Asian economies is really
significant, China’s role should not affect the intra-regional trade trend.
Let us check this. Let us deduct Asia’s exports to China, Japan and the US
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altogether from its total exports. Note that this is just building on what we
did for calculating the intra-regional trade in Figure 2:1 by taking away the
region’s exports to China together with those to the developed markets.

Alas, the share of Asian exports outside these three major markets has
fallen (Figure 2:6). This, in turn, means that intra-regional trade has in
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Figure 2:4 Asian export growth ratio (China � developed mkt exports-to-total
exports: six-month moving average)

Source: CEIC
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fact dropped, not risen, in recent years when China is not in the equation.
The corollary is that Asia has grown more dependent on Chinese demand
for their exports, and hence the fears about the China demand threat.

The conspiracy theory

Complementing this view of the perceived China threat is the Middle
Kingdom’s significant import penetration in the global markets (i.e.
growth of China’s import share in the developed world’s total imports),
which is often seen as at the expense of the rest of Asia. The combina-
tion of Asia’s dependence on Chinese demand and China’s rapid import
penetration has given rise to a conspiracy theory: On the one hand, China
is pursuing ruthless industrial expansion to out-compete her Asian
neighbours in exports, thus cutting off their growth source. On the other
hand, she is giving them China-induced growth by making them overly
dependent on Chinese demand. This economic tactic, the sceptics charge,
allows China to plant her influence in the region. The growing sense of
insecurity has prompted ASEAN members to propose to form an ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) to counter China’s economic threat. The
AEC aims at creating a single market for goods, services, capital and
skilled labour by 2020.

Indeed, since the 1990s, most Southeast Asian economies have lost
export market shares in the developed world while China’s import pen-
etration has more than doubled. Notably, US imports from ASEAN fell
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Figure 2:6 Intra-regional trade falling

Source: CEIC
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from over 7% of total imports in 1994 to 6% in 2003, while China’s import
penetration rose from 5.4% to 12% in the same period (Figure 2:7). Further,
net foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows to China have risen sharply
since the early 1990s, but FDI flows to ASEAN have fallen (Figure 2:8). All
this seems to underscore the claim that China has gained export market
shares and foreign capital at the expense of the rest of Asia.
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Figure 2:7 Import penetration (US imports from ASEAN and China as % of total
US imports)

Source: CEIC
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The conventional wisdom is that with an average monthly manufac-
turing wage of about US$100 and rising productivity, China is sucking
in investment resources and gobbling up export market share because
she can produce almost everything cheaper than the others. If the rest of
Asia wants to compete, the logic goes, they have to compete on price. But
higher labour cost and cut-throat competition imply a painful process
of deflationary adjustment, profit erosion, falling exchange rates and
prolonged economic disruption for the rest of Asia.

So much for this conventional thinking, but it does not have much
wisdom in it. Price is not everything. Invisible costs, such as red tape,
corruption, local protectionism and distribution problems, all add to the
bottom-line cost. Further, low labour cost is not going to last forever in
China (see below), and it is not China’s monopoly. Micro comparative
studies of low-income ASEAN economies often finds that there is little
difference between their and China’s total labour-related outlays. So
what makes China more attractive than ASEAN? It must be something
more than labour cost comparison.

We can get a clue by looking at the composition of China’s FDI inflows.
Table 2:1 shows the breakdown of China’s FDI that is actually utilised. Less
than a third is invested in export-oriented sectors, like light manufactur-
ing and electronics; together they account for 28% of all utilised FDI. The
rest is aimed at China’s domestic (mostly non-tradable) sectors, like auto,
machinery and equipment, retail, real estate, catering, chemicals, mining
and energy. This means foreign investors are attracted by China’s large,
rapid-growing domestic market but not, or not only, her ability to produce
cheaply.

The small share of utilised FDI in the export sectors also suggests that
price is not of sole importance for making China a formidable economic
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Table 2:1 Breakdown of utilised FDI in China, 2003

% of total

Other manufacturing 40
Services 18
Light manufacturing* 15
Electronics* 13
Property and construction 14

Total 100

* Export-oriented

Source: CEIC



force. Rather, a large local market potential is needed for breeding
success in export markets. Surveys of export manufacturers in China
suggest that logistics infrastructure, proximity to suppliers and commer-
cial stability top their considerations in locating production bases. And
all these factors are fostered by a sizeable domestic economy. Relative
labour costs appear very low on the list. In a nutshell, to compete with
China in attracting investment resources, an economy needs more than
just a cheap labour force; it also needs to offer a large domestic market.4

Still no way out

The corollary is for Asia to develop large domestic markets to reduce its
dependence on China. Thailand is doing it and initial signs show that
the policy has been successful. Thai Prime Minister Thaksin started a
two-pronged economic strategy in 2001, after the burst of the global IT
bubble that dragged down the world economy, to boost growth by push-
ing exports and domestic spending at the same time. He has put partic-
ular emphasis on the latter to lessen Thailand’s dependence on exports.
This so called ‘Thaksinomics’ has got Thai consumers spending, banks
lending and asset markets booming. Thai real GDP growth averaged
over 6% a year in 2002 and 2003 while other Asian neighbours’ growth
averaged only 4%. Attracted by Thailand’s positive growth outlook, FDI
inflows to Thailand jumped by 44% in 2003 to US$1,244 million from
US$862 million in 2002.

This has got many Asian authorities thinking about following Thailand’s
approach. Unfortunately, Thaksinomics is not all applicable to other
Asian economies. First, large government budget deficits, especially
in Southeast Asia, (Table 2:2) will prevent these regional governments
from boosting their domestic sectors by aggressive fiscal expansion like
Thakin. Attempting to recreate the Thai strategy could risk worsening
the fiscal and debt burdens and destabilising the whole economy.

Second, Thailand (along with Korea and Indonesia) went through a
painful consumption and investment adjustment during the Asian cri-
sis, while the other Asian economies did not suffer as much. This is seen
in GDP growth and bank lending (Figures 2:9 and 2:10), where the three
Asian-crisis economies of Thailand, Korea and Indonesia all contracted
more sharply than the rest of Asia (excluding China, India and Japan).
But Thailand (and Korea and Indonesia) also came out of the crisis with
more aggressive economic restructuring under the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) bailout programmes than the rest of Asia. Arguably, Thailand
is now reaping the benefit of both a sharper economic cleansing process
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during the Asian crisis and deeper structural reforms after the crisis. Her
stronger growth experience is not likely to be repeatable in many other
Asian economies because they had suffered less and gone through less
structural changes. The point is that Asian economies are quite different
from each other. There is no one set of panacea policies for the region.
Asia’s dependence on China is inevitable. But China is not swallow-
ing up the world because her growing economic importance is just a
natural evolution like any other Asian economy (see the section ‘It’s just
rendezvous’ later).
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Table 2:2 Government budget balances (% GDP)

2002 2003

Singapore �1.6 6.4
Korea 3.4 0.8
Thailand �3.1 �1.6
Indonesia �1.2 �1.6
Taiwan �4.3 �4.0
Philippines �5.3 �4.6
Malaysia �5.6 �5.3

(minus � deficit)

Source: CEIC
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As far as the threat of China holding Asia in demand hostage is con-
cerned, there is a significant cyclical element in it. Asia has certainly
depended on Chinese import demand for generating growth in recent
years. But that has also been a result of China’s robust growth, averaging
over 8% between 2000 and 2003, which has created strong import
demand. Chinese imports may have recorded almost 40% annual growth
in 2003 and 2004, but that is certainly not a sustainable trend for the
future. As China’s economic cycle slows down, so will her demand for
imports. This means that the perceived threat of Asia as overly dependent
on Chinese demand should also fade.

If Asia wants to balance its increasing reliance on the Chinese market
for exports in the long-term, it has no choice but to join together and
create a large, unified market with ample resources. This is the motiva-
tion behind ASEAN’s idea to create the AEC. The trouble is that the idea
is very far away from implementation. ASEAN is highly fragmented, in
terms of geographic, economic, political and cultural diversities, with
relatively closed borders to labour and capital flows. These obstacles are
the reason why only an estimated 20% of total ASEAN trade is con-
ducted between ASEAN partners, compared with an estimated 40% of
inter-provincial trade in China and over 50% in the EU and the US.

The problem with ASEAN economic integration is already seen in
the difficulty for the formation of the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA), a
similar but less grand step prior to achieving the AEC. Despite the
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Figure 2:10 Bank loan growth

Source: CEIC
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progress seen in tariff reduction, as required by AFTA rules, the free trade
area is not quite what it is supposed to be. Several of its members have
refused to cut tariffs on certain critical products to meet the agreed dead-
line in 2003. Notably, Malaysia still insists on protecting her state-owned
carmaker, Proton, to the dismay of Thailand, which has a fast-growing
auto industry. The Philippines, after cutting tariffs on petrochemicals
initially, later thought better of it and raised them again. Rice, the
region’s biggest crop, is excluded from the pact together, mainly due to
Thailand’s resistance.

More seriously, there is failure to implement the tariff cuts that have
already been agreed. There are no records for what proportion of intra-
ASEAN trade has taken advantage of the Common Effective Preferential
Tariff (CEPT) scheme under AFTA. Some private estimates put the share
at 5% of total trade. Some anonymous officials at the ASEAN Secretariat
argued the share should be higher, but were unable to give any estimates
with proof. This is because member countries have not bothered, or
unable, to give the secretariat any persistent relevant data, largely due
to the tedious reporting system and paper work that have deterred
implementation.

The problem of ASEAN’s diversity is also evident. There is not much
incentive for economies with already low tariffs to push the CEPT,
since the tariff rate difference between it and their own rate is small. For
economies with high tariffs, these are reluctant to cut into their customs
revenue by implementing the CEPT. While ASEAN leaders are trying to
address these problems by pledging to cut red tape, adopt common prod-
uct standards and set up a monitoring system and a dispute-settlement
mechanism, their effort has so far not been real enough to solve the
ASEAN diversity problem.

For example, in their ACE initiative, which is modelled after the
European Union concept, ASEAN leaders have made it clear that they
would not tolerate any reduction in sovereignty for the sake of deeper
economic integration. They have even rejected the idea of a common
customs union and a shared external tariff, since that would force the
member countries to make dramatic changes to their economic poli-
cies. Meanwhile, many members are pressing ahead with bilateral trade
agreements to pre-empt, or even undermine, collective negotiations.
For example, Singapore has concluded trade agreements with Japan,
Australia, New Zealand and the US.

This divergence over trade pacts suggests a deeper rift within ASEAN’s
economic goals. Relatively open members, like Singapore and Thailand,
see the grouping as a means to raise external competitiveness and to
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attract foreign capital to survive the Chinese competition. But the other
less developed members want grouping mainly to promote trade and
investment within ASEAN, but not with outsiders. This fundamental
difference in thinking will keep ASEAN members’ economic interest
from aligning so that any grouping effort will be rendered ineffective.

China’s labour pains

For those who fret that China’s unlimited cheap labour supply will crash
the regional economies by taking over global manufacturing, exporting
deflation and attracting all the foreign investment, they should be relieved
to know that the tide is changing, albeit gradually, against China’s labour
advantage. In autumn 2004, the Chinese government reported for the
first time that factories around Shanghai and the Pearl River Delta (PRD),
China’s two great export powerhouses, were suffering from severe labour
shortages (of some 2 million workers), and had significant difficulties in
hiring additional resources and expanding capacity.

The emergence of labour shortage in China will certainly turn estab-
lished economic wisdom on its head, as huge numbers of underpaid
migrant workers have been the driving force behind China’s export suc-
cess and, hence her economic threat as some see it. For years, China’s
900 million-strong rural population is seen as an inexhaustible pool of
cheap labour for the coastal factories to tap. This unbeatable competi-
tive advantage, the argument goes, would suck in foreign investment for
years and fuel decades of rapid growth for China at the expense of the
rest of Asia.

But with 1.3 billion people, how can China suffer from labour
shortages? On detailed examination, there is indeed no shortage of
labour in China. What’s going on is that China’s labour market is matur-
ing, albeit at a very slow pace and in an unevenly distributed pattern
with some cities maturing faster than others. Hence, manufacturing
wage pressures are on the rise in the cities with fast maturing labour
market. This wage trend will continue over the longer-term as a natural
economic evolution process. This should also dispel the myth of unlim-
ited cheap Chinese labour supply and the conspiracy theory of China
displacing the world’s manufacturing.

Of China’s 1.3 billion population in 2003, some 900 million are
classified as agricultural, and almost 800 million are registered in rural
villages (with the rest registered in small towns). Within the rural popula-
tion, there are about 500 million people of working age between 15 and
59 years old. Some analysts estimate that China only needs 100 million
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people working in the farms to support the current agricultural output
levels. This means that four-fifths of the 500-million strong working-age
rural population are surplus labour with insufficient or no work at all.
This surplus labour can be hired elsewhere. And many of them do find
jobs elsewhere, notably in manufacturing and services in more devel-
oped areas, like Guangdong, Fujian, Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces, as
migrant workers. Indeed, Chinese census data shows a ‘floating’ rural
population of 100 million. This still leaves about 300 million working-
age rural labour unemployed or under-employed;5 that is 300 million
potential new workers for manufacturing and services. So where is the
shortage?

This estimate for China’s surplus labour pool shows not a shortage
problem, but rather a combination of a labour market maturing process
and labour immobility that pushes up costs. Skilled manufacturing
labour has been in short supply since early 2002, and wages for skilled
labour have been rising faster than overall economic growth since then.
But the perceived shortage of unskilled labour is unprecedented. The
root of the problem lies in the structure of the labour market.

Given the abundance of young workers, most textile, toy and electron-
ics manufacturers do not hire old rural workers. In fact, they hire mostly
young female workers. A Ministry of Labour study in 2004 found that
some 75% of the factories surveyed hire only females between 18 and
26 years old. In the more laborious sectors like construction, there is a
similar focus on hiring young men in the same age group. But how many
in the 100 million floating rural workers are between 18 and 26 years
old? No one knows, but presumably a large share. According to Chinese
census data, about 100 million rural residents are aged between 18 and 26.

However, the disturbing trend is that the remaining supply of men
and women under 26 years old is falling. This is largely a result of China’s
strict population control policy since the late 1970s. The so-called one-
child policy has led to a declining growth rate in both the population
and the labour force since the 1980s. Meanwhile, manufacturers have
been mean on providing worker welfare. Most light manufacturing
firms are used to a workforce willing to work for 12 hours a day and live
in crowded dormitories for a monthly salary of RMB600. If they hire
worker in their 30s or older, that means dealing with families, housing
and health care needs and, hence, higher cost.

The poor working conditions have become really a problem as the
younger workers move up the education ladder fast. They are demand-
ing higher pay and better employment terms and working conditions.
Due to demographics, China has seen a sharp rise in the proportion of
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students going beyond the nine-year compulsory education ending
in junior high school. This has important implications for the man-
ufacturing sector, which relies heavily on junior high school graduates
for its labour force. The more education people get, the less likely they
are to seek a factory job; or they will demand higher wages and better
working conditions. This also means the supply of unskilled labour has
shrunk. Hence, although the labour pool remains large, labour cost is
rising.

Meanwhile, Chinese factories have been spoiled by a seemingly end-
less supply of young rural workers. Many manufacturing regions have
not seen wages increase for years. For example, the average monthly
salary for an unskilled worker was about the same (RMB 600–700 range)
at the end of 2003 as it was around 1998. This stagnation was made pos-
sible by the low subsistence wages until recently. This subsistence wage
is the migrant workers’ income from farming, which represents the
opportunity cost for them to move from the countryside to work in the
cities. In other words, the subsistence wage is also the minimum for
manufacturing wages because workers will not move from their farms to
the factories if they cannot earn more than their farm income.

So if farm incomes are low or stagnant, there is no need for factory
wages to rise to lure workers. And this was what happened in China.
Between 1992 and 1996, farm incomes rose 150% to RMB200 a month
from RMB80. But then there was no growth in the following years. As of
2001, monthly rural incomes were still hovering at about RMB212,
barely increased from the levels five years previously. That was why the
subsistence wage was low and stagnant too. The farm sector suffered
badly between 1996 and 2002, when China’s economic growth fell
sharply under former premier Zhu Rongji’s austerity programme to fight
inflation. Agricultural prices fell by an average of one-third during that
period, as a result of weak domestic demand and rising agricultural
yields. But what was a disaster for the farm sector had turned out to be a
big boon to the export manufacturers, who enjoyed a combination of
rapid overseas, especially US, market growth and cheap and flat wages
at home.

But the Chinese farmers’ fortunes have changed since 2002. Farm prices
have recovered strongly since then, boosting farm income growth, due
to a sharp rise in grain prices and agricultural subsidies paid directly to
farmers and the cut in agricultural taxes. This has resulted in fast rural
income growth, which has outpaced urban income growth since early
2004. Thus, with rising prices have come rising wages as the farmers’
subsistence wage rises.
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This will have profound implications on China’s labour cost going for-
ward. China used to be in a situation where there was an essentially
unlimited supply of labour. In economics terms, China’s labour supply
curve was flat. This means as factory and construction demand for work-
ers rose, there was a seemingly infinite reserve of young rural workers
willing to work at the prevailing wage. Not anymore; China’s labour
supply curve has turned to a normal upward-sloping one. This means
rising wages are needed to lure the supply of labour. With rising farm
prices and incomes, and a tighter supply of single, under-26 years old
workers, the marginal cost of hiring new young workers is rising.

The days of cheap wages and flat wage growth in China are probably
gone for good. Farm prices are expected to have embarked on a secular
up-trend (see Chapter 4, pp. 69–73) and labour market dynamics are
pointing to a tightening supply of unskilled workers in the coming years.
Many of the available unemployed and/or underemployed workers are
older and have families, meaning that they are not as readily or as
cheaply mobile. The inevitable upshot of rising labour cost will squeeze
profit margins, but the short-term impact on China’s competitiveness
will still be limited. An increase in export-oriented manufacturing wages
from US$80 to US$110 over the next few years, as seen by many
observers, would not make a dent on China’s cost advantage vis-à-vis
other Asian economies like India, Indonesia and Vietnam. Further, China
has many other short-term advantages, like infrastructure support, huge
domestic market potential, stable political climate and proximity to sup-
pliers. But in the longer-term, China will inevitably lose competitiveness
to other low-end export economies. That will be a natural economic
development process. It should ease fears about Chinese cheap labour
crashing the regional economies and creating economic chaos.

Manufacturers and investors are reacting to combat rising labour cost
in China by moving from the dearer coastal areas to the cheaper interior
provinces. With improved transport and pro-business local government,
second-tier cities like Wuhan and Chengdu have attracted increasing
investment flows from both foreign and domestic investors. FDI data
also shows a relocation trend. Once the darling of FDI, the Pearl River
Delta region is under increasing competitive pressure. Indeed, FDI in
Guangdong, Hainan and Fijian all saw double-digit decline in 2004. In
contrast, the once ignored areas like Yunan and Shanxi provinces recorded
more than two-fold increase in FDI inflow in 2004. Together with
Southwestern Guangxi Autonomous Region and the northeast coastal
provinces of Shangdong and Liaoning, they made up the top five FDI
gainers in China in 2004, with annual FDI growth rates all over 100%.
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It’s just rendezvous

The fears of China gobbling up the world economy have also been mis-
placed. This is because China’s economic emergence is not different
from the development paths of the ‘Asian Tigers’.6 Hence, the conspir-
acy theory does not stand up for scrutiny. China’s impact on the global
economy has been exactly what the theory of international trade pre-
dicted. As a low-income and labour-rich economy, China has focused on
making low value-added goods for global consumers. There is no doubt
that this shift in manufacturing power in China’s favour has had some
impact on shifting relative prices for raw materials and finished goods in
the global markets. But to some critics, the most worrying part is China’s
entry to the world economy in a drastic way, taking over industries like
autos, shipbuilding, semiconductors, biotech and even high-end capital
goods when the rest of the world is totally unprepared. They fret that
China is quantum leaping in the global value-added chain and striking
at the heart of the developed world’s livelihood.

If these critics were right, we should have seen China taking over the
world’s high value-added manufacturing exports, such as high-end
electronics and machinery. But evidence does not support this view. Over
the past 20 years, China has evolved according to her comparative advan-
tage. On a net basis, she has been importing raw materials and high
value-added goods, such as heavy machinery, and exporting labour-
intensive goods, notably light manufacturing (Figure 2:11). The evidence
also shows that China’s light manufacturing exports only took off since
the mid-1990s, when her export industries achieved a critical mass.

Granted, the electronics sector may be China’s fastest growing export
segment, accounting for about 30% of total shipment. But on a net
basis, she is still importing more electronics goods than exporting them.
Meanwhile the domestic value-added component of her electronics
exports is still focused on processing, assembly and low-end parts. In a
nutshell, China’s overall foreign trade pattern clearly reflects her low-
income status, evolving according to the law of comparative advantage.
This indeed suggests China will compete with other emerging markets,
but not with the developed economies and hence will not gobble up the
global economy.

Though the Mainland’s development pattern is similar to that of
the Asian Tiger economies, it is the biggest and fastest-growing economy
of them all. So could things be different as China enters the global
system? From an economic development point of view, the two Tiger
economies of South Korea and Taiwan are the best comparables.
In Korea, per capital annual income reached US$1,000 in 1977. That was
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the time when the Korean economy looked very much the same as
China today, with rising net exports of labour-intensive consumption
goods, a growing electronics export segment and large net imports of
capital goods and raw materials.

But it is crucial to note that it took Korea another decade to move
markedly up the value-added chain, get out of the low-end exports and
move into sophisticated electronics. That happened in 1987, when per
capita Korean income reached US$3,500 a year. Then it took another ten
years for Korea, whose per capita annual income rose to US$10,000 in
1997, to become a net exporter of heavy machinery and high value-
added electronics. Evidence shows that Taiwan followed pretty much
the same development pattern as Korea, with the major industrial shift-
ing points occurring at roughly similar income levels. In particular,
Taiwan moved out of labour-intensive manufacturing into electronics in
the late 1980s, and only became a net capital goods exporter by 2001.

What about Japan? Does her large economy not make a better com-
parison with China? Not really. Japan’s per capital annual income was
US$1,000 in 1965, the same as China today. But Japan’s experience is
quite unique. From the start of her industrialisation, Japan was already a
large net exporter of heavy industrial equipment and a declining exporter
of light manufacturing goods. By the early 1970s, Japan’s net trade pat-
tern had more or less reached what it had become 30 years later. Hence,
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Figure 2:11 China’s net trade pattern (net exports, in 3-year moving averages)
Negative � net imports (or trade deficit)

Source: CEIC
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Japan is very different from every Asian economy that has emerged from
their developing status via step-by-step structural shifts. She is more like
Germany, a highly capitalised economy rebuilding after the destruction
of World War II.

So, if the development paths of Korea and Taiwan are a guide, they
suggest that China’s trade influence will not change dramatically for at
least another decade. But sceptical souls still charge that economic con-
ditions in China are very different from those in Korea and Taiwan, so
that her development would also move at a sharply different pace. The
Middle Kingdom is indeed quite different from the other Asian Tiger
economies, but not in the way most observers see. Arguably, China could
take much longer to make the kind of industrial shift seen in Korea and
Taiwan, not to mention the fast developing Hong Kong and Singapore.

The driving force behind Korea and Taiwan’s structural shift is an
external cost shock. The two Tiger economies probably would not have
moved out of light manufacturing so fast in the second half of the 1980s
if their wage differentials with the developing ASEAN economies had
not become economically significant. In other words, the advent of an
external low-wage shock was the key factor to force Korea and Taiwan’s
structural changes. China’s competitive stress only came in at the later
stages to accelerate their moves up the value-added ladder. But such an
external shock is unlikely to hit China anytime soon, due to her own huge
supply of cheap labour in the medium-term. China’s labour-intensive
industries are more likely to move inland than overseas as and when
labour cost in the current industrial hubs becomes too expensive. The
recent overseas expansion by some Chinese industries is driven by a
desire to capture market share rather than to reduce cost, and this will
be the case for many years to come.

What about China’s undervalued currency and state-subsidised funding
costs? Wouldn’t these artificial policies give China an unfair competitive
edge to grow her high-tech and capital intensive industries and eventu-
ally overwhelm the global market? These are certainly policy issues sub-
ject to debates. But they had also existed in the rest of Asia for the past
two decades, and had not really affected the development pace of the
tiger economies. This is thus not a reason to expect China to move any
faster than her Asian neighbours in her industrialisation process.

A product-cycle perspective

China’s elevation to the world’s manufacturing house is in fact a natural
evolution of the global product cycle. The product cycle model is an
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elaboration of the basic international trade tenet, comparative advantage.
But it is powerful enough to dispel the conspiracy theory of the China
economic threat.

Many manufactured goods, like television sets, video recorders, DVD
players, semiconductors and automobiles, go through a product cycle in
which the inputs used change over time. When these goods are initially
produced, there is a great deal of experimentation in both the charac-
teristics of the final product and its manufacturing process. Hence, this
first stage of the product cycle needs to be supported by a high-income
market, where consumer feedback, market information and money are
available. On the input side, research and development in design and
manufacturing require scientific and engineering inputs, together with
skilled labour and entrepreneurs willing to risk failure and an initial
period of little or no profits. Typically, the first stage of the product cycle
takes place in the rich industrialised economies.

Over time, the manufactured product enters the second phase when
it becomes standardised in size, features and manufacturing process.
Experimentation with basic new design begins to wane, as product devel-
opment shifts to incremental improvements in a basic design. The price
of the product begins to fall, squeezing the manufacturers’ profit margin
in the rich countries where it is made. At this stage, production begins
to shift to countries with low labour costs, as standardised production
routines allow the usage of unskilled and semi-skilled labour in assembly-
type operations.

Prices have fallen further in the final stage of the product cycle.
Consumption in the rich countries begins to exceed production of the
product. Making the product in the rich countries has also become uneco-
nomical due to their high labour costs and margin squeeze. Thus, an
increasing share of the rich world’s manufacturing output is being moved
to developing nations where labour cost is kept low by the abundance of
unskilled and semi-skilled workers. In this late stage, the rich countries
will quit producing the product and turn to development of new prod-
ucts. A new product cycle for the new products will start all over again.

The core of this product cycle model is all about opportunity cost. As
manufacturing processes become standardised, they can be performed by
unskilled labour. This is because the blend of inputs changes over time,
from highly skilled scientific, engineering and marketing elements to basic
unskilled and semi-skilled labour. Hence, the opportunity cost of produc-
tion in developing countries, like China, becomes lower than the cost in
the rich countries, like Japan and the US. This change in inputs, in turn,
reflects the shifting of an economy’s comparative advantage over time.
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Advances in transport and communications have played a crucial role
in facilitating this product cycle development, which in turn has driven
a structural change in international trade in recent years. Jet aircrafts,
container ships, fax machines, satellite systems and emails have enabled
firms in Japan, Europe or the US to relocate their production far from
their home base of operations. Goods produced in China’s Guangdong
province can be monitored from a home base in Osaka or Birmingham
or Detroit. Since unskilled labour is abundant in China, rich countries’
manufacturers can cut their production cost sharply by relocating
assembly and manufacturing processes there. In general, this is a process
of ‘international labour arbitrage’, where rich countries take advantage
of cheap labour outside the domestic economy by relocating production
to other lower wage economies.

Meanwhile, by setting up a factory in China, an American or Japanese
manufacturer may find it easier to secure a better and reliable flow of
quality inputs by going through a foreign subsidiary rather than buying
the inputs from wholly independent foreign firms. It may also find it
cheaper to work with distributors that it owns than with independent
firms. From these perspectives, the massive influx of foreign capital to
China is a natural result of the product cycle development.

The development of China’s high-tech industry relating to telecom-
munications and computing (data processing) is a good illustration of
the product cycle. These Chinese exports originate in assembly opera-
tions, many of which have been set up with foreign capital. A telephone
manufacturer, for example, decides to take advantage of low wages by
producing a standardised product in China. Once the assembly plant is
built, only a handful of skilled workers are needed to run the plant. Most
workers can be quickly trained to assemble the product and perform
simple diagnostic tests on it. The result is that China exports telecom-
munications equipment and appears to have been developing a fast-
growing high-tech sector that threatens some manufacturers. But this is
not true because there is no design, research or industrial engineering
taking place in China’s assembly workshop.

Similarly, some decades ago, radio receivers and plastics were exclu-
sively products of industrial countries. As their manufacturing process
became standardised, the production migrated to places where unskilled
labour was relatively more abundant. In sum, China’s successful export
drive and her ascent to become the world’s dominant manufacturing
base has been the result of two forces: a shift towards her comparative
advantage and the product cycle. There is no conspiracy theory to take
over the world economy.
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3
The Outsourcing Threat

The fear about the China economic threat has led many opportunists
and politicians to jump on the China-bashing bandwagon. The blame
game has revived protectionist sentiment. The most notable example is
the hot debate on the damage of cross-border outsourcing on the
US economy, especially in the run-up to the US presidential election in
2004. Though the debate was misguided by pre-election rhetoric, it may
have a profound impact on shifting America’s free trade attitude. With
weakening globalisation momentum, the negative sentiment towards
free trade does raise the risk of protectionism that will hurt Asia.
Arguably, such a risk is more imminent and real than the perceived
China threat to the global economy.

The hollowing-out myth

Cross-border outsourcing occurs when a company in one country
contracts out part of its production process to another company (or
companies) in another country to exploit cheaper production (typically
labour) cost overseas. This practice in effect amounts to a global labour
arbitrage process, and it has been intensifying in recent years. Notably,
the information technology (IT) sector has acquired an international
dimension rapidly, as US firms find it more profitable to contract IT soft-
ware and services out to developing economies, such as China and
India. A study by McKinsey, an international consulting firm, in 2004
estimated that every dollar spent on cross-border outsourcing resulted in
a 58 US cents cost saving for US businesses.

Corporate outsourcing is a key survival strategy in today’s highly com-
petitive world. The process refutes the integrated production model –
keeping everything in-house in pursuit of economies of scale – that
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business school has taught. Instead, production chains are broken up,
with specialisation taking place across the globe, exploiting opportuni-
ties for the lowest costs. Cross-border outsourcing is representative of
the essence of economic efficiency, which is a never-ending quest for
cost reduction. The companies that produce at the lowest cost venues
are the ones that prosper.

Many Americans have blamed US corporate outsourcing, to China in
particular, on US job losses in recent years. In 2003, some 15 states in the
US, including Maryland, Indiana, Florida, Michigan, New Jersey, New
York and North Carolina, introduced anti-outsourcing bills. Though
none of these were passed, thanks to the strong opposition from big US
businesses, the blame game has not stopped. But contrary to perception,
cross-border outsourcing has not curbed American job growth. The US
employment-to-population ratio has risen steadily through the years
(Figure 3:1), suggesting that outsourcing has not been an obstacle to job
growth. It could even be a job-creating machine by allowing America to
cut costs and increase its production capacity via the growth of interna-
tional trade.

The view that China has stolen manufacturing jobs from the devel-
oped world does not stand up for scrutiny. Economic maturity and pro-
ductivity gains in the advanced countries explain a large part of the job
losses. By some estimates, Japan and the US (who have frequently
pointed fingers at China and other Asian economies for stealing jobs)
saw a total of nine million manufacturing jobs lost in the past ten years.
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If those jobs had gone to China, they should show up in a massive
expansion in Chinese manufacturing capacity for exports. Given
China’s low labour cost, this should, in turn, be reflected in a big growth
in China’s trade surplus with Japan and the US. The Mainland’s trade
surplus with the US has indeed grown, but it has actually run a trade
deficit with Japan (Figure 3:2).

Despite China’s trade surplus with the US, the bulk of the job losses in
the US (and also Japan) have nothing to do with China’s trade. Rather,
it is a result of economic maturity, due to productivity gains in the man-
ufacturing sector and a natural move of jobs into the service sector from
manufacturing. Productivity gains mean fewer workers are needed to
make the same amount of goods. But rising labour productivity (defined
as output per labour hour) is a two-edged sword. On one hand, it raises
America’s GDP growth. On the other hand, it reduces the effect of faster
economic growth on job creation. In other words, increased labour pro-
ductivity has boosted economic growth by creating fewer new jobs.

Meanwhile, as the US economy becomes richer, demand for lifestyle-
enhancing services, like travel, education, healthcare and restaurants,
rises. This has prompted a change in the structural demand for labour,
and hence a migration of jobs from manufacturing to services. Since the
rate of job creation by the services sector is slower than the rate of
labour-shedding by the manufacturing sector, unemployment rises.
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Labour immobility also bars a smooth job transition from manufacturing
to services. Overall, productivity gains have combined with the change
in the structural labour demand to account for much of the job losses in
the developed world.

The myopic protectionists

The fear about the hollow-out process is understandable. Manufacturing
is not the only sector facing cut-throat competition, and it is not just blue-
collar jobs that are moving offshore. Even service sector jobs are being
lost; some of them are high skills, notably in software engineering. Critics
of outsourcing fret that nothing will be left for the Americans soon.

Those politically-driven alarmists who argue that China and India
have threatened the US economy by hollowing-out American jobs are
ignorant about basic economics. The trend of international competition
spreading to services is nothing new. Offshore outsourcing is all about
the simple economic principles of comparative advantage and speciali-
sation. These economic dicta argue that an economy should focus on
making what it is good at (and hence cheaper) so that the resultant
cross-border trade of goods and services at lower prices, and hence
higher purchasing power, will raise global economic well-being. It is all
about better resources allocation.

Companies that have outsourced are able to remain competitive by
cutting costs and prices. This, in turn, has benefited consumers in the
advanced economies with cheaper goods and services. Meanwhile, the
manufacturing work that has gone to poorer, cheaper, economies has
helped spur their economic development, as evident in Mexico, China
and India in recent years, and the Asian Tiger economies of Hong Kong,
Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan in the 1980s and early 1990s. This is
how gains from trade is achieved.

True, the US experienced a jobless economic recovery after the burst of
the 2001 IT bubble. Despite rising profits and output, US firms were not
creating many jobs. This reflected the reality of the outsourcing process.
But this is part of the creative destruction process for making America
more competitive in the long-term. Experience shows that GDP had
grown steadily, in both rich and poor countries, along with outsourcing.
This was made possible because workers who were in the sunset indus-
tries were absorbed into other parts of the economy. The key to growth
is economic (labour market) flexibility, not trade protectionism.

To most of the business community in the developed world, the
value of corporate outsourcing lies in cheaper wages for labour-intensive
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manufacturing. But this is only part of the benefits, as some leading
US companies can attest that offshore outsourcing can do a lot more
than just cutting costs. The progressive companies are taking advantage
of the distinctive skills and high performance offered by developing Asia
to enhance their own operating performance. By moving manufactur-
ing operations from their higher-cost home base to China, some major
US electronics companies have tripled manufacturing productivity and
cut cycle times and defect rates. This is only one of the many examples
showing the ability of offshore firms to combine low labour cost with
distinctive skills to benefit US firms.

The reason why these firms can benefit so much is that the real gains
of outsourcing come not just from low wages, but also from combining
cost savings with the availability of skills. Indeed Asia possesses many
skills that are even more abundant than the US. For example, China pro-
duces 350,000 graduate engineers a year, compared with 90,000 from
US engineering schools. Industry sources also say that most leading
Indian IT-sourcing firms operate at a higher level of expertise than the
internal IT departments of many US firms. Meanwhile, low wages allow
offshore companies to hire more middle managers, who can devote more
time to build the skills of their employees and to improve the operating
environment to the benefit of the US companies that have outsourced.

Contrary to the common perception that Asian firms lack managerial
efficiency, those that have gained the confidence of, and hence the
outsourcing business from, US firms show that the combination of low
wages and availability of skills has enabled them to use managerial prac-
tices more effectively than many US companies. This is because in the
US, high labour cost has pushed companies to cut layers of middle man-
agement to raise the operating span of the remaining managers, who are
forced to work outside their core competence and into excessive admin-
istrative and supervisory duties. The problem with downsizing is that a
company can only do so much cutting. Fats can easily be cut in the
beginning. But once the optimal manager-to-worker ratio is reached,
further cost cutting will backfire on operating performance. In other
words, severe downsizing pressure has pushed many US companies into
diminishing returns. But in Asia, due to low labour cost and ample skills,
the manager-to-worker ratio is higher so that they can operate more
effectively. The higher manager-to-worker ratio allows companies to pay
greater attention to identify and implement process improvements that
enhance their operational performance.

Expanding outsourcing initiatives into adjacent higher value-added
activities can also allow companies, especially those with production
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costs largely related to manufacturing, to realise greater value. For
example, US Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) at first only
moved relatively simple assembly operations offshore by farming them
out to electronics manufacturing services. But in recent years, they have
increasingly relied on cross-border outsourcing for higher-value services
such as product design, sourcing and inventory management.

Outsourcing can also help companies expand new product lines.
Consider the way US computer manufacturing firms are expanding into
consumer electronics. Gateway has swiftly established leadership in the
US plasma TV market. Hewlett Packard has carved out a 6% market share
in digital cameras, which is reasonable enough for it to keep expanding
in this market. Dell Computers is also targeting televisions and smart
phones. All these have happened despite stiff competition from market
leaders like NEC, Fujitsu, Canon and Nikon. These American OEMs are
using their knowledge of and relationship with Asian original-design
manufacturers (that had earlier helped them design and make comput-
ers and peripherals) to lessen the risks of entering what were once for
them inaccessible consumer electronics markets.

In a nutshell, barring cross-border outsourcing will not bring back
the lost jobs. Protectionist measures will only hurt US companies by
depriving them of a new source of efficiency and, thus, eroding their
competitiveness.

The misguided debate

Many critics do not seem to understand that cross-border outsourcing is
a dynamic, but not static, process. These alarmists and pessimists think
that Asian companies can only do low-skilled production jobs, and that
these same companies would never be able to develop the marketing
expertise needed for success in developed markets. Hence, they feel
threatened by China’s low-cost production capability and accuse her of
stealing jobs from the developed world.

Populist US politicians have been exploiting this concern to score
political points in Capitol Hill. They have misguided the debate on out-
sourcing towards protectionism with lies. In international trade
accounting, outsourcing is entered as US import of services. Thus, if out-
sourcing had hurt America, as these critics have charged, the US should
have suffered from a serious services trade deficit as American firms buy
more (via outsourcing) from abroad than they sell. But contrary to this
claim, US official data shows that the country has gained far more than
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its trading partners in outsourcing. US exports of white-collar work, such
as legal, banking, telecom, computer programming and back office
work, have been outpacing its imports of such work. This is seen in
America’s persistent surplus in the services trade account since the mid-
1970s (Figure 3:3). The decline in the surplus since 2000 is a result of
robust US demand for services imports but not a result of outsourcing.

At the corporate level, US firms’ net income receipt from abroad has
also risen steadily (Figure 3:4), suggesting that outsourcing has not hurt
American companies. In fact, America had never recorded one single
year of deficit income receipt over the past 30 years, despite all the com-
plaints about hollowing-out and outsourcing. In general, for companies
in the developed world, cross-border outsourcing can lead to better per-
formance (even in highly skilled activities) and a better platform for
entering new product markets. This, in turn, should generate new rev-
enues, as underscored by the evidence of rising US net income receipt
from abroad. The outsourcing-induced business expansion should also
give these corporates the confidence in keeping a competitive edge in
the developed markets, even if they move design and technology ele-
ments to China and other parts of Asia.

All this means that the US Congress’ effort to curb US firms outsourc-
ing could backfire. The anti-outsourcing moves are also self-defeating, if
they provoke trading partners’ retaliation. The crucial point is that trade
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protection will not save jobs. If they are not outsourced, automation and
rising productivity will still eliminate them eventually.

While international labour arbitrage does not affect overall employ-
ment level, it does alter the pattern of employment. This is desirable,
just as it was desirable for the industrial revolution in eighteenth-
century England to change employment patterns that resulted in subse-
quent efficiency gains. But the undesirable micro impact on the US labour
market needs to be attended to. The focus of public policy should be
on providing a transitional safety net for those adversely affected and
ensuring adequate long-term public and private investment in skills and
education to match the new job requirements. Any policy debates that
steer towards anti-globalisation are totally misguided and dangerous.

There is a serious misunderstanding of the outsourcing process behind
the misguided political debate on its impact. Generally, if industries
in the developed world are outsourcing significantly to China to the extent
that the process hurts their economies, we should see evidence for their
production capacity migrating to the Middle Kingdom. One clue for this
is a sharp rise in the developed world’s dependency on international
trade. This is because when a developed economy is outsourcing instead
of producing at home, it should be trading more for what it wants.
Hence, its trade sector relative to the size of its economy should grow
over time. But evidence does not support this.

Take the Japanese and American cases. If they were outsourcing indus-
trial capacity and creating job losses at home, their trade-to-GDP ratios
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should have risen sharply over time. Country data shows that this is not
true. The US ratio has risen very slowly, from 11% of GDP in 1970 to
24% in 2003, averaging an increase of 0.43 percentage points a year in
the past 30 years, while Japan’s ratio has shown no rising trend at all
(Figure 3:5). This sluggish growth in the US and Japanese trade sectors
shows either that the US and Japan are not outsourcing a significant
amount of industrial capacity, or that outsourcing has led to a sharp rise
in GDP growth so that the trade-to-GDP ratio has remained stable.
Either way, outsourcing is not an evil.

Meanwhile, the non-Japan Asia trade-to-GDP ratio has grown by leaps
and bounds, rising by over 4-fold in the past 30 years (Figure 3:6). This
divergence between non-Japan Asia’s rapid trade sector expansion and
the US and Japanese sluggish trade sector argues that the real story is not
that outsourcing has hurt Japan and the US, but that outsourcing has
been a natural economic evolution process that helps expand the gains
from trade. Here is how the process works.

In the 1950s and the 1960s, Japan began to rebuild and grow after
World War II, using an export-oriented policy as the key growth strategy.
Back then, Japan was an emerging economy, with comparative advan-
tage on labour-intensive production. Hence she dominated light manu-
facturing, shipping toys, electronics and sporting goods to the European
and American consumer markets. Around the same period of time,
Europe and the US were shedding labour-intensive industries, due to
rising labour costs as their economies matured. Hence, they outsourced
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low value-added production to Japan and focused on high value-added
production.

By the 1970s, it was high-income Japan’s turn to outsource low-end
manufacturing activities. The ‘tiger economies’ of Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong and Singapore were all too willing to step in Japan’s old shoes and
develop labour-intensive exports. This started the so-called ‘Asian pro-
duction chain’, where the tiger economies became the world’s manufac-
turing houses. In the two decades of the 1970s and 1980s, Europe, Japan
and the US focused on high value-added production like capital machin-
ery and high-tech products, while the Asian Tigers took over down-
stream processing and assembly functions.

As the economic evolution went into the late 1980s, China and
Southeast Asia joined the production chain by taking over capacity from
the tiger economies, which had climbed the value-chain and became
dear for low-end production. So the outsourcing route shifted from the
Asian Tigers to China and Southeast Asia. While the developed world
continued to focus on high-end production and capital equipment, the
tiger economies moved into providing IT inputs and machinery, leaving
most of the labour-intensive processing and assembly functions with
China and Southeast Asia, notably the less developed ASEAN1 economies
like Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines.

The outsourcing chain will shift again in the next decade or two, par-
ticularly as China’s manufacturing wages rise. Low-end light manufac-
turing like toys, textiles and sporting goods will migrate to new low-cost
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production bases, such as Vietnam, Bangladesh, Cambodia and Pakistan.
China and the richer ASEAN economies, like Malaysia, will move up
to higher value-added production, developing domestic capacity in
electronics and consumer brands.

The importance message from outsourcing is that every time another
economy joins the Asian production chain, the trade volume grows
without hurting the upstream economies. This is possible because every
economy specialises according to its comparative advantage along the
outsourcing chain and gains from the resultant trade. For example,
Japan, the US and the EU sell high-end, tech foundry equipment to
Korean and Taiwan, who in turn make semiconductors and other
upstream components. These are then shipped to China for processing,
making cases, monitors, connectors and other computer parts. The end
products are then exported back to the developed markets that out-
sourced in the beginning. The production costs and the end-product
prices are lower in this process than they would have been if there were
no outsourcing, no specialisation and no trade.

This evolution of outsourcing explains why non-Japan Asia’s trade
sector has grown so much faster than the developed world’s trade sector
since the 1970s. China has been the catalyst in the latest round of this
outsourcing process. Hence, rather than being a culprit of inflicting
damages in the developed economies by changing/breaking the rules of
the game, China is only following the economic evolution path that
other economies went through. The perceived China outsourcing threat
that has generated so much attention in recent years is no different from
the Asian Tiger outsourcing story of the 1970s and the subsequent
Southeast Asia outsourcing story of the 1980s. The latest outsourcing
wave is part of the global economic evolution and it will continue with
Asia being the driver of the process. The China force is far from being
spent. The outsourcing stress from China will be here for some time and
critics will continue to exploit it to score political points. But this is far
from proving that China has posed a significant threat to the world
economy.

The irreversible trend

The fact that foreign competition now impinges on services as well as
manufacturing raises no new issues of principle whatever. If a computer
can be made cheaper in China, it should be. If a telephone enquiry can
be processed more cheaply in India, or a travel package booking can be
done less costly in Thailand, they should be. All such transactions raise
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real incomes on both sides, as resources are better redeployed, with
added investment and growth in the exporting economy (i.e. the receiv-
ing end of outsourcing) and lower prices in the importing country (i.e.
the outsourcing country).

All this is made possible because international trade is a positive sum
game. Cross-border outsourcing is just international trade elevated to a
higher level. Some politicians are trying to raise legislative barriers to
stem the flight of jobs from the US. Yet they should note that while leg-
islation and negative publicity about unpatriotic companies may slow
outsourcing, the process is irreversible. The search for comparative
advantage will continue to underpin this modern production-migration
trend, just as it had in the beginning of the US industrial revolution
when American entrepreneurs defied Britain’s technology-export ban and
transferred the technology to set up textile mills in New England. In
the past, those mills moved from England to the American south in
search of cheaper labour. In recent decades, textile and garment manu-
facturers have left the US to seek even lower costs in China. An icon of
America’s garment industry – Levi Strauss – closed its last US plant in
January 2004 in favour of production in China and other cheaper Asian
bases.

However painful, further manufacturing job losses will only represent
the continuation of a process that began some three decades ago.
Indeed, even the outsourcing of call-centre jobs is the culmination of a
trend over a decade ago that has seen these functions move from high-
cost metropolitan centres to smaller towns, then to rural America and
now to India and Thailand. While workers in manufacturing should
have understood that they are exposed to the challenge of competition
from low-cost China, workers in services hitherto have yet to wake up to
this reality.

Foreign competition is spreading fast to the service sector, which
traditionally has been shielded from external forces. What was formerly
deemed non-tradables are not spared from being outsourced. Education
is a recent example. Schools in the US desperate to improve their students’
maths grades are hiring Indian tutors across the border but without hav-
ing them physically teaching in US soil. Thanks to IT advancement,
these Indian tutors sit in New Delhi, Mumbai or Bangalore, helping
American pupils with their maths homework of reviewing lessons via
telephones, video-conferencing or the Internet.

This new form of outsourcing underscores the irreversible trend
for one simple reason – lower cost. US tuition companies, known as
supplemental education service providers, are expensive. Those big and
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reliable ones charge about US$40 an hour because the cost of hiring
tutors is high. Using the same logic as firms in the corporate sector that
have outsourced their back-office work to cut cost, these providers are
now outsourcing tutoring to qualified Indian education service providers
at about half the cost they pay to American tutors. While education out-
sourcing is still a recent development, those in the business believe that
it is only a matter of time before Indians offer online tutoring to any
English-speaking country where there is a need, and not just in maths
but also in other subjects.

Rising competition also makes the service sector ripe for outsourcing
on a global scale. According to the international consultancy firm
McKinsey, almost 90% of the value of services output in the US is pro-
duced within the providing firm. But this share is expected to fall to 60%
in ten years, suggesting that significant outsourcing from the service sec-
tor is on the way. High-tech firms like IBM are now outsourcing software
programming to India. China is catching up fast in the technology lad-
der and will become another key high-tech outsourcing destination in
the not-too-distant future.

So, some fear that the service sector in the advanced economies will be
hollowed-out soon. But if the experience from the manufacturing sector
is any guide, this will not be true. Outsourcing has broken up the man-
ufacturing process from vertically integrated structures to highly frag-
mented ones. Fifty years ago, Detroit’s River Rouge plant snapped up
iron and coal for churning out cars, all within one chain process. Now,
auto firms source component parts from a vast array of domestic and
foreign suppliers. Has US manufacturing disappeared? No, manufactur-
ing output has risen by 40% over the past decade, despite the dramatic
changes. Despite lower wages abroad, foreign firms still have chosen to
make cars in the US, including Honda in Ohio, Mercedes-Benz in
Alabama, BMW in South Carolina and Toyota in California.

It is true that the share of the US manufacturing workforce has
dropped steadily in the post-war period. But that is mostly because of
large gains in productivity and a structural change in labour demand
from manufacturing to services output. A shrinking manufacturing
workforce is also a global phenomenon. Between 1995 and 2002, China,
Japan, Brazil and many other economies lost more manufacturing jobs
than the US, according to private sector research such as one by the US
investment firm Alliance Capital in early 2004.

International trade development will certainly reshape the service sec-
tor. But just as low-wage China has not taken all of the US manufactur-
ing capability, low-wage India is not going hollow-out America’s service
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sector; nor will China in the future. Rather, US services producers will
become more specialised, just like their manufacturing counterparts. No
doubt there will be pains in this creative destruction process and the
existing players will have to seek new ways for improving their effi-
ciency and productivity.

Politicians fighting the irreversible outsourcing trend are denying
both their own and the global economies the benefits of specialisation
and gains from trade. With outsourcing, local consumers will be pro-
vided with cheaper services they want, while many local firms can also
buy cheaper services and pass on the lower cost to consumers. US goods
and services producers will also benefit from the extra export income
prompted by outsourcing. Since outsourcing to China is counted in the
US balance of payments as services import, the US must export some-
thing, and thus generate export revenues, to pay for such services.
Meanwhile, the US dollars spent on China by the US firms to buy these
services imports will eventually go back to America, either in the form of
increased Chinese demand for US goods (American exports to China) or
Chinese investment in the US. This is seen in the fact that services
providers in low-wage China and other Asian economies require US
high-tech equipment, computers and other high-value hardware and
software. Further, they also buy legal, financial and market services from
the US.

Despite the fears about the cross-border outsourcing threat, the US is
still a major exporter of services, accounting for about a fifth of the
world’s services trade. Services amount to nearly 30% of the value of all
US exports and are a key income earner. In 2003, for example, when the
US had a US$550 billion goods trade deficit, she racked up almost
a US$60 billion surplus in services trade. Indeed, the US services trade
with the rest of the world is always in surplus, while her goods trade is
in chronic deficit (Figure 3:7). The latter is a result of many factors,
including foreign trade barriers, but also because of the insatiable US
consumer demand for imports in recent years. Outsourcing to China
and other Asian economies is not the culprit.

The real danger and the ugly face

It is a fact that the US remains economically and technologically
well ahead of the developing world. Thus, the question is not whether
outsourcing will erode America’s competitive power. American politi-
cians have to realise the massive changes in the global economy and
adopt forward-looking policies to keep the US global economic and
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technology leadership, rather than inward-looking to demonise Chinese
workers. Penalising firms for outsourcing is myopic. If outsourcing to
China helps US firms to become more efficient, then forbidding them
from doing so when their rivals are free to do it will only handicap the
US competitive power.

The real danger of the misguided thinking and debate on cross-border
outsourcing is not China’s threat to hollow-out the US and other devel-
oped economies. It is the threat of the revival of protectionism. It is
unfortunate to see the US, after promoting free trade for so many years,
going back on her globalisation initiatives. Worse still, America’s lead in
the crooked discussion on the China threat could act as a pace setter for
reviving anti-free trade/anti-outsourcing sentiment. This certainly does
not help the globalisation effort, which is losing momentum already.

In the 1980s, a rising US trade deficit with Japan fuelled protectionist
pressure in Congress. The then Regan administration introduced the
so-called ‘voluntary export restraints’ (VER) on Japanese steel and cars.
Under the VER, Japan ‘voluntarily’ agreed to limit her exports to America
for some period of time. The agreement was reached after prolonged
negotiations, in which Japanese exporters might have been threatened
with much more severe restrictions if they did not limit their exports to
the US. Given the element of coercion, it is indeed hypocritical to call
these restrictions ‘voluntary’. The Regan team also abandoned its laissez-
faire currency policy, and engineered a sharp drop in the US dollar to
help boost American exports.
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Arguably, the political and economic risks are bigger today with China
involved. Twenty years ago, Japan, for all her faults, was viewed as a
democratic ally for the Americans in Asia. By contrast, China is seen as
a dangerous rival and treated with suspicion by the Bush administra-
tion. In the mid-1980s, the US current account deficit was only 3.5% of
GDP, compared with over 6% today. The US is also the largest debtor in
the world today, with China as an important creditor to fund the
American current account deficit. Hence, the China-bashing in the US
presents a big danger. It could result in a series of illegal (under the
World Trade Organisation, or WTO, framework) protectionist bills
becoming laws, propagating global protectionism.

Many critics who attack outsourcing to China are hypocritical. On the
surface, they are globalisation advocates wanting to remove trade
barriers in goods and services. But whenever global competition appears
to hurt their interests, they turn protective either through heavy subsi-
dies (as is evident in the heavy US farm subsidies) or by creating other
kinds of trade barriers, such as labour standards, patent rights and envi-
ronmental laws. These measures are justified by nature. But the ways
they are being exploited for implementation go against the spirit of free
trade and the goals of globalisation to enhance aggregate economic
well-being.

Crucially, they send the wrong signals to economies like China, which
have undertaken a number of liberalisation measures and pushed ahead
with structural reforms to integrate with the world system. Instead of
pulling the world closer together, protectionist measures and the dis-
torted motives behind them could put pressure on China and other
Asian economies to create roadblocks for free trade negotiations and
demand the application of a uniform policy for all WTO members. This
will only lead to deadlock in trade negotiations.

These critics have also completely missed the real issue of the need to
correct inequalities in bilateral trading relations and to address issues of
market access. They are totally wrong-headed to restrict the ability of
US companies to utilise the advantages offered by countries like China.
Protectionism will only deprive American companies and, hence, the
US economy, of international competitiveness. Open markets have proven
to be beneficial for US firms; witness the sharp rise in American exports
to China, which has jumped by 75% since China’s entry to the WTO.
US exports to China have also grown four times faster than her world-
wide exports (Figure 3:8). Going back on the free trade initiatives
will only deny the global system the benefits of expanded economic
opportunities.
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The damage on the US will also be far-reaching. Today’s competitive
environment requires companies to manage complex global supply
chains where products often pass through a series of countries in a
tightly organised process. This should help contribute to US global
competitiveness because, as many US multinational corporations’ CEOs
can tell, US companies are leaders in supply chain and global organisa-
tional management. Barring them from organising themselves in the
most efficient way possible, via outsourcing, will erode their competitive
edge, drive them out of business and accelerate job losses in the econ-
omy in the end.

No one should dispute the commitment of lawmakers to long-term
prosperity and job creation. But protectionism is not the answer. The
inward-looking measures that many politicians have proposed are
wrong for achieving those goals. The focus should be on promoting
American goods and services in foreign markets and addressing market
access barriers. In particular, the focus should be on pressing China to
continue to open her markets and honour her WTO promises, but not
to shut her off from the global market.

Some critics are hostile to free trade but they have also, ironically, ruled
out protectionist solutions. Why? Presumably, they are trying to hide the
fact that they have no solutions to offer. The poverty of free-trade critics
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is that they fail to bring any constructive ideas to the table. A careful
look at the US official data makes one wonder that even these critics
recognise that trade is not the problem. For example, in 2003, the US
Bureau of Labour Statistics (BLS) reported that only 3% of the 1.2 million
workers displaced as a result of extended layoffs were due to import
competition (which accounted for 2% out of the 3%) and overseas relo-
cation (which accounted for the rest of 1%). Another BLS survey on out-
sourcing in early 2004 showed that only 2.5% mass layoffs were related
to the overseas movement of jobs.

Those who think trade is the problem for manufacturing should learn
from the experience from the agricultural sector. The long-term decline
in the share of agricultural employment in the US over the past decades
was mostly due to productivity gains, not import competition. But dis-
torted analysis and bad policy prescription have imposed a heavy cost
on the US economy, in the form of massive agricultural subsidy. When
the agriculture sector started shedding jobs due to its productivity gains,
the US government levied a total US$40 billion of taxes from various
sources to pay for the subsidies to US farmers. That is about 20% of gross
farm income in 2003, according to the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development, and represents a hefty burden on
American taxpayers and consumers.

Those critics should also heed the huge benefits accrued to the
US economy of deregulation and trade liberalisation in the 1980s and
1990s. The US administration delivered the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), the Uruguay Round, China’s entry into the WTO
and free trade agreements with Singapore, Chile and Australia. US mar-
kets were thrown wide open as a result. Imports came rushing in, with
Americans buying a record US$1.9 trillion from other countries in 2004.
That amount was 16% of US GDP, almost double the 8.5% of a decade
ago. Nevertheless, the US economy continued to strengthen. Output has
grown by an average of 3.3% a year since 1994 when these free efforts
started to accelerate. Despite a recession, the economy added almost
16 million jobs, and unemployment has been low. US productivity has
surged under rising competition and technological improvement. No
other major economy matches America’s economic performance during
this period of surging imports.

There is no doubt that foreign competition harms some American
industries. However, imports are not poison to the overall economy. In
fact, they have helped America grow and succeed. Bargain imports from
China and other countries directly lower the US cost of living. This
raises the average American’s buying power, enabling them to spending
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on more goods and services with a given amount of money and thus
benefiting local business. Meanwhile, cheaper inputs and components
have helped US producers lower their costs. More crucially, competing
against China and other low-cost rivals forces the US producers to cut
cost and bolster efficiency. This explains the crucial link between rising
imports and surging productivity.

Many critics have raised legitimate and crucial issues about wages and
job creation in the US. So the debate should focus on strengthening
workers in an increasingly competitive labour market. But instead, these
critics seem more content on bashing the idea of free trade, picking on
China and other low-cost Asian production bases, than on coming up
with constructive solutions to the problems they identify. Rather than
thinking hard about labour market policy, they go the easy way of put-
ting the blame on China and putting forth reasons why free trade does
not work because some conditions do not hold.

The hostility towards free trade and fears about China’s threat are not
only misplaced, they also prevent critics from coming up with positive
ideas about how to improve economic performance. The focus on out-
sourcing and hollowing-out to China as a reason for the bad domestic
labour market has not only distorted the economic truth, it has also led
to a wrong diagnosis of the problem and misled policymakers to con-
sider ill-advised solutions. The erroneous measures to save jobs that
involve closing markets will only harm the US and global economies in
the long run.

From a monetary perspective, the protectionist myopia presents a new
danger to the American economy, which also has a far reaching impact
on the global economy, given the importance of the US on the world
stage. Cheap imports have helped keep inflationary pressure at bay in
recent years. Since the 1997–1998 Asian crisis, when massive production
capacity has been unleashed from China and other Asian economies,
prices of many traded goods have fallen in the US: almost 90% for com-
puters and peripherals, 70% for video equipment, over one-third for
toys, 20% for women’s outerwear, 17% for men’s shirts and jumpers.
Prices of non-tradeables have fared better: tuition fees up 52%, cable and
satellite television up 41%, dental services up 38% and prescription
drugs and medical supplies up 37%.

The point is that America could not have kept overall inflation low at
an average of 2% in recent years without imports. Prices tamed by com-
petition gave monetary policymakers more leeway to keep interest low
to boost economic growth. Stifling imports, including outsourcing,
would rob the US of their beneficial impact on inflation. Protectionism
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forces consumers and producers to pay more for foreign goods.
Domestic firms raise their prices as import competition slackens.

Whatever fuels inflation heightens the need for monetary restraint.
With the US markets open, inflation has been reasonably contained. If
protectionism were to unleash inflationary pressures, the US Fed would
have to fight back with tighter monetary policy, resulting in higher
interest rates and a likely dampening of economic growth. Imports are
not the enemy of jobs and growth; protectionist impulses are. A misdi-
agnosis of the modern economic paradigm and inward-looking policies
can backfire to a detrimental outcome. The harmful impact will not be
limited to the US, but also spread to the rest of the world if the largest
economy runs into trouble.
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4
The Next Asian Crisis:
Made in China?

China’s opaque system is not helping others to understand her role
vis-à-vis the global economy. Even in basic economic information like
GDP reports, China has failed to give a clear picture for assessment. For
example, the national GDP growth data that Beijing announces every
year never tally with the aggregate provincial growth data. Total provin-
cial GDP is always higher than the national GDP. The disparity has
grown by an ever-wider margin since 1995. In 2002, the provincial total
output was reported 14% larger than the national output, and in 2004
that disparity grew to over 16%. As a result, the GDP growth rate of the
provincial total is also higher than the national rate.

Hence, many people doubt the reliability of China’s growth data. Is
her growth really that robust to have dragged Asia into over-reliance on
Chinese demand for growth? Is China’s competitive stress really that
strong to cause chaos to the regional economies? Or is she plagued by
inherent economic woes masked by the inflated growth rate? Confusion
and information inaccuracy have stretched Chinese officials’ credibility
in economic management. This mystery about China breeds fears about
the potential eruption of China’s hidden economic woes dragging the
rest of Asia into another financial crisis. It also reinforces the worry
about China’s manufacturing clout overwhelming the world.

While it is possible for China to start a financial contagion, it is
equally likely for any other large economy to trigger a regional or even
global financial crisis. China, meanwhile, can be an opportunity to help
Asia avoid another crisis. There are many other factors, both internal and
external to Asia, which could bring about another regional crisis (see
next chapter). Further, the fears about the explosion of China’s economic
woes, due to Beijing losing control of economic management, have been
exaggerated.
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The China trigger

Policymakers and industrialists are paying more attention to China not
only because of the concern about Beijing’s militarism or human rights
records or the opening of the Chinese markets. They also fear that
China’s manufacturing clout is about to explode with accelerating vital-
ity when the rest of the world is not prepared for it. Anecdotes are easy
to find to support such jitter.

Those CEOs who visited manufacturing plants in the Pearl River Delta
(PRD), one of the faster-growing regions in China, can attest that work
ethics there is aggressive and often ruthless just for the sake of economic
survival. For example, in an electronics manufacturing plant that I vis-
ited a few years ago, it hired over 30,000 workers, all young women who
did not wear eyeglasses. Out of curiosity, I asked the manager if they had
any workers with bad eyesight. He replied bluntly that he fired them
when their eyesight went bad, noting that they could find other jobs
elsewhere. The manager could not care much about the workers since
there were lots of people wanting to work for the factory.

Such brutal practice is astonishing in the eyes of the industralised
nations, and it would not be tolerated by the labour laws. A comparable
precedent can only be found some 40 years back during Japan’s postwar
economic boom, or in Dickensian England (the dawn of the industrial
revolution), or the ‘robber baron’ era in America, when cheap labour
was exploited to work with new technology. But in Chinese boom towns
like Shenzhen, Suzhou, Dalian and even Shanghai, where hundreds of
millions of people eagerly flock to urban jobs from the rural areas, such
practices are commonplace.

China not only has a glut of cheap and educable workers that gives
her a strong competitive power, Chinese industrialists are also eager to
learn and are uninhibited by complacency. They are like the eager
Japanese executives back in the 1970s and early 1980s, who confronted
every formidable challenge when they cracked the US market by pursu-
ing persistently the ways to produce, innovate, and market. Today,
many Japanese entrepreneurs have become complacent, and have tried
to reckon all the reasons why they fail to achieve and put the blame on
the economy and the government for their woes.

But the Chinese have picked up where the Japanese left off. They are
developing innovative competitive businesses in a wide range of goods,
such as vitamin supplements, foods, apparels, watches, consumer elec-
tronics and appliances, footwear, plywood and electronic and mechanical
components. In the PRD, there are more than 60,000 electronics
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components suppliers sophisticated enough to make ‘just in time’ deliv-
ery of their wares to the local Japanese and Taiwanese manufacturers. In
a nutshell, China is rapidly displacing industries that took other Asian
countries 15 years or more to build.

What’s more, within China, provinces compete against each other for
foreign investment and markets. This inter-provincial competition will
sustain, and even speed up, China’s economic expansion beyond expec-
tation. The world will have no choice but to expand trade with China,
as consumers want China’s affordable goods and producers need inex-
pensive components. This trend is already accelerating, as discussed in
Chapter 2.

While this means that the global economy should be better off from
trading with China, pessimists see China as a fierce economic competi-
tor, perhaps the fiercest one since the US economic ascent at the turn of
the last century. To them, the increasing economic weight of China, her
inherent economic woes and Asia’s increasing reliance on China for
growth momentum are all crisis recipes for Asia with China acting as the
catalyst – from both the demand and supply sides (see Chapter 1). Some
even predict that the next Asian crisis would be ‘made in China’, and
that it would be more severe than the previous one because unlike cur-
rency speculators who triggered the 1997–1998 crisis but left Asia swiftly,
China will not go away.

Underscoring the pessimists’ concerns is research by the US Cleveland-
based Manufacturing Performance Institute (MPI), released in late 2004,
which shows that China is closing manufacturing gaps with the West at
a rate much faster than many believe possible. In some cases, the MPI
argues, China is overtaking US plants in research, innovation and pro-
ductivity. A notable piece of evidence comes from the rise of Shanghai-
based Baoshan Iron & Steel (or Baosteel as it is locally known) to the
global stage. A decade ago, the steel maker concentrated on making basic
construction materials. Now it is making a sophisticated calibre of metal
for car doors that even some global producers are not yet able to make.
So foreign auto makers, like Volkswagen AG and General Motors Corp.,
are buying from Baosteel cold rolled steel plate for their vehicles.

Virtually the same thing is happening across China’s many other indus-
tries. From clean coal to car doors to lingerie, Chinese companies have
been investing in top-flight technology to climb the value chain, distanc-
ing themselves from low-cost producers elsewhere. In the brassiere indus-
try for example, Chinese companies such as Top Form International Ltd
are making curvy foam-padded bras from moulds for Victoria Secret
and Playtex. These products are more technologically advanced than
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traditionally labour-intensive bras using hand-sewn padding inserts.
Chinese firms’ achievements in many other areas are equally impressive.
With 21% of the world’s output in personal computers, over 50% of the
world’s cameras and 30% of televisions, China’s manufacturers are no
longer trailing behind the West.

The MPI research found that Chinese manufacturers’ on-time delivery
rate was 99%, 3 percentage points higher than their US counterparts,
and 98% of Chinese manufacturers’ products met specifications on the
first try, compared with 97% for US firms. Part of China’s edge, the MPI
report cited, is her low wages for engineers, so that companies can hire
many of them around the clock to monitor and boost production.

However, on detailed examination, the MPI findings were distorted.
China has become the world’s leading site for manufacturing invest-
ment, everyone knows it. But what is often overlooked is that she is
undergoing the same transformation from an agricultural to an indus-
trial economy that Europe underwent some 150 years ago and that the
Asian Tiger economies went through in the decades after World War II.
But since China is industrialising at a time of globalisation, she is mak-
ing a quantum leap that raises fears (and envy) of her seizing global
industrial leadership. Critics thus charge that the world would soon be
dominated by super-competitive Chinese firms. The latest MPI report
seems to lend support to that view. But this is just not true.

The implications from the MPI report are crooked. First, the study
compared a selection of Chinese firms, certified by the ISO 9001 quality
standard, with much broader sample of US manufacturers. Of course, the
results show China is better because the study compared apples (the lead-
ing edge of Chinese manufacturing) with oranges (the US average firms).
Second, one-third of the Chinese manufacturers in the sample were joint
ventures or wholly foreign-owned companies, while the US manufactur-
ers in the study were local entities. More crucially, three-quarters of the
surveyed factories in the US were over 20 years old, while over 75% of the
Chinese plants were under 20 years old, with the bulk less than 10 years
old. This makes the comparison not meaningful because the newer
Chinese plants must have better information technology than the older
US plants.

Hence, the survey does not really show that China’s manufacturers are
overtaking their US counterparts in efficiency gains. What the results
show is the fact that the Chinese and American manufacturing sectors
are at different stages of development. China’s manufacturers are oper-
ating in a fast growing developing market and focus on adding capacity.
But the US manufacturers are operating at high cost in mature markets
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and focus on improving efficiency by cutting costs. China is well on her
way to become a manufacturing giant, but this does not mean she is
overtaking the world.

The China cushion

There is no doubt that China’s competitive stress is here to stay. But
what those crisis mongers have ignored is the other side of the China
story, namely her role as a cushion to any potential crisis. This cushion,
ironically, stems from China’s large demand for Asian exports. There can
hardly be a globally-oriented investor who has failed to notice China’s
sharp import growth in recent years. With an average import growth
rate of over 20% a year since 2000 (40% in 2003 and 36% in 2004), the
Mainland has been one of the key drivers in world demand for steel,
crude oil, cement, iron ore, and a host of other commodities and basic
materials.

China’s huge import demand is a result of a combination of her rapid
economic growth, Beijing’s trade liberalisation (which allows more
imports to come into China) and limited domestic capacity expansion
(until recently). All this has led to a steady increase in imports in
China’s major raw materials and material processing sectors. For miner-
als, chemicals, metals and fuels, import shares in China’s total import
demand (also known as import penetration) have risen sharply since
1994 (Figure 4:1). In aggregate, China’s imports of raw material and fuels
averaged a large 20% of total Chinese imports over the last decade, with
the bulk of the increase in demand coming after 1998 when the Chinese
economy outperformed the rest of Asia in the post-Asian crisis environ-
ment. But the agriculture sector has remained a laggard, though it will
likely be a huge opportunity for foreign agriculture exporters in the
coming years (see below).

Critics who fear that ‘giant sucking sound’ of jobs going to China
would do well to heed the benefits of China, which could turn things
around beyond imagination. Take for example the events in Minnesota,
USA, in early 2004. When its EVTAC Mining Co. went broke in early
2003, costing hundreds of jobs, China came as an unexpected saviour.
The company was re-opened in late 2003 as United Taconite under the
part ownership of Lai-Wu, a Chinese steel company.

EVTAC, which produced iron ore pellets, was operating at less than
50% of its capacity before shutting down due to a lack of business. The
iron ore industry in Minnesota, which supplies steelmakers, was suffering
from demand deficiency. On the other hand, China was facing exactly
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the opposite problem – excess demand for raw materials. The Middle
Kingdom’s robust growth has left its producers unable to meet demand
for minerals like iron ore.

But when East meets West, the supply–demand imbalance is resolved.
Lai-Wu has agreed to take EVTAC’s full production of pellets for the next
ten years. More subtly, this also means the traditionally isolated US min-
ing industry is shifting its orientation towards a global marketplace.
China still wants iron ore from the US though she can get it from home
and other closer suppliers like South Korea. That is because her demand
is so huge that she needs whatever supply is available. China imported
about 140 million metric tons of high-grade ore in 2003, according to
industry estimates. That amount was more than double what all six
mines in Minnesota and two mines in Michigan could produce in full
capacity.

The moral of the story is that Chinese growth is not necessarily a
threat to other economies. Rather, it can create jobs and profits for them.
The China-benefit all comes down to one simple fundamental issue – the
US comparative advantage in producing high-grade ore. According to
industry research, China need higher-grade ore than her domestic mines
can produce. While Chinese ore is mostly between 30–40% iron, US
taconite pellets may run to 65%. China’s steel industry was largely self-
sufficient until its producers realised that they could meet the rapid ris-
ing demand for steel by importing high-grade iron ore that would smelt
better in existing blast furnaces. This should prompt the US producers to
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Figure 4:1 China’s primary imports

Source: CEIC
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focus on greater value-added products. This case also shows that China’s
rising economic weight will give foreign suppliers an incentive to move
up the value chain and make high-end goods.

Over to Japan, it is a similar story. China has given Japanese manufac-
turing a big lift instead of just hollowing it out. If the pessimists were
right, you would not expect Hitachi Construction Machinery Co. to be
hiring more workers to make power shovels in Japan, where labour cost
is sky-high and demand for construction has dwindled due to the pro-
longed economic slump since 1990. Indeed, the company posted a loss
in 2001, cut its work force and started to move production to China. But
things were dramatically different in 2004, when Hitachi Construction’s
two factories were so busy that it had boosted overtime and added
workers. The company turned in a profit in its 2003 fiscal year, which
ended in March 2004. The reason for its turnaround was China – the
same force that critics see pulling jobs away from Japan.

In general, China has not only offered an expanded market opportu-
nity to Japanese manufacturers, her competitive stress has also pushed
many Japanese firms to restructure for greater efficiency. On the demand
side, robust Chinese growth is creating such a construction boom that
Hitachi Construction cannot make enough power shovels in its plants
in China. So it has to ship them from its factories in Japan. On the
restructuring side, Chinese competition has prompted years of cost-
cutting in Japan, allowing many Japanese firms to keep high-value
manufacturing at home. Big manufacturers, like Hitachi Construction
and consumer-electronics giant Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., have
boosted efficiency and can now make complex goods as economically in
Japan as they can overseas.

Meanwhile, Japanese firms producing in China are reaping double
gains. As they set up factories there to make everything from mobile
phones to clothes irons, fans and rice cookers, almost half of the goods
are sold to China’s domestic market, and the rest are exported. But the
equipment and components used in these China-based factories mostly
come from Japan, creating demand for more Japanese products (exports).

Like most advanced economies, Japan is losing manufacturing jobs, as
they migrate to the service sector and overseas. But all is not doomed for
manufacturing. Although simple manufacturing work, like circuit boards
for mobile phones, are being made in China, high value-added work,
like multilayer boards for advanced handsets, still stay in Japan. Large
Japanese manufacturers are trying to keep in Japan the production of
hard-to-make key parts that needs constant upgrade. On a positive note,
the perceived China threat is a blessing in disguise, as it forces Japan to
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change and focus on production where her comparative advantage lies.
That China threat has also acted as an external discipline to force Japan
to overcome thick domestic reform inertia and push through the much
needed creative destruction, which will probably be very difficult to
carry out without the China shock.

Increasing trade and investment with China are giving Japan addi-
tional growth sources. This structural change in Japan’s external envi-
ronment could be a rejuvenating factor for sustaining Japan’s long-term
economic growth. China has become an increasingly important export
market for Japan. Japan’s export share to China (as a percentage of
her total exports) has double to almost 20% since the early 1990s, while
the export share to the US market has fallen to 24% from almost 40%
(Figure 4:2).

Some may wonder if Japan’s exports are just shifting to China from
the US market, so that the total export cake is not growing for Japan.
Japan’s total exports and trade surplus have been growing at an average
of 3% and 5% a year, respectively, since 1990. At the same time, the
share of trade with China has been rising. This suggests that Japan’s
exports to China are not substituting for exports to other major markets,
especially the US. It is estimated that exports to China contributed to
almost all of Japanese export growth in 2003, and accounted for a third
of Japanese GDP growth that year.
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Figure 4:2 Japan’s exports to China and the US

* Includes Mainland China and HK

Source: CEIC
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Further, most of Japan’s growth of exports to China is linked to
Chinese exports to third markets. This is reflected by the divergence
between the export growth to China (which has been rising steadily)
and the US (which has been stagnant with a downward bias) (Figure 4:3).
This divergence suggests that a substantial share of exports, like electron-
ics and electrical goods, are headed for China for reprocessing for final
export markets like the US. This also means the vulnerability of Japan’s
export, and hence economic growth, has been reduced by China serving
as a conduit for Japan to sell into the global market at competitive prices.

Meanwhile, the competitive stress from China has forced many
Japanese corporations to become adaptive about investing in China.
Indeed, Japanese direct investment in China has been growing again
after its first wave in the 1990s, and income from overseas investment
has kept rising (Figure 4:4). The progression of production outsourcing
to China has spurred many Japanese firms to invest locally in creation
of high-tech products. Both increased trade and investment with China
suggest that Japan has found a new source of growth and income,
underscoring Japan’s transformation to sustainable long-term growth.

A new cushion – agriculture demand

It is very likely that China’s agriculture sector will provide another big
benefit for Asian and global exporters in the coming years, reinforcing
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Figure 4:3 Japan’s export growth

Source: CEIC
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China’s role as an opportunity for Asia rather than a trigger for another
crisis. Currently, the agricultural sector remains closed to outsiders, with
imports of foreign agricultural products accounting for less than 3% of
total domestic consumption in the past decade (see Figure 4:1 above).
China’s agricultural imports even seem to be insensitive to cyclical
demand. For example, during the peak of the recent growth cycle in
2003 when robust demand should have sucked in massive imports, the
volume of total agricultural import grew by only 12% on a year-on-year
basis. This is much less than the 30% average growth rate for other
commodity, basic materials and fuel items (Figure 4:5).

There are two main reasons for China’s sluggish agriculture imports.
First, throughout China, and until recently, the regional governments
have pursued self-sufficient food policies. They have kept most land in
agricultural use and boosted grain output via subsidies and minimum
grain prices above market clearing levels. Second, most of the demand
growth in recent years has come from capital investment in steel, semi-
conductors, energy, construction, and other growth industrial sectors, or
household spending on durables such as household and autos. As income
and wealth rise, increasing demand is being shifted to non-subsistence
goods so that food (or in general agricultural) demand has lagged overall
income growth by a wide margin.

But the laggard situation in China’s agricultural imports is about to
change fairly rapidly. China could well emerge as a potent driver in
global agricultural markets in the coming years. The strong rise in farm
product prices and rural income since 2003 is no coincident. It is likely
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Figure 4:4 Japan’s FDI to China and foreign income

Source: CEIC
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the beginning of a new long-term trend. Secular forces, including rising
demand, falling supply and trade liberalisation in the agricultural sector,
are pushing up agricultural prices. There has been a marked shift in
Chinese demand towards higher-calorie foods in recent years, driven by
rapid income growth. Per capita consumption of meat and dairy prod-
ucts has soared. Demand for processed foodstuffs, such as snack items
and fast food, has also risen. All this means much higher usage of feed-
grains and vegetable oils, items that China needs to import.

On the back of this long-term rise in demand for better foods is falling
net supply of agricultural land. Liberalisation of land-use policies and
rapid urbanisation have been taking land away from agricultural use at
an accelerating pace in recent years. This has resulted in a steady drop in
sown acreage since 1999 (Figure 4:6). Meanwhile, the shift in food con-
sumption patterns, due to rising income, has led to a sharp reallocation of
the remaining agricultural land supply away from land-intensive grains
and towards higher value-added activities such as dairy, animal hus-
bandry, fruits and vegetables (Table 4:1). The share of gain crops in the
total sown area has thus dropped steadily since the late 1990s (Figure 4:7).

These trends of declining supply of arable land and falling grain output
are likely to continue in the years ahead. They imply that food prices in
China will rise further, suggesting further rise in rural income and,
hence, sharp acceleration in agricultural imports. The experience of agri-
cultural import development in other economies may shed some light
on how much China’s agricultural imports will grow in the coming years.
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Figure 4:5 China’s import volume growth, 2003

Source: CEIC
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Figure 4:6 Sown area droppage

Source: CEIC
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Table 4:1 China’s agricultural output growth
(year-on-year change, 2003)

milk 88.6%
rapeseeds 31.2%
fruits 28.4%
meat 21.5%
sugarcane 14.4%
beans 13.5%
corn 11.0%
cotton 5.6%
rice �20.0%
wheat �29.8%

Production focusing on less land-intensive
and higher value-added products.

Source: CIEC

It is normal for emerging markets to have low agricultural imports at
the early stage of economic development, due to their governments’
self-sufficient food policy and low income weak demand. China is no
exception. The Middle Kingdom’s agricultural imports account for
about 4% of domestic agricultural output. This is similar to the share in
India, Indonesia and Brazil. However, the share in developed economies
is far larger; about 36% in the EU and the US and 65% in Japan.

What this means is that as an economy moves from a developing to
developed stage, demand for agricultural products and imports will rise
due to higher affordability of more and better foods. China is expected



to see a sharp rise in agricultural imports in the coming years, with a rate
of increase much faster than normally expected. This is because she has
the highest rate of urbanisation and industrialisation growth among
emerging economies. It will not be surprising to see China begin to
move towards the import shares seen in the developed economies in the
next couple of decades.

To put some numbers in the perspective, assume China significantly
increases her foodstuff and agricultural imports in the next 20 years, say
by 5-fold from the current 3% or so to 15% of total domestic consump-
tion. This share is higher than a typical emerging market economy but
still much lower than those seen in the developed economies. If China’s
GDP grows by a trend rate of 7% a year, some industry estimates project
that China’s agricultural imports would grow by over 30% through the
end of this decade. And this import demand should be focused on grain
crops, like wheat, rice and corn. The projection is subject to uncertainty
and only time will tell how things will turn out. But with rising demand,
tightening supply and market opening for commodity imports, it seems
very likely that China’s agricultural imports are set to embark on an
accelerating trend in the years to come. As and when that happens, the
world’s exporters are certainly going to benefit.

Fundamentals versus bubble

Many also fear that the Chinese authorities have lost control of the
economy, so that its inherent woes will erupt one day, dragging the rest
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Figure 4:7 Share of grains in total farm output

Source: CEIC
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of Asia into chaos. In particular, some fear that China had built up a
stronger-than-ever economic bubble in 2003, paving the way for an eco-
nomic disaster to happen later. To clearly understand this concern, one
needs to distinguish between economic overheating and a bubble. The
former refers to an unsustainable growth pace, which will eventually
slow down but with no economic crash. The latter means that asset
prices or economic capacity have risen way above the underlying fun-
damentals so that a collapse will become unavoidable. Judging from the
surging investment growth rates and surging property prices in some
key cities, it was likely that the Chinese economy was overheated in
2003 and early 2004. But there was no proof for a bubble that would
burst and send seismic waves across Asia in the coming years.

Those who are concerned about China building a bubble economy
argue that the Middle Kingdom’s investment as a share of GDP has risen
higher than the 1993–1994 peak, with a particular surge in 2003 when
fixed-asset investment soared by 28% year-on-year. This compared with
an average of 13.3% a year between 2000 and 2002 and 9.3% a year
between 1997 and 1999. But just looking at the soaring investment
growth does not necessarily point to a bubble. Other than the lack of
justification by economic fundamentals, another pre-condition for a
bubble is that there is a prevalent surge in economic and/or financial
activities across the system. However, nearly all the surge in the
investment-to-GDP ratio from 1997 to 2003 came from government
infrastructure spending and housing construction and a few other sec-
tors like steel, cement, aluminium, autos and petro-chemicals. The bulk
of the economy remained cool, with some sectors like manufacturing
still suffering from excess-capacity. This suggests that the investment
surge in recent years was not broadly based.

A broad-based demand surge that creates speculative behaviour is the
classic determinant of an economic bubble, where demand diverges
sharply from underlying fundamentals for a sustained period. A typical
gauge of speculation is asset price inflation, though surging goods price
inflation is also reflective of rampant speculation behaviour. But China
has not had inflation since mid-1998. In fact, retail prices fell every year
between 1998 and 2003. Overall consumer prices just emerged from defla-
tion in October 2003 after almost six years of falling prices. The recent
revival in inflation is mild, averaging 2.8% between 2004 and early 2005,
and is nowhere near the frenzied inflation rates seen in the 1990 peaks
(Figure 4:8). Moreover, unlike the last bubble periods, consumer prices in
this cycle are being pushed up by food and raw material prices, but not
pulled up by excessive money growth feeding surging demand.
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One big worry about China’s economic bubble is property prices, which
have been surging at high double-digit rates in some cities since 2003.
Yet, a detailed examination shows no evidence for a national property
bubble. The overheated spots are concentrated in a few cities, notably
Shanghai and Qingdao. If there were a bubble, property prices should be
surging with little fundamental support. Like in the early to mid-1990s,
there was a real estate mania driven by rampant speculation in high-end
office buildings, hotels and shopping centres. There was virtually no res-
idential market then since housing was not privatised until the housing
reform in 1998.

While official property price data are not available for the nation
before 1998, we can approximate property market activity with the gross
output value of construction. Evidence shows that there was indeed a
sharp surge in building activity in the early 1990s (Figure 4:9), with con-
struction surging 43% a year in 1993 from just 3.7% in 1990. But in the
recent 2002–2005 cycle, construction output has averaged only 18% a
year since 2000, about the average seen in the 1980s.

Even in Shanghai, the city’s building data shows that the increase in
construction output has been nowhere near the frenzied rates seen in
the mid-1990s (Figure 4:9). While the gross construction value may have
risen sharply through the years, so has GDP, so that the construction
value-to-GDP ratios for both the nation and Shanghai have risen at a
reasonable pace (13 percentage points altogether in the past 24 years).
Further, Shanghai’s 49% cumulative gains in property prices between
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Figure 4:8 Consumer price inflation

Source: CEIC
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2002 and early 2005 were not out of line with other major markets, with
UK prices up by 49%, Spain by 53%, Australia by 56%, Canada by 33%
and the US by a lesser extent of 30% in the same period.

Meanwhile, there is no evidence for an excessive rise in property
prices on a national basis. For example, while property prices in Shanghai
and Qingdao had outpaced the national average between 2001 and
2004, in particular rising at an annual average of 22% and 17% respec-
tively, in 2003 and 2004, nation-wide property prices had only risen by
an average of 7% a year in the same period (Figure 4:10).

Recall that an asset bubble is defined as a rise in asset prices in excess
of fundamental support. But there are stronger fundamental reasons for
the strong rise in property prices in the 2002–2005 cycle, so that even in
the context of Shanghai where property prices have risen the fastest, it
is not sure if a bubble can be properly defined.

This time around, activities are focused on the residential market, as
home ownership is now clearer and property rights are better defined
than in the early 1990s. Hence, both buyer and seller behaviour is more
rational. Beijing launched the housing privatisation programme in 1998
and fully implemented it in 2000. This is a long-term boost for housing
demand. Underscoring housing affordability is strong income growth.
Between 1993 and 2003, per capital GDP soared by 209% while per
capital saving (as measured by the saving deposits in the system) surged
by 524%. In Shanghai, strong income growth (which has outpaced
the national growth rate by an average of 3 percentage points since the
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Figure 4:9 Gross construction value

Source: CEIC
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mid-1990s) has provided a strong support for property demand, justifying
at least part of the faster-than-average rise in its property prices.

Income growth is expected to remain robust in the medium-term, as the
market segment of the economy continues to grow and boost employ-
ment and private sector income. Indeed, private sector employment
(private � foreign enterprises � self employed) has grown steadily over
the past decade, while the state sector has declined (Figure 4:11). There
are now over 52 million people working in the private sector, accounting
for over 20% of the total urban workforce and up from 7% ten years ago.
This group of people has been the major buying force of property.

Crucially, financial liberalisation is enabling mortgage lending for the
first time. From near zero a few years ago, mortgage lending has grown
swiftly, doubling every year on average between 1997 and 2003. Despite
its robust growth, the mortgage market is still in its infancy, represent-
ing less than 9% of total lending, well below other countries. Both regu-
lators and Chinese banks will remain keen on growing mortgage
lending because of its low risk and stable return. Most of those taking
out a mortgage are first-time borrowers, and delinquency rates are low at
about 0.5% compared with at least 25% of corporate default rates. All
this means that there is a long way for the Chinese mortgage market to
grow, lending a long-term support to property demand.

Those who are concerned about a property bubble should also note
that China’s full real estate demand has yet to peak because the
country’s rapid industrialisation has not led to a correspondingly rapid
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Figure 4:10 Property prices

Source: CEIC
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pace of urbanisation. The current urbanisation rate, estimated at about
40% (up from 28% ten years ago), is low by international standards. It is
a legacy of Beijing’s restrictive hu kou system, which requires everyone to
register at their birthplace. People who leave their places of registration
are usually denied all social benefits and deemed illegal residents in their
new location.

In the last decade or so, however, the central government has gradu-
ally relaxed hu kou restrictions, and some localities have made it easier
for migrants to gain benefits and even residency status. The thriving pri-
vate sector, which provides jobs and benefits, also encourages people to
leave their birthplace by offering higher compensation and better
prospects. There were about 99 million rural residents working in urban
jobs in 2003. By 2020, the World Bank estimates that some 300–400 mil-
lion rural workers are expected to have moved to China’s cities and
towns. As China’s urbanisation speeds up, so will housing demand.

All these suggest that there are solid reasons for supporting a strong
property market, and bubbly conditions are confined to some cities
only. What about financial asset prices? Here, we do not see excessive
price increases either (Figure 4:12). After rising in the late 1990s, and
despite the strong run-up in property prices in some cities in recent
years, the domestic A-share stock index has not seen a sustained ascent.
In fact, the stock market (as represented by the Shanghai A-share index)
fell by 30% in autumn 2004 from its high point reached in mid-2001. So
there is no evidence for a financial market bubble.
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Figure 4:11 China’s employment by sector

Source: CEIC
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Bubbles could also be seen in real economic activity, not just in asset
prices. If there an economic bubble had developed in 2002–2003, as
many feared, we should have seen substantial excessive capacity build-
up, as happened between 1992 and 1995, which led to widespread
industrial glut, layoffs and a sharp fall in profits in the second half of the
1990s. A gauge of capacity creation is the changes in inventory. The last
upturn (1992–1995) saw a big rise in inventories across the economy.
But in this cycle there is hardly any evidence of excessive inventory
build-up (Figure 4:13), except in a few sectors like steel, chemicals and
autos. The RMB1.85 bn of inventory increase in 2003 amounted to only
0.02% of GDP, the smallest rise in more than 20 years.

In a nutshell, there is a big difference between China’s economic
activity in this economic cycle and that of a decade ago. The soaring
growth rates in the 1990s were boosted by uncontrolled credit creation,
which led to excessive demand growth and rampant inflation. There
was not as much underlying fundamental support then as there is today –
income growth, wealth accumulation, growth of the middle class,
accelerating urbanisation, housing reform and financial liberalisation.
Hence, when once all the excess capacity came online and Beijing
started to clamp down on the runaway demand growth, the economy
came crashing down.

However, genuine demand growth supported the 2002–2003 eco-
nomic upturn and accounted for the lack of rampant speculative prices
and economic behaviour in this cycle. Economic liberalisation in recent
years has created solid demand growth. Rapid urbanisation and wage
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Figure 4:12 Shanghai A-share index

Source: CEIC
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growth has sharply increased the size of the domestic consumer market.
Privatisation of housing stock and infrastructure construction and the
introduction of consumer finance markets have created wealth and
expanded individual demand for autos and housing. Finally, exports
now account for a much bigger share of GDP (40% today compared with
only 15% in the early 1990s), providing a bigger external boost to aggre-
gate demand for China’s economic growth.

Not losing control

The point is that China’s economy is not as imbalanced today as it was
in the 1990s. But there are still concerns about the authorities losing
control of the economy, which will eventually lead to economic chaos
infecting the rest of Asia. The most common fear is significant hot
money inflows flooding the Chinese banking system in ever-increasing
amounts, and the People’s Bank of China (PBoC), the central bank, is
unable to contain the resultant surge in domestic liquidity.1 When
banks are flooded with cash, the worry goes, they would be free to enter-
tain local government demand for inefficient investment projects
through rampant credit growth.

While capital flows into China did rise sharply in 2003 and 2004,
largely due to mounting speculation on RMB revaluation, there was
no evidence that they were flooding into the economy in uncontrol-
lable amounts. China keeps formal restrictions on capital movement.
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Figure 4:13 Change in inventories

Source: CEIC
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This does not mean that the capital controls are air-tight, but it does sug-
gest that there are practical limits to the size and number of informal
capital transactions. Experience also shows that the controls are effec-
tive when the Chinese authorities strictly enforce the rules.

Some argue that the large portfolio inflows for speculating on RMB
revaluation in 2003 and 2004 had fuelled China’s real estate bubble,
stretching the authorities’ ability to control the economy. This hot
money was parked in Chinese assets including bank deposits and prop-
erty assets. Once the speculative fever was over, massive withdrawal of
hot money could crush the real estate market, creating a domino effect
on the economy.

Hot money inflow was estimated at US$172 bn in 2004 (up 421%
from 2001). Some industry players estimated that about a third of this
hot money (or US$57 bn) were put into property speculation. This
would be equivalent to about 40% of China’s total real estate investment
in 2004. But this amount is most likely to be overstated. It is simply
impossible for overseas speculators to account for 40% of China’s real
estate transactions. Chinese property agencies admitted that such a
huge amount of speculative fund was wishful thinking. Meanwhile, the
big jump in bank deposit growth suggested that a lot of money was
parked in liquid funds for pure RMB speculation. For example, time
deposits in Chinese banks grew by an average of almost 30% a year and
savings deposits by almost 20% a year in 2003 and 2004. These were
about 10 percentage points higher than their long-term average growth
rates. In a nutshell, currency speculators are unlikely to put their funds
in the less liquid real estate market.

More fundamentally, the PBoC has not lost control of monetary pol-
icy. It if had, we should see China’s monetary growth surging out of con-
trol under the current RMB regime. This is because foreign exchange
reserves are part of a country’s monetary base. Under China’s de facto
fixed exchange rate system, any capital inflow that swells the foreign
reserves should lead to surging domestic money growth (see note 1). But
this has not been the case in China; rapid foreign reserve accumulation
since 2001 has not resulted in surging base money growth (Figure 4:14).
Foreign exchange has been rising at an annual rate of 30% since 2001,
so in principle this should push up money supply growth by the same
rate. But it has not. The reason is that the PBoC has ‘sterilised’ most of
the foreign exchange inflows through domestic monetary operations, or
sales of government bonds.2

Bond issuance is only one of the sterilisation tools the PBoC uses, and
it is not necessarily the most crucial one. Private analysts estimate that
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bond issuance roughly accounted for about one-third of the PBoC’s
sterilisation operations in recent years, while reserve requirements
increase accounted for another one-third. The rest is a combination of
other measures, such as allowing the outstanding refinance credit to the
banking system to mature and moral suasion to influence credit growth
and allocation.

Beijing has also relied on administrative measures to fine tune the
economy, hitting the overheated sectors with selective tightening meas-
ures while sparing the other parts. For example, a series of selective
measures were used to slow the uneven economic boom in 2003 and
2004. The PBoC raised capital requirements for new property develop-
ment projects and investment in the steel, cement and heavy chemical
sectors. It also raised interest rates on loans for buying properties other
than primary residences and investment in the other overheated sectors,
like steel, aluminium and autos.

Beijing’s reliance on administrative means to control the economy
reflects the fact that the market mechanism is not fully functional
in allocating capital and investment in China. Arguably, the admin-
istrative measures are proper economic management tools as long as
China has a hybrid economic system (with the coexistence of command
and market mechanisms). This can be seen in the composition of
China’s fixed-asset investment, which was the major economic growth
driver between 2001 and 2003 with excessive growth rates. About 60%
of fixed-asset investment came from the state-owned enterprises (SOEs)
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(Figure 4:15). These investments were not sensitive to interest rate
movement under market conditions, since they were mostly politically
driven. Only administrative curbs, such as capital rationing, discrimina-
tory capital requirements and moral suasion, can have a real impact on
their growth. Beijing’s selective tightening efforts to cool the economic
hot spots between 2003 and 2004 had shown effective results, as both
GDP growth and loans to the overheated sectors had fallen from their
excessive growth rates in late 2004 and early 2005.

Meanwhile, the PBoC is committed to a strategy of gradual financial
liberalisation to improve demand management policy. In October 2004,
it abolished the upper limits on the interest rates for bank loans and
allowed commercial banks to set deposit rates according to market
conditions. The move was a strong signal to begin the transition from
administrative measures to a greater role for market-based tools such
as interest rates. With interest rates in the policy tool kit, which are more
flexible in terms of timing and magnitude of adjustment, future pol-
icy adjustments should be less blunt and should, thus, help reduce
economic volatility.

The removal of the lending rate ceiling is clearly a sign of the author-
ities’ commitment to market-based pricing of credit as a structural goal.
But the PBoC is still not in a hurry to rush policy liberalisation since it
takes time for the state to cede control of the economy. As long as the
state sector is driving non-market demand and generating uneven infla-
tion pressures in China’s diverse economy, relying on market-based
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policy tools, like interest rate hikes, to regulate demand and inflationary
pressures would be a mistake. Any sharp rate hikes to cool the policy-
driven overheated sectors would hurt the healthy parts of the economy
as well. Hence, the authorities will likely continue to rely on adminis-
trative measures to fine tune the economy until the market segment has
grown to a dominant force. Indeed, despite deregulating interest rates,
Beijing has not removed investment controls, and the PBoC has not
stopped its moral suasion practice to guide credit growth and allocation.

In a nutshell, there is no evidence for an economic bubble, and the
Chinese authorities are still in good control of the economy. The macro-
economic imbalances in China today do not seem to be any worse than
those in the previous cycles, and they do not seem to be aggravating the
structural woes. Meanwhile, the presence of inherent structural eco-
nomic woes does not mean that they would cause the economy to crash
in the adjustment process.

The US has many economic problems too, the most prominent one
being her chronic and huge current account deficit (standing at over 5%
of GDP since the turn of the millennium, over 6% in 20043). Many ana-
lysts have been predicting for a long time that an adjustment of the
deficit would involve sharp contraction of the US economy, sending a
negative shock to the world economy. But the prediction has failed to
materialise because there are also structural improvements that help
keep public confidence in the US economy.

Granted, the comparison between the Chinese and US economies is a
loose one, since they are in different development stages. But the point
is that as long as there is structural progress that is being recognised, the
economic cleansing process does not have to end with dire conse-
quences. The US current account deficit may never go back to zero for
the adjustment process to be completed, as other positive aspects in the
US economy can keep investors’ confidence high in US assets. Likewise,
China’s structural woes may not go away in the medium-term but the
structural adjustment does not have to end in an economic disaster, as
many pessimists have argued. The fear of a made-in-China Asian crisis
has been exaggerated, and the conspiracy theory of China taking over
the global economy and triggering another financial crisis does not
stand up for scrutiny.
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5
The Next Asian Crisis:
Self-inflicted?

Many Asian economies are plagued by internal structural faults, which
could trigger, or act as a catalyst for igniting, a financial crisis in the
medium-term. One big worry is Asia’s fiscal problems, which are similar
to almost all emerging market crises in recent history. Another concern
is the massive foreign exchange reserves that Asian central banks have
built up since the 1997–1998 regional crisis. Far from being a sign of
economic strength, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) warned in 2004
that Asia’s foreign reserves accumulation had reached unhealthy levels
that could trigger another financial crisis. If and when significant capital
outflow happens, that resultant loss of foreign reserves will erode public
confidence in the country’s ability to repay its debts. This will, in turn,
worsen the inherent fiscal woes, deepening and prolonging the crisis.

That is not all, as despite some reform efforts after the 1997–1998
regional crisis, Asia’s economic restructuring has, arguably, been insuffi-
cient relative to the amount of structural faults in the system. The ‘V’
shape output rebound in the two years after the regional crisis had either
masked the urgency for structural reforms in some Asian economies or
eroded the reform resolve in others after their good start. As a result,
many Asian economies are stuck with weak domestic growth dynamics,
which only make them vulnerable to the outbreak of another crisis.

The fiscal time bomb

Many investors and policymakers in Asia still focus on anticipating or
preventing a crisis of the type that happened in 1997–1998. They are
missing something crucial. The next Asian crisis, if it hits, could be
quite different from that in 1997–1998, as it would likely be sparked by
fiscal worries. To fund the large and rising fiscal deficits, the regional
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governments have run up large public sector debts. Many of them have
a debt-to-GDP ratio above the ‘comfort zone’, defined by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) as between 25% and 50% of GDP. By looking at
recent experiences in the emerging markets, the IMF reckons that the
probability of a financial crisis erupting rises sharply as a country’s
public debt-to-GDP ratio rises above that range.

From a crisis point of view, the trouble with a large and rising fiscal
deficit is that it erodes confidence in the government’s ability to repay
its debt. Overall, Asia has a very high public sector debt, driven by the
regional governments’ rising budget deficits. A fiscal deficit should not
be a worry if it is cyclical in nature; that is if it goes away when the econ-
omy improves. But most of Asia’s fiscal deficit is structural, which means
that the deficit is entrenched in the system disregarding the economic
ups and downs.

The last Asian crisis was unusual when compared with experience in
other emerging markets. It was caused by prolonged asset bubble build-
up and current account deficits, funded by short-term foreign borrowing
with risk distorted/minimised by fixed exchange rates on the back of
bad banking sectors. In the emerging markets in Eastern Europe and
Latin America, economic crises were generally triggered by fiscal woes.
Though fixed exchange rates and huge foreign borrowing aggravated
these crises in many cases, worries about sovereign debt default were
central to all crises outside Asia in the past decade. Costly debt defaults
and distressed debt restructuring followed from these crises in Argentina,
Ecuador, Russia and Ukraine.

So how bad is Asia’s fiscal problem and how will it fare going forward?
Gross non-financial public sector debt1 in Asia, excluding Japan, aver-
aged 60% of GDP in 2003, up sharply from 35% in 1995 (Figure 5:1). The
most indebted governments were the Philippines (112%), Singapore2

(102%), Indonesia (78%) and India (76%). Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia,
the Philippines and Thailand have seen the biggest rise in public-sector
debt since 1995, mainly because of the hefty outlays for recapitalising
their banking sectors after the Asian crisis.

Behind this large debt build-up is rising fiscal deficits, especially
between 2000 and 2003, except for Korea. On average, aggregate fiscal
deficit in Asia rose from a roughly balanced position before the Asian
crisis to about 3% of GDP in 2003. This may not sound too alarming yet
because a deficit-to-GDP ratio of 3% is seen as sustainable. Beyond that
3% threshold, experience shows that economic dislocations will emerge.
The problem with Asia is that its fiscal deficit dynamics seem to get
worse going forward as most of the deficits are structural. This means
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that even if Asian growth bounces back, the budget deficits will not go
away. That raises the risk of the fiscal deficits eventually overshooting
the 3% threshold.

Part of the problem stemmed from post-crisis banking sector recapi-
talisation, which was largely funded by borrowing. About one-third of
the increase in Asia’s fiscal deficit comes from interest payments to gov-
ernment debts. Another problem is Asia’s low tax revenue relative to
GDP. This has sharply reduced the regional governments’ fiscal flexibil-
ity to deal with economic fluctuations in the face of both cyclical and
structural headwinds. Hong Kong and Singapore went through the worst
deterioration in their public finances since the 1997–1998 regional crisis,
as their significant economic contraction weighed heavily on their fiscal
budgets.

However, the crux of Asia’s fiscal problem comes from rising public
spending, which has persistently outgrown fiscal revenues since the
late 1990s. Notably, the region’s fiscal deficit jumped from less than 1%
of GDP after the Asian crisis to over 3% (Figure 5:2), as a result of anti-
recession public spending and hefty outlays on financial reconstruction
programmes. Non-interest spending has risen strongly especially in China,
Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore. Rising spending on social services
has also been a key source of spending increase in all economies in recent
years. This is non-discretionary spending and is thus difficult to cut.
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There is also the question about the regional governments’ will to
control their fiscal spending. In China, the main concern is that if
Beijing is willing to tolerate a rising budget deficit3 when the economy
is growing at an average of 8% a year, it is hardly likely to have the will
to rein in spending during periods of slower growth. That raises the
spectre of public spending spiralling out of control. Official data shows
that China’s fiscal spending amounted to RMB2.5 trillion in 2003 (or
21% of GDP), up from RMB793 billion (or 11.6% of GDP) in 1996. That
was supposedly all in the name of salvaging the economy in the after-
math of the Asian crisis in 1997–1998 and the bursting of the global IT
bubble in 2001. But no one knows for sure if that was the real reason or
if bureaucrats were just caught up in the habit of runaway spending.

Even in the fiscally conservative Hong Kong, it seems that the gov-
ernment’s attitude towards public spending has changed. The rise in the
fiscal deficit after the 1997–1998 regional crisis reflects the government’s
unwillingness to tolerate economic pains on the back of deflation under
the currency link regime.4 Without high inflation in its post-bubble
economic transformation, the days of rampant property price growth
are gone for Hong Kong. Since land premiums and stamp duties from
property transactions used to account for over a third of total fiscal rev-
enue, the collapse of the property market since the Asian crisis has hurt
fiscal revenue intake significantly. The shrinkage in the local property
market as a source of fiscal revenue suggests that Hong Kong’s budget
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Figure 5:2 Asia’s growing fiscal gap (fiscal spending–fiscal revenue as % of GDP)

Source: CEIC
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deficit, at 4.7% of GDP in fiscal 2003/2004, has become structural under
the currency link system.

If government spending is cut as revenues decline, the fiscal deficit can
still be contained. But Hong Kong’s public spending has risen persistently.
Since 1997, fiscal spending has risen to 24% of GDP from 17%. Some have
argued that this sharp rise in public spending was a clear sign of rising
government intervention in the economy. Indeed, Hong Kong has the
one of the highest public spending-to-GDP and fiscal deficit-to-GDP
ratios in Asia. Large fiscal spending in Hong Kong looks likely to stay, as
government thinking has shifted from a laissez-faire to a hands-on policy.

Overall, falling fiscal revenues have aggravated Asia’s budget woes.
Notably, the Philippines has seen her tax revenues as a share of GDP
(at 12.4% in 2003) shrunk by 26% since 1997, bringing it to one of
the lowest levels in Asia. Her fiscal deficit stood at almost 7% of GDP
and the total public sector debt at 135% of GDP at the end of 2003.
Experience shows that these are unsustainable if no corrective measures
are made. A similar problem of tax erosion has also plagued Taiwan, with
her tax-to-GDP ratio falling by about 20% in 2003 from 1997. Falling tax
revenues and rising public spending are acting as a pair of pliers to erode
Asia’s fiscal flexibility to conduct counter-cyclical policies and to tackle
any potential economic crises.

Destabilising outlook

Asia’s fiscal outlook will be quite destabilising if nothing is done to
contain the growth of the budget deficits and public debts. Private sec-
tor analysts estimate that Asia’s average public debt-to-GDP ratio would
zoom from 52% in 2002 to 150% by 2020, with some individual countries
recording much higher debt ratios than the regional average. Notably,
total public debt in India, the Philippines and Taiwan could overshoot
100% of GDP in just a few years. Admittedly, these debt projections are
straight extrapolations of the current situation, and they could overesti-
mate the situation, especially if the regional governments are able to
implement fiscal reforms to contain their fiscal deficit.

However, these projections also do not include any contingent liabil-
ities and potential exchange rate shocks, which are the primary drivers
for Asia’s worsening debt dynamics after the Asian crisis. These contingent
liabilities stem mostly from the costs of bank recapitalisation, govern-
ment’s too-big-to-fail policy to guarantee state enterprises and unfunded
pension and welfare/insurance systems. Realising these costs could have
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a devastating impact on public finances, as seen in Indonesia’s dire
economic adjustment when she was pushed to a debt restructuring after
the Asian crisis. For financial sector contingent liabilities, which include
bank restructuring and bailout costs, the estimated costs range between
10% and 50% of GDP in the region, with China seen as the system that
incurs the highest cost.

The case of China is worth highlighting because it could happen to
any economy with high contingent liabilities that tie the government
to the corporate and banking sectors. Since Beijing implicitly guarantees
the deposits that have funded the bank loans (which are, in turn,
extended to those mostly bankrupt state companies), the hole in the
bank balance sheets adds to the government liabilities, significantly lift-
ing real government indebtedness (to over 100% of GDP, according to
some estimates). This is less than in countries like Italy and Japan. But it
is significantly more than the 55% debt ratio for Argentina before she
defaulted in 2001.

China’s contingent debt is highly unstable because growth in non-
performing loans (NPLs) automatically inflates government debt, and each
acts to reinforce the other through a vicious economic spiral. If a negative
economic shock hurts corporate profits, boosts consumer defaults and
forces borrowers to scramble for liquidity, that will lead to significant
credit deterioration in bank loan portfolios. If the banks attempt to fight
this by cutting lending, calling in loans and closes down unfinished
projects, that will only worsen the economic shock. If the resultant credit
contraction forces even healthy borrowers to stumble on their loan serv-
icing, it can cause NPLs to soar. If investors/savers are alarmed by the
impact of rising bad loans, they will cut spending sharply. Banks will, in
turn, face tremendous pressure to hoard liquidity and drastically cut
lending even further to all but the least risky borrowers.

The risk is that China falls into this vicious circle where rising bad
debts undermine confidence in the government’s credit, which causes a
sharp contraction in investment, which leads to further loans going bad.
If the jitters spread to Chinese savers, who begin to withdraw deposits
to protect their savings, they could cause a systemic crisis manifested in
bank runs.

Except for Hong Kong and Singapore, which have sounder banking
systems than the rest of Asia, contingent liabilities stand out as a sore
thumb in Asia’s public finances and could cause substantial economic
stress for years. Economies that are most vulnerable to a debt-deficit crisis
include China, Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines, with China and
the Philippines being seen as the most vulnerable systems in Northeast
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and Southeast Asia, respectively. Market estimates put China’s hidden
contingent liabilities at over 100% of GDP, including bank recapitalisa-
tion costs of 30–50% of GDP, unfunded pension liabilities of another
50% of GDP and other contingent liabilities arising from education,
medical health and other welfare needs. The World Bank and the ADB
estimate that the Philippines’ contingent liabilities amount to 70% of
GDP, with unfunded pension liabilities of some 40% of GDP, deposit
insurance of 10% of GDP plus other liabilities relating to government
guarantees for build-operate-transfer contracts and various types of
loans and tax credit certificates.

The point is that all these hidden liabilities will add to the existing
fiscal deficit and debt loads anytime in the future, as no one knows when
the contingent liabilities will be realised. Debt levels could easily exceed
100% of GDP in many Asian economies in the coming years. As and
when the contingent liabilities explode, they could trigger a fiscal-induced
economic crisis.

While many regional governments are not sitting on their hands to
see their fiscal problems explode, the danger of a crisis remains significant
if the fiscal consolidation efforts fail. Despite their efforts, the regional
governments do not seem to have effective strategies to contain their fis-
cal deficits yet. Rising welfare and other non-discretionary spending will
only worsen the fiscal deficits and add to public sector liabilities, even-
tually leading to a debt blow-out. The average public debt ratios in the
region are already higher than the respective debt ratios in Argentina
and Russia when they defaulted, and are close to the debt ratios of Ecuador
and Turkey when their fiscal crises turned into sovereign debt crises.
A loss in public (domestic and foreign) confidence in any of the regional
government’s ability to honour its debt obligation will lead to massive
capital outflow, crushing the country’s currency and creating a spiral of
rising risk premia, higher interest rates and lower economic growth. The
recent crisis experience from the emerging markets shows that it is
extremely painful to break such a debt spiral.

Unfortunately, there is no sure way of predicting a debt-induced
financial crisis. Research by the IMF5 has refuted the conventional wis-
dom that the price of government bonds would reflect all relevant infor-
mation of a debt default. Bond yields have often failed to signal impending
crises timely enough for governments to avoid them. Credit ratings by
international agencies, like Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s, are often
reactive to crisis rather than predictive. This means that the interna-
tional credit rating agencies often change their default risk rating for a
country after the fact. Indeed, one cannot look for a single indicator that
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can act as an early warning signal for detecting a debt-deficit crisis
because there is none. Rather, there is a bunch of indicators relevant to
gauging the risk of a crisis. They include the ratios of public sector debt-
to-fiscal-revenue, public sector deficit-to-GDP, public sector debt-to-
GDP, short-term debt-to-total debt and foreign debt-to-total debt.
Sustained high ratios in these measures usually spell trouble.

Vulnerability alone does not necessarily generate a crisis. A trigger is
needed to break the markets’ confidence in the government’s debt repay-
ment ability, thus sending interest rates higher and triggering a vicious
debt spiral. The trigger could take any form, like a balance of payments
crisis, an exogenous interest rate shock, the realisation of some large
contingent liabilities, a political shock or even a natural disaster that
causes significant economic damage that needs massive reconstruction
with public funding. Experience shows that a crisis that starts in any one
economy could enlarge into a regional, or even global crisis easily via
contagion.

A trigger from balance of payments trouble is not likely for most Asian
economies because they have mostly undervalued exchanged rates and
balance of payments surpluses. Asia’s cheap currencies are a result of the
regional governments’ deliberate policy to curb them from rising via
massive intervention in the foreign exchange market in the face of cur-
rent account surpluses. The purpose of doing so is to boost and protect
their export competitiveness to generate export-led growth to make up
for deficient domestic demand (see ‘The inherent structural weakness’
section below).

The combination of external surpluses and high domestic savings
should also help make most of Asia relatively immune to global interest
rate shocks. Why? A rise in global interest rates would put depreciating
pressure on the regional currencies, as capital would flow from Asia to
foreign markets for higher returns. To halt the slide in their currencies,
the Asian authorities would have to raise rates too. But Asia’s large exter-
nal surpluses should offset some of the capital outflow pressures, thus
avoiding the need for the local authorities to hike interest rates. High
domestic savings mean ample liquidity in the local system, which would
also help prevent a sharp rise in local interest rates in response to an
external rate hike.

There are two exceptions, however. Indonesia and the Philippines
have much weaker external balances and a markedly smaller pool of
domestic savings than the rest of Asia. They are thus more vulnerable to
a financial crisis triggered by external imbalances and external interest
rate hikes. For the rest of Asia, the trigger for a crisis would probably
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come from a political shock or an unexpected realisation of contingent
liabilities. Japan, with her large public sector debt, huge pension liabili-
ties and a political environment surrounded by security issues from China
to North Korea, should be a test case for the rest of Asia. If Japan cracks
under these stresses, the rest of Asia would likely follow pretty fast.

Foreign reserves, angel or devil?

Asia’s massive foreign exchange reserve build-up since the 1997–1998
regional crisis is often seen as a sign of economic strength, but it may
not be. It could be a devil in disguise. This is because the reserve accu-
mulation that at first reflected the prudent behaviour of policymakers
appeared later to be fuelled by speculative market behaviour stemming
from the rigidities in Asian exchange rates. Indeed, the ADB warned in
its Asian Development Outlook 2004 report that Asia’s massive foreign
reserve accumulation might have become excessive and could lead to
rampant domestic credit expansion and possibly create the conditions
for a new Asian financial crisis.

Indeed, the most important monetary development in Asia since the
regional crisis has been the staggering expansion of Asian central bank
balance sheets, which mirrors their massive foreign reserve build-up. Total
assets of the regional central banks doubled between 1999 and 2003. The
regional authorities’ policy to curb their currencies’ strength via foreign
exchange intervention in the face of an overall balance of payments
(BoP) surplus caused this expansion. There are two drivers underlying
the BoP surplus: the basic balance, which includes the current account
balances and long-term capital flows such as long-term equity invest-
ment and borrowing, and portfolio balance. The latter is often seen as
speculative hot money flows.

Most Asian economies that have recovered from the 1997–1998
regional crisis have stocked up on current account surpluses to build up
huge reserves as firewalls against financial contagion, especially for fend-
ing off future currency attacks. But the reserve accumulation has become
excessive since 2003, as there has been a sharp rise in the inflow of
short-term, presumably speculative or hot, money.

For example, in 2003 and 2004, the growth rate of hot money inflow
was over ten times faster than the rate of long-term (basic balance)
money inflow (Figure 5:3), and the share of these portfolio funds
jumped from an estimated 3.5% of total inflows in 2003 to 25% in early
2004. Indeed, the ratio of portfolio inflows to long-term inflows has
risen sharply since 2003, reversing sharply the hot money outflows seen
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in the years before (Figure 5:4). This sharp rise in hot money was prompted
by global investors positioning aggressively for real exchange rate appre-
ciation in Asia. In other words, many short-term investors, notably hedge
funds, made bets on Asian central banks that they would sustain their
undervalued exchange-rate policy to inflate GDP growth and boost



investment returns and asset prices. An increase in hot money inflows
can be seen as an inevitable result of keeping currencies undervalued.

The trouble with having too much short-term money inflow is that
without capital controls it could reverse suddenly, sending negative sig-
nals about the economies affected, even though the economic fundamen-
tals might not have changed. Excessive hot money inflow also deepens an
economy’s financial flaws, intensifying its financial stress and which could
finally set off a financial crisis. This was clearly seen in the 1997–1998
Asian crisis. While much of the capital inflow to Asia in the 1980s was
in the form of long-term foreign direct investment, the inflow composi-
tion shifted to short-term portfolio investment in the 1990s. In addition
to funding Asia’s widening current account deficits, this hot money also
inflated the region’s asset bubble in the first half of the 1990s. For example,
much of Asia’s excessive investment was focused on land and property
before the regional crisis. When the crisis hit, asset prices crashed and
most of those good old property loans turned bad, piling into the bad
loans that defaulted under the downward economic spiral.

In the years before the last crisis, reliance on liquid hot money inflows
had left Asia’s domestic financial system susceptible to foreign interest
hikes and/or domestic currency depreciation. There is a parallel this
time in terms of capital flows. While long-term capital inflows was the
driver of BoP surplus before 2003, the composition of capital inflow has
changed to short-term money since 2003; just as what happened between
the late 1980s and early 1990s. What is different this time is that Asia
does not have current account deficits as it had in the years leading up
to the 1997–1998 crisis.

But there is a catch. While the region’s current account surpluses should
act as a cushion to a potential crisis, they could reverse easily on the
back of Asian central banks’ cheap currency policy. When a central bank
intervenes in the foreign exchange market to keep its exchange rate
from rising in the face of heavy capital inflow, the intervention will lead
to a surge in domestic liquidity. This is because in the course of keeping
the exchange rate from rising, the central bank has to sell the local cur-
rency, thus buying foreign exchange and swelling its foreign reserves.
This, in turn, increases domestic money supply.

The authorities could sell government bonds (thus taking in cash) to
absorb the increase in money supply. This act is called ‘sterilisation’ and
is commonly used by central banks to offset the impact of rising foreign
reserves on domestic money growth under a fixed exchange rate system.
And indeed, Asian central banks have built up quite a large sterilisation
debt along the way.6 But if they stop sterilising, the foreign exchange
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intervention could lead to a sharp rise in domestic credit, boosting
consumption and investment to excessive levels and, thus, eroding
the current account balances and creating the conditions for a new
economic crisis.

China’s experience in the aftermath of the global IT bubble-burst
in 2001 could be a forerunner for the rest of Asia in the coming years.
The central bank’s intervention to keep the RMB from rising on the back
of a large BoP surplus had caused domestic credit to rise sharply, boost-
ing investment to excessive levels, especially in the steel, property, auto,
cement and heavy chemicals sectors. The concern about an overheated
economy prompted Beijing to tighten up its economic policies, mostly
via administrative measures, in 2003 and 2004. Asian central banks’ pol-
icy to curb their currency strength under BoP surplus is just what the
Chinese central bank did in the early 2000s. The impact will filter through
Asia’s financial system so that its economic balance sheet expansion will
play catch-up with the central bank balance sheet in the coming years.

This is another way of saying that Asian credit growth would acceler-
ate to feed excessive domestic demand growth, which will eventually
erode the regional current account surpluses. The relevant danger for
Asia is that, unlike China, it has free flow of capital. A main reason for
China being able to escape the 1997–1998 Asian crisis is her closed cap-
ital account, which restricts cross-border capital flows. But most of Asia’s
key economies have no capital controls. When some shocks trigger a
loss of investor confidence, hot money withdrawal could easily create
financial contagion, giving rise to another financial crisis.

The return of inflation, even though it may not necessarily be in a big
way, would complicate the risk. The complication stems from the steril-
isation debts that Asian central banks have built up. As inflation returns,
nominal interest rates will rise, thus raising the cost of servicing these
debts. Since sterilisation debts are sovereign debts, an increase in their
servicing cost will add to the regional governments’ fiscal deficits. If the
rising fiscal burden prompts the authorities to stop sterilising, it will be
more difficult for policymakers to deal with the ‘unsterilised’ capital
inflow. This is because the resultant massive increase in domestic money
supply will fuel domestic credit demand and thus be very inflationary.
As private sector confidence improves when the business cycle turns up,
risk appetite will rise exponentially. The monetary overhang resulted
from the unsterilised capital inflow would end up boosting the financial
imbalances in the economy, thus sowing the seed for the next financial
crisis.
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The inherent structural weakness

More subtly, Asia’s ‘cheap’ currency policy acts to weaken the region’s
immune system to economic crisis. Remember the purpose of sustaining
an undervalued currency is to boost exports as an economic growth
engine. Structurally and from a current account perspective, this policy
is like an export subsidy, which acts to crowd out domestic investment
and consumption. A cheap currency policy thus distorts incentive for
structural adjustment, which is needed for healthy long-term economic
growth.

Arguably, the foreign reserves build-up under a cheap currency pol-
icy represents a nationalisation of private sector savings because the
exporters’ earnings are kept under the public coffers. This, in turn,
allows the authorities to invest these assets on behalf of the private
sector. But public sector investment allocation often distorts private sec-
tor decision to pursue any structural changes. As Asia realised in the
early 1990s, undervalued fixed exchange rates also act to subsidise risk
by eliminating foreign exchange risk. This reduces private sector incen-
tive to hedge against uncertainty, distorts investment decision and,
thus, capital allocation.

The region should have learned from the painful experience of the
1997–1998 crisis and pursue structural reforms to purge its banking and
corporate woes. These reforms should not be limited to recapitalising
the banks, but should also include uprooting cronyism, abandoning
Asian banks’ policy lending role, cutting bad debts, reducing moral haz-
ard and increasing bank and corporate transparency, accountability and
management. The corporates also need to de-leverage, improve trans-
parency and shift their focus to long-term efficiency and profitability
from short-term quick-profit trading practice. Asia as a whole needs to
shift from the low-efficiency, manufacturing-based, export-oriented eco-
nomic model to a high value-added, service-based, consumption-oriented
model.

However, despite a good reform start right after the Asian crisis, the
reform resolve faded by 2000. The strong economic recovery in the two
years after the crisis had masked the urgency to reform. Many regional
governments had not grasped the opportunity to pursue thorough struc-
tural changes. They instead opted for an easy way out of the post-crisis
economic doldrums by pursuing an undervalued currency policy to
boost exports. Anecdotal evidence for Asia’s reform success does not
add up to the macroeconomic trends. This suggests that despite some
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noticeable reform efforts, these piecemeal reforms are insufficient to heal
the system relative to the amount of imbedded economic inefficiency.

Had the Asian economies bit the bullet and purged the economic
excesses, the sharp economic rebound and fall in interest rates in the
post-crisis years should have sustained corporate profit recovery. But
macro data do not conform to anecdotal evidence of reform success.
From a macro perspective, the gap between the consumer price index
(CPI) and the producer price index (PPI) can be treated as a proxy for
aggregate profits in the economy. This is because the former is the
economy-wide sale price and the latter is the overall production cost.
Evidence shows that Asia’s profits have failed to sustain their strong
recovery, despite the favourable economic conditions after the Asian cri-
sis (Figure 5:5). The falling trend actually deepens, despite the reform
improvement stories that the media have reported.

The declining profit trend suggests that there has been a steady ero-
sion of pricing power, due to rising competition especially from low-cost
China, insufficient domestic demand and excess supply. The lack of
profit growth is also a symptom of economic inefficiency in Asia. As for
the reform success stories, they are not necessarily the result of strong
revenue growth under a dis-inflationary environment. Instead, they are
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Figure 5:5 Asia’s profit growth (approximated by the difference between CPI
and PPI)
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mostly the result of cost-cutting measures, like investment cut-backs,
layoffs, plant closures and other spending cuts. But profits growth with-
out pricing power is not sustainable. There is only so much a company
can cut. Continued cost-cutting on the back of pricing power erosion
will hurt confidence and eventually private spending. All this suggests
that the legacy of the old structural woes still remains in Asia, con-
straining its ability to enhance value and raise prices. This structural bur-
den has dragged on the region’s internal growth ability, thus forcing it
to rely on exports for growth momentum. In this structural context,
Asia’s current account surpluses should be seen as an economic weak-
ness, instead of strength, because they are a result of domestic demand
deficiency.

Asia’s foreign exchange policy is another piece of evidence that it has
not learned from the regional crisis. The reason why the regional cur-
rency regimes collapsed in 1997–1998 was simply because they were
unhealthy. Most Asian currencies were plagued by bad economic funda-
mentals, like huge current account deficits, and rigged by the regional
central banks. The regional authorities tried to sustain the bad funda-
mentals by doing three things at the same time: 1) to fix their currencies
at rigid exchange rates against the US dollar, while 2) dictating domestic
interest rates and 3) keeping their borders open to capital flows.

This is a self-defeating game. Under an open capital account (that is
free cross-border flow of capital), a central bank can either fix its exchange
rate and let local interest rates move according to market forces, or fix
domestic interest rates and let the exchange rate float freely under
market forces. But it cannot do both at the same time. If it wants to have
full control of both the exchange rate and local interest rates, it must
keep the capital account closed. China has chosen to close her borders
to international capital flows so that she can fix both the exchange rate
and domestic interest rates. Hong Kong has an open capital account and
a currency link system that pegged the Hong Kong dollar against the
US dollar, so it lets the market determine the level of domestic interest
rates. Japan also has an open capital account and the central bank con-
trols the level domestic interest rates. Hence, to a large extent, it lets the
market determine the value of the Yen exchange rate.

That was why these three currencies did not suffer collapse in 1997–1998.
The ones that collapsed were those that defied the rules of the game.
But there is not much sign that these central banks have learned from the
painful experience. After the currency collapse in 1997–1998, and despite
their official rhetoric of shifting to flexible exchange rate regimes after
the Asian crisis, the regional authorities have gone back to currency-fixing
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under open capital accounts, while at the same time trying to manipulate
local interest rates according to domestic needs. To see this, witness
the steady foreign exchange build-up on the back of flat exchange rate
movement, especially since 2001 (Figure 5:6). To keep their exchange rates
stable in the face of large BoP surpluses, Asian central banks have been
selling local currencies, to keep them from appreciating, and buying
US dollars, thus accumulating foreign reserves.

The bad apples fail to turn good

While there is evidence for structural changes in Asia in the years fol-
lowing the crisis,7 the trouble is that the economic healing process has
not been thorough enough, as the falling profit trend discussed above
argues. This suggests that for every transformed bank and company in
Asia, there are still many financial and business entities sticking to their
old inefficient habits.

Take for example South Korea, dubbed by the IMF as a model reform
pupil after the Asian crisis. Despite strengthening the law and prosecuting
the worst cases of fraud, Korea Inc.’s old habits die hard. A notable case
is SK Corp., whose chairman has managed to keep his job, without any
regulators’ objections, despite being convicted of a criminal offence for a
4.4 trillion won (US$4 billion) accounting fraud in 2003. For international
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Figure 5:6 Asian exchange rate and FX reserves (excluding China, Japan,
Hong Kong)

Source: CEIC
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investors, the failure of a bid by foreign shareholders to push for man-
agement changes at SK Corp. marks a major setback for corporate reform
in Korea.

The bitter battle between SK Corp.’s largest foreign shareholder Sovereign
Asset Management, a Monaco-based investment fund, and the company’s
family-controlled management came to a head at SK Corp.’s annual
general meeting in Seoul in March 2004. A majority (52%) of the share-
holders voted for keeping SK Corp.’s chairman and against management
changes pushed by Sovereign, who got only 47% of the votes.

The annual general meeting was widely seen as a landmark test for
whether shareholders, domestic and foreign, have the power to influ-
ence the internal affairs of traditionally closed corporate Korea. Foreign
investors led by Sovereign wanted the company to hold executives
accountable for mismanagement with zero tolerance. But domestic
investors were more willing to give the company’s chairman, Chey Tae
Won who is also the nephew of the company founder, a second chance,
despite Chey’s criminal conviction of accounting fraud. Chey served
only seven months of a three-year jail sentence and was out on bail
appealing against his case at the time of writing.

Many domestic investors believe that SK Corp., along with other
Korean companies, is making headway in structural improvement, but
will do so in its own time. They also argue that when pushing for changes,
investors have to consider what is important not only for SK Corp. but
also for the country. But for many foreign investors, a vote for manage-
ment’s slate of directors and proposals flies in the face of the government’s
stated policy of improving corporate governance.

Foreigners also see the government’s double-standard in attempting
to preserve the old Korean Inc. A case in point is the government’s treat-
ment of Kookmin Bank, South Korea’s largest bank. While no regulators
ever objected SK Corp.’s chairman to retain office after his criminal
fraud conviction, Kookmin’s chief executive, Kim Jung Tae, was ousted
in September 2004 by the Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC) on
errors found in the bank’s accounting for bad loan provisions. Mr Kim
was also banned from executive posts in South Korean banks for three
years. Yet, most foreign investors consider the errors to be honest mis-
takes rather than attempts to cheat. Foreigners own 78% of Kookmin
Bank, a sign of their faith in the bank.

Mr Kim’s punishment was disproportionately harsh when compared
with the leniency that the government had shown to SK Corp. and other
scandalous chaebol.8 Koomin Bank’s case might well be an example of
reform inertia at the highest level. Mr Kim has been a vocal reformist
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who had crossed the bureaucracy many times. He protested strongly
against Seoul’s plans to bailout troubled firms, including SK Corp. He
refused to extend any loans to SK Corp. and sold its SK loans at deep dis-
count. He also complained bitterly about a state-arranged rescue of the
credit-card affiliates of the LG and Samsung groups before his arm was
twisted.

The FSC’s move to oust Kim was seen as politically driven to silence
an outspoken reform-minded executive. Even a member of the Bank
of Korea’s monetary policy board, quoted by the media as Mr Kim Tae
Dong, criticised the FSC’s decision as a move to divert public attention
from the government’s unwillingness to take responsibility for the credit-
card crisis in 2003 and 2004 by finding a scapegoat in a bank chief who
followed market principle.

Although crony capitalism was a deadly ingredient that brewed the
Asian crisis, which started in Thailand in 1997, the Kingdom (which was
dubbed by the IMF as another model reform pupil) shows little sign of
eradicating the disease. Indeed, Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra has
pursued economic policies that have blurred the line between big busi-
ness and the government. In addition to an export-promotion policy, he
has used expansionary policies to revive local business, pump up the
stock market and set off a new asset market boom. This two-pronged
approach that boosts both the domestic and external sectors is known
by investors as ‘Thaksinomics’.

The resulting surge in growth has put Thailand back on foreign
investors’ radar screens, helping the Thai stock market to soar since
Thaksin came to office in 2001. The economic success has also earned
Thaksin unprecedented political popularity. However, the way in
which Thaksin appears to be using that strong mandate is worrying
because the closer ties he has built and encouraged between big business
and politics could easily create conflicts of interest. Thaksin’s policies are
keeping crony capitalism well and alive, which could sow the seed for
another financial crisis.

The problem of conflicting interests stems right from the prime
minister’s office. Thailand’s 1997 constitution included provisions to
prevent conflicts of interest between elected officials and big business,
including barring politicians from holding shares in companies. The
provisions were seen as needed to avoid a repeat of the corruption in
the previous governments that contributed to Thailand’s 1997 financial
collapse. But loopholes remain, including the fact that the constitution
does not bar family members of elected officials from owning shares
in companies that do business with government. Thaksin indeed made
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the best use of this loophole and transferred his shareholding in
the Shin Group, one of Thailand’s largest conglomerates, to his family
members after becoming the prime minister.

There would not be a conflict of interest problem if Thaksin’s eco-
nomic policies were not relevant to his family business empire’s interests.
But this is obviously not the case. The Shin Group’s businesses are focused
on cell phone sales and services, property, media and consumer finance.
Several of Thaksin’s key policy platforms – cheap credit, a strong cur-
rency, stimulation of domestic consumption and stock market support –
directly benefit Shin’s businesses. Notably, both Thaksin’s policies and
Shin’s business have a focus on consumption. Shin’s cell phone arm, for
example, has profited handsomely from the shopping spree under
Thaksinomics. As one of Thailand’s largest hand-phone importers, Shin
also profits hugely from a strong Baht policy as it translates into cheaper
cell phones and fatter margins. Meanwhile, Thaksin’s low interest rate
policy has benefited Shin’s consumer-finance business.

Thaksin’s stock market-boosting measures also benefit Shin more than
other businesses. Though signs of overheating in the stock market
emerged in 2004, Thaksin still blocked regulators’ proposals in November
to curb speculative activity. He has also given personal opinions about
further strength in the Thai Baht and stock market performance. As one
of Thailand’s biggest consumers of equity finance, Shin certainly benefit
from the bull market more than other firms. A strong equity market is
also crucial to Shin’s aggressive listing programme to exit or cash-in its
investments.

Another showcase for crony ties between public and private interests
came from the move in 2003 by SC Asset Co., a Thaksin family company
controlled by his wife and son, into the residential property market. The
problem is not only that this sector has benefited significantly from an
array of government incentives for developers and buyers. The high
profile investment by Thaksin’s family has also acted as a distorted sig-
nal to the market that property investment would be underwritten by
the government and thus would have minimal risk. This has resulted in
massive investment inflow into property and risked the building of
another asset bubble. Meanwhile, Shin Satellite, another Thaksin family-
owned company, won an eight-year tax holiday in 2003 worth 16 billion
Bhat (about US$402 million) from Thailand’s Board of Investment for its
new broadband satellite system. The tax break raised eyebrows because
it was the first time the state agency, which is charged with attracting
foreign investment to Thailand, had offered such incentives to a local
company.
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Thaksin’s cabinet includes several former big business leaders. Like the
prime minister, they divested all their shareholdings when they entered
government. But their families have retained interest in everything from
entertainment and media to finance and telecoms. These conflict of
interest problems have not gone unnoticed. But the Thaksin govern-
ment has vigorously suppressed criticism, pressuring opposition politi-
cians and groups with the threat of libel suits. It has also resorted to
money politics to divert criticism by offering the media huge advertising
programmes from state enterprises and politically connected private
companies. These moves have prompted critical comparison between
Thaksin’s administration and the governments in Malaysia and Singapore
where the powers use democratic mandates to tame press, quash political
opposition and guide economic development.

Onto Thailand’s banking scene, despite the IMF’s stringent reform
requirements for Thai banks to restructure in return for its bailout funds,
state controlled Krug Thai Bank’s disclosure of US$1.1 billion in bad
debts in late 2004 showed that serious structural woes still remain. The
bank’s 70% jump in bad debts in 2004 not only raised concerns about
the banking system’s financial health. They also stirred fears about the
danger of crony capitalism being revived under Thaksinomics to create
an asset bubble. There are hints that the bank’s sharp deterioration in its
balance sheet might be a result of possible irregularities. Between 2001
and 2003, Krung Thai’s lending to the property sector surged 124%,
when the country’s top private banks cut their real estate exposure. Sources
close to the central bank suggested that most of the bad loans were made
to 14 property developers, with debt-troubled Natural Park and Krisda
Mahanakorn getting the bulk of the credits.

Krung Thai’s problems could be contagious, and they are strong evi-
dence for the continuation of structural inefficiency in the Thai system.
Krung Thai Bank was at the centre of Thailand’s 1997 financial collapse.
By 1999, the bank’s bad loans had surged to 84% of its total loan port-
folio. Many of those loans, as revealed by independent auditors in due
course, were extended to well-connected borrowers by using political
rather than prudential commercial criteria. Beginning in 2002, Thaksin
gave Krung Thai aggressive lending targets to help spur economic growth.
These include orders to lend to his favourite sectors like property devel-
opment and retail. In 2003, Krung Thai accounted for over 70% of all
new lending in the banking system, while many private sector banks
had scaled back on the concern about rising credit risk and an over-
heated economy. Krung Thai’s disclosure in 2004 of its bad loans looks
like déjà vu all over again.
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Even the reform resolve in Singapore, which is seen as a more pro-
gressive economy in Southeast Asia, is still uncertain. The island state is
still stuck with its paternalistic capitalist model, despite the govern-
ment’s pledge to push through more structural changes and to become
more transparent. Take a look at Temasek, the wholly government-owned
conglomerate which hires 170,000 people and controls more than
20% of Singapore’s stock market, including a big chunk of the country’s
industry and infrastructure. The company made public its annual report
in August 2004 for the first time in its 30-year history because it needed
to attract external capital to fund its expansion, including acquisitions
overseas. And Temasek needs more transparency to attract foreign
investors and get a credit rating from international credit-rating agen-
cies like Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s. Greater transparency, in turn,
means that Temasek’s operations can be better scrutinised, and this is
supposed to be good for structural changes.

No doubt Temasek has remarkable achievements in producing some
of Singapore’s notable successes. Singapore Airlines is one of the best-
run and most profitable airlines in the world; PSA, Singapore’s largest
container-port operator, has an operating margin of 30%; and Keppel
and SembCorp are global leaders in specialised oil rigs and tanker repair.
Temasek has also boasted an average return of 18% to its shareholders
over the past three decades.

What has gone mostly unreported is that there may be less to Temasek’s
success than meets the eye. A study by the private consultancy firm
LEK, in early 2004 found that Temasek’s 22 major listed companies had
made an average return of only 1.7% a year since their respective list-
ings. Moreover, some of Temasek’s best-performing investments are either
monopolies or operate in protected markets, helped by favourable regu-
lations. For example, the government bears the capital costs of Singapore’s
subway system, allowing SMART, the operator, to undercut its pri-
vate sector rival ComfortDelgro. Massive tax breaks have been given to
Chartered Semiconductor to sustain its microchip production, despite
doubts about its efficiency to compete in the international markets.

For those Temasek ventures that face serious competition, they have
mostly flopped. Analysts have argued that DBS Bank overpaid its pur-
chase price for Hong Kong’s Dao Hang Bank, while SingTel’s acquisition
of Australian Telecom giant Optus and shipping giant Neptune Orient
Lines purchase of American President Lines suffered more years of losses
than expected before breaking even. Singapore Airlines’ investment in
Air New Zealand was a disaster and had to be written off after the latter
went broke, as was SingTel’s investment in C2C, an underwater cable
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operator. The biggest disaster has been Chartered Semiconductor whose
inferior technology relative to its Taiwanese rivals has made it bleed
money for years and it had to be bailed out by Temasek in 2002.

It is normal for companies to make mistakes so that investment
losses result. But the concern about Singapore is the government’s heavy
involvement in the commercial decision making process. The potential
distortion from the public sector’s interference is larger in over-capitalised
economies, like Singapore. There is just too much money pressuring the
bureaucrats to invest/spend. While governments elsewhere have privatised
their industries, Temasek has bought up companies mainly to eschew
complaints from outside shareholders. But buying out other shareholders
and delisting company shares fly in the face of the privatisation spirit,
which is seen as an effective way to enhance economic efficiency.
Arguably, despite Temasek’s talk of being more open, at heart it is still a
collection of government-owned assets that operate largely in protected
markets with a trace of nepotism, characterised by the old habit of
secrecy.

Meanwhile, the will to change has not grown any stronger, despite
the ascent of Lee Hsien Loong from Deputy Prime Minister to Prime
Minister in August 2004. The whole Lee dynasty in the Singaporean gov-
ernment has not changed much. Mr Lee is the son of former senior min-
ister Lee Kuan Yew, Singapore’s founding father. Lee senior, still sitting
in government at the age of 80, was made Minister Mentor, a new posi-
tion created just to rank above senior minister Goh Chok Tong (who was
prime minister before stepping down) when Lee junior took office. And
junior Lee’s wife, Ching Ho, runs Temasek.

Lee Hsien Loong shares his father’s measured, practical and technocratic
approach to govern. He wants to keep this sort of dynastic arrangement.
Despite his effort to push through some changes, such as relaxing restric-
tions on bungee-jumping and busking, making it easier to register a
society, signalling a more liberal attitude to homosexuality, cutting some
taxes, opening the banking sector to foreign investors and liberalising
the pension system, he remains timid in pursuing revolutionary changes.

The government still refuses to discard its practice to hand-pick
winners for industrial development. Nor has it followed through on talk
of reducing government intervention in the economy, witness the con-
tinued expansion and dominance of Temasek and the Government of
Singapore Investment Corporation (GSIC). The leadership under Lee
junior seems to be sticking to Singapore’s special blend of state control
and free markets.
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With these relatively more reform-progressive economies still stuck
with many of their structural rigidities, one cannot hold too much hope
for those weaker ones to purge their old woes. Indonesia is a case in
point. This is not to deny her reform achievements, especially in the
banking area. These include an increase in Indonesian banks’ capital
ratios to an average of 20% since 2000, an improvement in earnings and
a reduction in bad debts to 8% of total assets. But many thorny, deep-
rooted, problems remain and it seems that the government’s will and
power to eradicate them has been stretched.

The limited success of the Indonesian Bank Restructuring Agency
(IBRA) in recovering debts from those bailed out by the government
reflects how entrenched reform resistance and cronyism are in the sys-
tem. The state-backed economic reconstruction agency, set up under the
World Bank initiatives in 1998, wound up operations in early 2004 with
trillions of rupiah in losses. This was because, despite its statutory power
to reform the banks and recoup their bad debts, IBRA was not able to
force debtors to return the lion’s share of funds from banks it took over
during the Asian crisis. Much of those funds were central bank loans to
keep the troubled banks afloat in 1997 and 1998.

Blame it on politics. While President Suharto has long gone, the biggest
players have shifted their allegiance to a succession of elites linked to his
successors, B.J. Habibie, Abdurrahman Wahid and now Megawati. These
allegiances have made it virtually impossible for IBRA to go after the big
fish. Indeed, IBRA was stymied from the start. Those in the World Bank
pushing for it to be an independent agency were over-ruled by govern-
ment officials who have close ties with the state-owned companies,
which had become in the Suharto years unregulated piggybanks for his
cronies.

Hence, IBRA was hobbled by political interference from the start.
In its six-year life, it had seven chairmen, with one only lasting for two
months. The rapid turnover of leaders disrupted workflow and sapped
morale. The agency was vulnerable to corruption and mismanagement
right from the beginning. An audit of Bank Bali by accounting firm Price
WaterhouseCoopers in August 1999 revealed extensive collusion between
IBRA officials and the government, which was behind the US$50 million
embezzlement, with much of the money going to individuals linked to
the former ruling party Golkar. When IBRA was wound up in February
2004, only one of its debtors had settled most of its debts.

Meanwhile, despite five years of reform efforts, big concerns about the
state banks, which account for almost half of all deposits in the system,
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still remain. The US$200 million fraud at Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI),
the second largest bank in the country, between late 2002 and 2003 was
an indication of the scale of unfinished reform business. The scandal
erupted in October 2003, and flew in the face of the government’s
efforts to build corporate governance to win back confidence that the
country could survive without the IMF loan programme, which ended
at the end of 2003.

The loan scandal was about export credits being channelled to local
companies without proper appraisals. BNI internal auditors discovered
that some US$131.6 million and 56.1 million Euros (about US$64 million)
were issued in 105 transactions without formal assessments conducted.
Officials also found out that millions of Euro funds that were issued to
finance commodity exports to Congo and Kenya were embezzled, as the
exports never existed. The BNI scandal raises concerns about how wide-
spread such abuses would be in the banking system. Debtors had tam-
pered with documents and colluded with BNI officials to have the
credits released. Most of the letters of credit and documents connected
with the export credits had turned out to be faked.

Banking woes, déjà vu

Indeed, stubborn woes remain in Asia’s banking system, despite some
evidence showing that many regional banks have emerged from the
ashes after the Asian crisis, building on government bailouts and eco-
nomic recovery to create profit-making operations. The high prices paid
by global groups like Citigroup and Standard Chartered for rivals in
South Korea and Indonesia seem to underscore the recovery of Asia’s
banking sector. In 2004, Citigroup paid US$2.7 billion for Koram Bank,
a price that valued Korea’s sixth largest bank at a costly two times book
value. Standard Chartered was even more aggressive. It paid US$3.3 billion
for Korea First Bank in early 2005. The deal came only two months after
it bought 51% of Indonesia’s Bank Permata, one of Indonesia’s leading
lenders, with US$305 million, valuing the Indonesian concern at over
2.8 times book value.

But despite the post-crisis rebound, and despite some of these global
financial groups’ aggressive acquisitions, most Asian banks are not out
of the woods. Their struggle for survival will intensify, making the regional
system vulnerable to economic shocks, amid rising competition from
larger foreign groups. The problem is that many regional banks have not
bit the bullet to restructure sufficiently by leveraging on the favourable
economic conditions at the turn of the millennium.
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The main concern today, as it was before the Asian crisis, is that many
Asian domestic banks do not have the systems and the expertise to
assess credit risk, a problem that also affects their relationships with
small and medium-sized enterprises. Many banking observers argue
that, despite some years of profit recovery, most regional banks have still
not invested in technology and training that would enable them to cut
cost and minimise lending errors. To some extent, Asia’s banking sector
recovery has been driven by the sharp and swift post-crisis macroeconomic
recovery. This has created complacency and eroded the government’s
reform resolve to uproot the banking woes. But close ties between the
government and the banking sector also plays a crucial role in impeding
changes.

A large number of Asian banks still lack efficient tools to centralise the
analysis of credit and risk, leaving local branch managers in charge of
critical lending decisions, a system that breeds frauds and mistakes.
These problems are seen in the banks’ financial performance. Despite a
noticeable improvement since the regional crisis, the profitability of
Asian banks is still lower than their counterparts in the major markets,
according to estimates by management consultancy Bain & Company.
The cost-to-income ratio, an indicator for operational efficiency of the
regional banks averaged about 64% in 2004. That was much higher
than the ratios in Australia, the US and the UK. Bain also estimated that
Asian banks’ shareholder returns, which measures share price changes
and dividend paid, had under-performed their rivals in the rest of the
world every year since the Asian crisis.

The key problems hampering Asian banks’ performance have been the
legal frameworks and institutional obstacles in the countries in which
they operate. Only Hong Kong, Singapore and South Korea have a bank-
ruptcy law, which allows partial recovery of the assets of bankrupt com-
panies and individuals. Foreclosure legislation in many Asian economies
to help banks taking over assets from defaulting borrowers is either non-
existence or poorly enforced. But if crony capitalism is entrenched in
the system, there is of course no incentive to rock the boat by purging
the systemic faults.

In a nutshell, the post-crisis export-driven economic recovery has
masked the urgency to uproot Asia’s old bad habits. While some reform
progress has been made, they are not enough to cleanse the system rela-
tive to the amount of inefficiency. However, it is likely that Asia will not
be in a hurry to change its now defunct economic model. This is because
the region’s political and economic platform still favours the crony
capitalists, who have indulged in political patronage and appropriated
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and shared huge economic benefits with the political elites who are the
real masterminds of the economic excesses. As long as there are signifi-
cant political vested interests in the economy, there is always a lack of
political will to change. Crony capitalism is an inherent weakness that
will continue to drag on Asia’s reform, making it vulnerable to another
financial crisis.
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6
The External Stresses

Foreign capital inflows to Asia are normally seen as an external force to
help strengthen the region’s structural underpinning by bringing in mar-
ket discipline and management technology. This should, in turn, help
fortify Asia’s immunity to future economic crises. However, one should
distinguish between foreign direct investment inflows and foreign port-
folio inflows. The latter has had a dark side in distorting Asia’s structural
reforms and, thus, contributing to its vulnerability to a future crisis.

In addition to China’s economic stress and Asia’s idiosyncratic flaws,
there are many external factors that could trigger a financial crisis for
the region, with the US being one big potential destabilising factor.
America’s bloated fiscal, and the related current account, deficit is no
less dangerous than Asia’s in terms of its potential damage on the global
economy. This twin fiscal-current account deficit might even force a US
dollar crisis as part of the adjustment to right America’s economic imbal-
ances. If it occurred, a dollar crash could trigger a terrible global slump.

The fiscal deadlock has reduced the US government’s flexibility to deal
with economic shocks and, partly because of this, prompted the Federal
Reserve to keep monetary policy looser and longer than usual after
the busting of the IT bubble in 2001. The impact of this ultra-loose US
monetary policy has spilled over to Asia and created financial bubbles in
the regional markets. This has, in turn, created a shaky economic back-
drop for the regional economies and made Asia vulnerable to external
shocks. These shocks may take any form, like a US fiscal blowout, US
interest rate hikes, a US dollar crisis, an oil crisis or a sharp global economic
slowdown. They would disrupt international capital flows, sending
seismic waves of financial turmoil to Asia.

Subtly and in the longer-term, the rise of terrorism will aggravate the
risk of a financial crisis for Asia. It may not be a direct cause, but it could
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act as a catalyst for a crisis by hitting the regional economies at the
wrong time without the right reasons, as we shall explore below.

The dark side of capital inflows

While foreign direct investment (FDI) has mostly benefited Asia, foreign
portfolio inflows are a different story. In theory, open and growing stock
markets should help make Asian economies and capital markets more
efficient. Foreign portfolio inflows, the logic goes, finances fast-growing
capital-starved private firms in Asia. Armed with sophisticated and state-
of-the-art earnings and valuation models, foreign fund managers should
be able to allocate capital more efficiently than local punters chasing
market rumours. Foreign investors will then push Asian managers to
improve efficiency, corporate governance and transparency, while reap-
ing for themselves higher returns than they could have got by investing
in their home markets.

However, in practice, portfolio inflows have accomplished little for
Asia. In many cases, foreign investment has merely sustained or replaced
locally generated defects with foreign-sources flaws. The problems are
two-fold – the way the fund management business operates and the inte-
grated global capital markets, which imports the dominating influence of
major markets, such as the US, to the regional markets.

Most funds are required by charter to mimic benchmark indices,
forcing managers to hold index stocks. This in effect puts little empha-
sis on the need for the fund managers to pay attention to the compa-
nies’ outlook. For those managers who venture outside the benchmarks
to achieve higher returns, they often favour crony capitalist companies
or the state-owned firms that professionals are supposed to shun. This
is because these are the companies that could deliver above average-
returns under the opaque market set-up. Sometimes, foreign managers
introduce their own strain of irrational trading, as they did with the
Internet bubble.

Then there is the IT revolution, which has brought the global capital
markets closely together so that cross-border portfolio flows can be
effected in seconds on a slight change in sentiment or news develop-
ment in any markets. This means that the influence of major external
markets, especially the US which is the largest in the world, often dom-
inates movement in the small Asian markets. However, foreign capital
inflows to the regional markets resulting from US market changes do not
necessarily reflect better capital allocation to Asia.
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Hence, instead of share prices reflecting expectations of local eco-
nomic fundamentals and earnings growth, offshore fund flows often
force Asian markets to follow trends in the US, irrespective of local
developments. Indeed, foreign dominated markets like Hong Kong and
Singapore display much higher statistical correlations with the US stock
market than restricted markets like China, Malaysia, and India (Figure 6:1).
Due to swift international fund flows, the Dow Jones’s movement can
often move the share prices of these open Asian markets more than
changes in local economic fundamentals.

Meanwhile, the link with the Dow has increased Asian market volatility.
For example, after Korea liberalised foreign trading in 1998, her stock
market (as represented by the KOSPI 200 Composite) volatility rose by
27%, while capital controls in Malaysia in the same year cut stock
market (KLSE Composite) volatility by a hefty 47% (Table 6:1). In other
words, rather than transforming Asian markets from punters casinos to
laboratories of scientific investment, foreign portfolio inflows have
aggravated the local risks (as represented by higher market volatility) by
adding a foreign element to them.

If foreign fund inflows were to benefit Asia’s economies, they should
have been funnelled into the vibrant and young companies, which need
more external financing than the large mature and often state-owned
companies. In practice, most foreign investors have focused on the
biggest corporates because high transaction costs and opaque market
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conditions have prevented bulky foreign funds from buying young
small Asian companies. This can be seen in Asia’s new issue market.
While small, fast-growing companies account for most new issues in the
US, mega-stocks bought by foreigners dominate Asia’s IPO markets. The
region’s entrepreneurial small firms remain largely starved of capital. As
a result, Asia has seen limited gains from foreign pressure on improving
its corporate governance. Only the few firms attracting foreign invest-
ment have been reformed. The numerous small companies remain unat-
tractive to many investors. Without pushing for corporate sector reform,
foreign portfolio inflows have failed to strengthen Asia’s immunity
against future financial crises.

In addition to de-regulating trading, Asian economies should encourage
foreign investors to participate in local fund management. Development
of onshore funds would enhance the influence of institutional investors
without bringing in much of the erratic impact from foreign capital
flows. As local funds grow, economic and companies’ fundamentals
would replace rumours as share-price drivers, and the importance of
local events would rise to counteract Wall Street’s influence on local
market movement. More reliable market fundamentals would then
encourage foreign investors to buy Asia’s small cap companies and
spread the benefit of market discipline.

But this is easier said than done. Financial liberalisation, like any kind
of economic reform, threatens powerful vested interests. Like in the cor-
porate sector, local financial institutions fear increased competition and
resist changes. Unless foreign investors are committed to the Asian mar-
kets for the long-term (and many foreign investment banks still prefer
the short-term trading profits when they invest in Asia to the uncertain
return of long-term commitments), portfolio inflows could do more
harm to the region than many have expected.
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Table 6:1 Stock market volatility*

S. Korea Malaysia

1990–1997 17.6 250.1
1998–2004 22.4 131.7

Change in volatility 27.3% �47.3%

South Korea liberalised stock trading for foreigners in 1998
Malaysia imposed capital controls in 1998

* As measured by standard deviation from the mean stock index

Source: CEIC



The US fiscal time bomb

Let us turn to the world’s biggest potential problem, the US fiscal deficit.
A fiscal calamity triggering a financial crisis is not an Asian monopoly.
The US fiscal deficit has worsened fast under President George Bush junior,
who won a second term office in November 2004. The ever-widening
war on terrorism accounts for much of the soaring federal spending,
which has outstripped fiscal revenues by a wide margin. According to
the US-based think-tank the Cato Institute, US defence spending has
jumped by 27% in real terms under Mr Bush, while non-military discre-
tionary spending (i.e. spending that must be appropriated by Congress
every year) has risen by 21% with the bulk of the increase coming from
homeland security. Other major spending increases include farm subsi-
dies and healthcare for the elderly. Sharp rise in public spending, tax
cuts and slowing fiscal revenue growth due to a sharp economic slow-
down after the bursting of the 2001 IT bubble have reversed America’s
fiscal surplus of 2.4% of GDP when Mr Bush ran for office in 2000 to a
deficit of over 4% of GDP by 2004.

If the US falls into a fiscal crisis, it will certainly cause disruption to
global capital flows and the international interest rate environment,
sending shock waves to Asia. With inherent structural problems over-
hanging and worsening current account dynamics (see Chapter 5), Asia
is susceptible to a financial crisis triggered by a large external shock,
such as a US fiscal blowout. So the key question for Asia is how likely can
the US fiscal deficit problem be contained?

The cyclical side of the American deficit is not so worrying. Part of the
US fiscal deficit since 2001 has come from a slower economy, which has
reduced fiscal revenues and raised public spending on unemployment
and social benefits. The bursting of the IT bubble in 2001 cut into tax
revenues further. Spending increases and tax cuts have both acted to
enlarge the budget gap, but they have also helped boost the economy at
the same time. Thus, the cyclical part of the fiscal gap should narrow as
the economy turns up, fiscal revenues rise and public spending on
welfare and unemployment benefits fall.

But the structural part of the fiscal deficit is quite worrying. The retire-
ment of the baby-boomers, rising life expectancy and the resultant rise
in medical costs are pushing up America’s healthcare and other costs for
its ageing population in the coming decades. The American Enterprise
Institute estimates that public spending on social security and health-
care would soar from the current 7% of GDP to 11% in 2020 and 15% in
2040, giving rise to a budget gap of US$44 trillion, almost four times of
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today’s GDP, just from the commitments to care for the greying popula-
tion. Granted, this dire state may not necessarily happen, since America
may be forced to cut entitlements and/or raise taxes to cope with its age-
ing society. There may also be policies to encourage more immigration
of the people with the right skills and boost the fertility rate so that the
working population may grow to fund the retirees. But the danger is
there and not negligible, especially with Team Bush’s lack of commit-
ment to reform the social security and tax systems. This can be seen in
the lavish spending behaviour of the Bush Administration compared
with that of the Regan Administration.

The Regan administration cut discretionary non-defence spending by
14% in real terms and made an effort to overhaul social security entitle-
ments by raising the retirement age as well as payroll taxes in 1983. But
despite its Social Security reform rhetoric, all the Bush administration
has done has been to expand public spending, in particular on entitle-
ments. Mr Bush is also less keen on tax reform than Mr Regan, whose
administration presided over the 1986 tax reform, which was the biggest
tax reform in US modern history. The Regan reform broadened the tax
base and cut tax rates without raising the overall tax burden.

President Bush’s tax reform initiatives focus on consumption rather
than income. But many US tax experts have argued that the Bush
administration’s tax reform via tax cuts would not produce a clean
reform because many of the subsidies and loopholes of the current sys-
tem will remain. That would likely result in a regressive tax system,
which will shift the tax burden to the poor Americans, and a narrower
tax base with distortions. Mr Regan was also not averse to raising taxes
to curb a runaway fiscal deficit. Indeed, taxes were raised a few times
and congressional rules on deficit reduction were introduced during
Mr Regan’s second term. But the Bush administration has not shown
such flexibility.

Worst of all, Team Bush seems to be in denial of a fiscal mess. Indeed,
the biggest worry about the potential of an American fiscal blowout is
the administration’s self-delusion. Both the Republicans and Democrats
are equally keen on spending. They only differ on their priorities. The
budget debate in recent years in Washington has been about where to
direct public spending rather than how to cut or contain the fiscal
deficit. At some point, Washington will have to face the reality and do
something about the fiscal red ink. Back in the late 1980s and early
1990s, years of persistent fiscal deficits forced America to realise that it
could not live beyond its means by borrowing money forever so that
belt-tightening was needed. Budget rules were thus introduced and
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spending cuts and tax hikes were implemented by the Regan adminis-
tration. It was politically painful for George Bush senior then because he
lost the 1992 election, partly because of the negative economic impact
of the belt-tightening measures. But the red ink was contained.

However, the reversal of the fiscal deficit this time will be much
tougher because there is no ‘peace dividend’ from the end of the cold
war to help out. In contrast, there is a new war against terrorism which
will raise military spending in the years to come. There is also unlikely
to be another stock market bubble to help rake in tax revenues. An age-
ing population will only put more pressure on social and healthcare
spending. Thus, the road back to a sustainable fiscal policy will be very
painful, even without any dramatic fiscal crisis.

The economic impact of all this is undeniably negative for America,
and for Asia from a crisis-contagion point of view. Big fiscal deficits have
reduced the US already low savings rate. As the spare economic capacity
is being worked off, the US government’s huge demand for funds will
likely crowd out private investment and reduce long-term growth
potential eventually. The US is already relying heavily on foreigners to
fund her insatiable spending needs, as reflected by the bulging cur-
rent account deficit1 which soared to a historic high of 6% of GDP in
early 2005.

Foreign confidence in America’s economic management is thus cru-
cial for attracting capital inflow to sustain its spendthrift habits. But
budget deficits, by raising demand in the economy and hence sucking in
more imports at any given level of exports, will worsen the external
imbalances. Large current account deficits erode foreign confidence in
the US ability to service her large foreign debt and, thus, raise the risk of
financial volatility, including a dollar crisis (see ‘The need for US dollar
realignment’ section below). In the next few years, that is perhaps the
biggest risk that the US fiscal policy poses for the world economy. As and
when economic adjustment unfolds, Asia will not be spared, especially
if the US adjustment shock happens at the same time as the deterioration
of the regional current account balances is underway (see Chapter 5).

Forcing the Fed’s hand

Partly because of the US fiscal rigidity, which limits the government’s
ability to deal with economic ups and downs, the Fed has been shoul-
dering the burden of keeping the US economy afloat after the 2001 IT
bubble. But there are also other structural issues, both in the US and in
Asia, that have forced the Fed into an ultra-expansionary mode and
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create bubble conditions for the global economy. The problem with
this generous Fed policy stance is that it has created a shaky global back-
drop on which Asia’s growth depends. This, in turn raises the risk of a
financial accident that could drag the regional economies into another
black hole.

Arguably, the global central banks have moved together with the US
Fed in creating a massive liquidity bubble, as the bursting of the IT bub-
ble, the 9-11 terrorist attack and the Iraqi War prompted them to keep
interest rates at record-low levels for an unprecedentedly long period.
This liquidity bubble has turned into illusive demand growth for the
global economy by encouraging speculation in asset markets, particular
property. The resultant rise in asset prices has created a positive wealth
effect and boosted consumption in the developed economies. The expan-
sionary impact has spilled over to Asia, prompting an economic boom
led by China.

Since the bursting of the IT bubble in 2001, the Fed seems intent on
generating inflation and reflating another asset bubble, and Asia has
played a crucial part in pushing the Fed into this unprecedented policy
corner. First, the painful experience in post-bubble Japan has had a
big impact on the Fed’s policy approach to confront the US economic
weakness after the bursting of the IT bubble. Like Japan, the US had a
huge debt build-up before the bubble. Japan’s experience shows that
a post-bubble economy has a strong tendency of being trapped in
a debt-deflation spiral. The Bank of Japan (BoJ), Japan’s central bank,
made the mistake of worrying too much about inflation in a post-bubble
environment when debt-deflation was the true threat. It thus refused to
reflate for the fear of reigniting inflation and the asset bubble. The
resultant lack of monetary and fiscal stimuli eventually drove Japan into
economic doldrums for more than a decade.

Second, China’s emergence as the low-cost global manufacturer since
the mid-1990s and the unleashing of massive excess capacity from Asia
since the 1997–1998 Asian crisis have created a large deflationary drag
on the global economy. Falling inflation has raised the real debt burden
in the US, threatening to choke off consumer spending – the key growth
driver for the US economy. A combination of excess capacity stemming
from Asia and high debt burden in the US has been eroding pricing
power, risking a deflationary trap in the US.

Third, the rest of the world has been either unwilling or unable to
generate growth fast enough to pull the global economy out of the dol-
drums in recent years. Declining population, rigid factor markets, struc-
tural woes and inflexible policies are preventing Europe and Japan from
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acting as the world’s growth engine. There are practically no alternatives
to a US-centric global economy in the post 2001-bubble period, and Asia
has remained as reliant as ever on the US as the buyer of last resort for
exports to fuel its growth.

These Asian factors formed the platform for the Fed’s monetary policy,
which aimed at pre-empting deflation from taking hold. To do the job
forcefully, policy easing needed to overshoot the normal magnitude to
halt the deflationary tendency in a post-bubble economy. Though such
a stance could lead to inflated asset prices, compared with the detri-
mental impact of debt-deflation, reflating the asset bubble seemed to be
a price worth paying. From the Fed’s perspective, it was extremely cru-
cial to keep deflation from emerging because it could destabilise the
US debt structure, which is the bedrock of the modern US and global
economy in recent years.

For a heavily indebted economy such as the US, boosting asset prices
should be a key part of an anti-deflation policy. This is because by inflat-
ing asset prices, the resultant positive wealth effect will help offset the
wealth destruction impact of deflation on domestic spending. Falling
interest rates between 2001 and 2003 indeed boosted the US real estate
market, providing a cushion to the damage on the consumer’s net worth
that might have arisen from corrections in the stock market.

The Fed’s aggressive reflation effort to insure against a potential eco-
nomic crash in the US has created a super-stimulative environment for
the asset markets. It is true that there are many structural problems plagu-
ing the US long-term outlook. Notable is the massive debt accumulation
in the post-war period, especially in the past 25 years. The booms and
busts of the pre-war era, including banking crises, debt defaults, and reces-
sions, constantly purged the US economy of financial excesses. The Great
Depression was an example of forced debt liquidation. In the post-war
era, however, the US economy tends to be more stable. But this economic
stability has turned out to be a devil in disguise, as debt has grown
steadily and there have been no robust cleansing forces to rectify the
economic and financial imbalances. The emergence of deflationary pres-
sures has also constrained the growth momentum of the highly-indebted
US economy.

However, the Fed’s generous policy has overwhelmed these structural
negative forces. And by forcing the Fed to reflate aggressively, Asia is
boosting its own growth by sustaining US demand for Asian exports.
The trade benefits go to the US also, despite all the complaints from
America about its trade deficit with Asia, notably China. The foreign
reserves that the Asian economies have accumulated from their trade
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surpluses with the US are being recycled back to America. To curb their
currencies’ strength, Asian central banks have intervened in the foreign
exchange market by buying US dollars. These dollar proceeds are, in
turn, invested in US Treasury and mortgage securities. The huge demand
from Asia for the US debts has allowed the Fed to keep interest rates low,
underpinning the US economy and financial and housing markets. Low
US interest rates, in turn, allow more room for monetary easing in Asia.
The regional authorities are keen to avoid a large interest rate spread
over the US, as that will boost Asian currencies and hurt exports.

The danger of the Fed’s remedial monetary stimulus is that since it
aims at averting a crisis by encouraging debtors to go deeper into debt,
it will create a self-defeating process over the longer-term. The US
authorities have gone to an extreme to inflate (by keeping interest rates
low) in order to induce the public to take on more debt and to avoid
deflation. This extreme policy stance will threaten to destabilise the
world system. With Asia’s heavy reliance on the US economy, it will not
be able to escape from any US shocks as and when they emerge.

Meanwhile, Asian economies that try to fix their currencies against
the US dollar have been forced to amplify the Fed’s super-loose mone-
tary policy. This is because Asian central banks have to print local cur-
rencies to buy dollars to keep their currencies from appreciating. This, in
turn, boosts local money supply. But this gush of global liquidity has not
pushed up goods price inflation, due to the entrenchment of deflation-
ary pressures. Instead, it has boosted asset prices, inflating a series of asset
bubbles across the global system and making it vulnerable to financial
accidents.

Asia’s irrational exuberance

There were also structural problems in the US economy that forced the
Fed to pursue a super-loose policy stance after the IT bubble burst. The
trouble was that the Fed’s aggressive reflation stance had also created
euphoria in the global financial markets that had priced in a bullish out-
look based on the expectations of sustained US growth on the back of
prolonged low inflation and low interest rates. Asian markets even expe-
rienced another equity mania between 2002 and 2004, with massive
foreign portfolio capital flowing into the region and initial public offer-
ings (IPOs) experiencing dotcom-like surges in their first day of trading.

The negative impact of all these distortions on Asia may unfold in the
coming years as a trigger for further financial turmoil. Behind all
the euphoria, the regional markets have underestimated the risk of the
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sustainability of a US economic recovery and, hence, overestimated its
benefits to Asia. That risk could bring global growth to an abrupt end
anytime. The root problem is in America’s post-2001-bubble economic
recovery, which saw falling unemployment insurance claims, rising
industrial output, improved managers and consumer sentiment and a
gradual rise in employment. The ugly truth is that it was a jobless eco-
nomic recovery. Despite better profits, US firms are not creating the
needed jobs that will solidify this economic recovery.

The bulk of the jobs created in the US after the IT bubble was in tem-
porary staffing, healthcare and education. These were jobs were shielded
from foreign competition. Jobs in manufacturing, finance, retail and
information services have continued to shrink. Over three years into
the post-bubble economic recovery, overall private-sector jobs in 2004
just climbed back up to levels seen at the trough of the recession in
November 2001. So what made the post-2001 recovery jobless, and
prompted the US Fed to recreate bubble conditions again?

Intensifying international division of labour, driven by globalisation,
has been the powerful force curbing job growth in America. Such force
has manifested itself in cross-border outsourcing, facilitated by Internet
connectivity. With pricing power being eroded, profit-driven US corpo-
rates are under high pressure to raise productivity and cut costs to keep
their margins. And cross-border outsourcing imports productivity and
lowers costs.

This is notably seen in the IT services industry, where the knowledge-
based output of remote foreign white-collar workers can easily be input
to the production platforms in the developed markets at a fraction of
the cost of the local US staffers. Hence, over three years after the post-
2001-bubble economic recovery, the IT and information services jobs
in the US were still contracting. In contrast, IT-related employment
rose by almost 4% within two years in the US economic recovery of the
early 1990s. Meanwhile, computer professionals in India’s IT sector had
risen to over 600,000 by 2004 from about 50,000 in the early 1990s,
underscoring the US outsourcing process. This trend is spreading to
many other areas, including legal, accounting, engineering, marketing
and design, back-office settlement and even financial analyses.

This revolutionary labour-arbitrage process has turned the traditional
non-tradable services into tradables. The resultant job leakage from the
US has impaired the conventional multiplier effect of economic policy
stimuli. Normally, policy stimuli generate income, employment, private
spending and investment. The process will snowball into a self-sustaining
cycle of spending, hiring and income growth. But this internal dynamics
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of the US business cycle is not working this time due to the structural
change in the labour market and corporate strategy.

Without self-sustaining income growth dynamics, spendthrift American
consumers need other sources of spending support. These have come in
the form of massive tax cuts before the 2004 presidential election, low
interest rates, excessive borrowing and extraction of cash from property
via equity financing. But this foundation for the US economy is shaky
because it has encouraged profligate habits and depleted national
savings further, leading to a record current account deficit and a huge
debt build-up. The jobless economic recovery will only aggravate these
imbalances, and thus cast doubt on the sustainability of the economic
upturn. The US authorities are happy to provide fiscal and monetary
stimuli to keep the economy afloat for as long as they could. But with
low interest rates and a rising fiscal deficit, they are running out of
options to save the economy if it cracks under the weight of the eco-
nomic imbalances. The upturn of the American interest cycle since late
2004 only complicates the US policy dilemma. The conundrum is that
the US authorities also cannot remove these life-support measures for
the economy.

The profligate US consumer is supporting millions of jobs in Asia.
And because of their large American trade exposure, Asian economies
are vulnerable to the US predicament. The US net trade with the region
accounts for almost half of her trade deficit. This means that any
unwinding of the US current account imbalance, which will involve a
fall in US net intake of Asian exports, will have a large and painful impact
on Asia. If and when the US structural stress forces a major US exchange
rate realignment against the global currencies as part of the economic
adjustment process, the potential US dollar crisis would disrupt interna-
tional capital flows to the emerging markets, force up international
interest rates and wreak havoc on the global markets, thus initiating an
external trigger for a financial crisis in Asia.

The need for US dollar realignment

In a nutshell, the heart of these global concerns lies in the US current
account deficit, which mirrors America’s excessive consumption over
savings. America’s current account deficit is running in excess of US$650
billion a year, or over 5% of US GDP and well over 1% of world GDP. To
fund this deficit, the US is absorbing massive capital inflow amounting
to almost two-thirds of the aggregate current account surpluses of all the
world’s surplus countries. This current account deficit is not only
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unprecedented in American history. It is also the largest deficit of any
countries relative to the global economy.

The trouble with the US current account deficit does not only lie in its
huge size, but also in its nature. It is true that US economic growth has
greatly exceeded the growth rate of her major trading partners in recent
years so that she imports significantly more from them than she exports
to them. The US current account deficit can thus be cured by slower US
economic growth, right?

Not so simple. The trouble lies in the spendthrift habits of the Americans.
The problem is seen in the US import elasticity with respect to domestic
economic growth. This elasticity is a ratio of the percentage change in
imports to the percentage change in economic growth. In other words,
it tells how much imports have risen/fallen when income growth has
risen/fallen by one percentage point. For a long time, America has had
an import elasticity that is far higher than the other economies. This
means that the US has been importing a larger amount of goods and
services for every percentage point of US growth than her trading part-
ners’ growth sucking in US exports. In other words, the US has been
selling less export to foreign countries for every percentage point of their
growth than they have been selling to the US.

When economists first discovered this empirical evidence in the late
1960s, they could not explain the Americans’ spendthrift behaviour and
had thus written it off as some sort of a glitch that would disappear after
some years. But over the 30 years since this ‘anomaly’ has been discov-
ered, it has not gone away. The entrenchment of this import elasticity
differential means that even if US growth were to slow to the same rates
as her trading partners, America’s current account deficit would still
worsen. Thus, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to cut the US current
account deficit by slowing down US economic growth solely; or the
growth slowdown in the US would have to be very drastic – such as a
prolonged recession.

A current account deficit is by definition the difference between net
national savings2 (which is the sum of personal, corporate and govern-
ment savings) and net national investments (removing the effects of
depreciation). Since 2003, the US net national savings rate has ranged
between 1 and 2% of GDP. This represents a sharp deterioration from the
late 1990s and is the lowest net national savings rate in American his-
tory; and perhaps the lowest among any major nations. But net invest-
ment in the US has dropped since the turn of the millennium. This
suggests that all of the deterioration in the US current account deficit has
come from reduced saving funding consumption rather investment. A
consumption-induced current account deficit is bad because, unlike an
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investment-driven deficit, it does not create future growth potential and
hence produces no income stream to pay for the deficit.

This is not only bad for the US, but also bad for Asia because the
spendthrift US consumers have made Asia’s growth dependent on them
(even though China has increasingly become a driver for Asian export
growth) so that the shock of a correction in the US current account
deficit will be transmitted to the region swiftly. In other words, America’s
current account deficit has trapped Asian economies in over-reliance on
US growth thus making them vulnerable to the US shock.

Foreign, mainly Asian, central banks have been funding the US cur-
rent account deficit via foreign exchange intervention, as many of them
are keeping a fixed or quasi-fixed exchange rate against the US dollar to
boost export performance. In this intervention process, they have
recycled back a large amount of their foreign exchange reserves to the
US by investing in US, mainly Treasury, securities. But the US reliance on
foreign governments for short-term financing cannot go on forever.
Optimists argue that foreigners would keep funding the US deficit as
American assets offer high returns and a haven from risk.

However, the situation is changing. Many foreign investors are turn-
ing away from the dollar assets, as exchange-rate adjusted returns on US
investments have fallen below those in Europe and even Japan since
2002. A sharp drop in the US dollar would cause significant valuation
losses on central bank reserves and private investment portfolios, erod-
ing the safe haven status of the US assets. Meanwhile, Asian central
banks’ ‘cheap-currency’ policy will do more harm than good to their
respective economies in due course, making it sub-optimal for them to
keep intervening in the currency market and recycling their foreign
reserves back to the US. Just look at Japan. Much of her speculative bub-
ble in the late 1980s that had a catastrophic long-run impact on the
Japanese economy was driven by liquidity created by a desire to sustain
an undervalue currency to boost exports. Hence, Asia is unlikely to
pursue foreign exchange intervention to support the US dollar forever.

All these are eroding foreign confidence in the US dollar and the
incentive to continue funding the US current account deficit. This thus
brings us to the potential of major US dollar exchange rate realignment,
or a dollar crisis as some like to call it. There are only two ways to correct
a current account deficit: either via a fall in import demand (through
slower economic growth) in the deficit country, or by changing the rel-
ative import/export prices. The latter means a fall in the exchange rate
of the deficit country so that exports can be made cheaper and imports
can be cut by making import prices dearer, all in one stroke.
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Given the huge size of the US current account deficit and the reliance
of global, especially Asian, economic growth on the US, any attempt to
correct the US external deficit by solely slowing American growth would
inflict huge damages in both the US and global demand. That would risk
a global economic implosion, and thus will not be an acceptable solution
to anyone. Further, the import elasticity differential between the US and
her trading partners means that if the US current account deficit were to
be cut by slowing US growth only, the US would have to go through a
sharp and prolonged recession. That would risk a global economic
implosion, and thus will not be an acceptable solution to anyone. Thus,
an appropriate adjustment must also involve a change in the relative
prices between the US and the rest of the world; that is a fall in the US
dollar exchange rate in this case. But the complexity and large amount
of structural and financial imbalances in the global system suggest that
the currency adjustment may cause significant financial volatility, such
as a US dollar crisis, along the way.

In fact, this ‘dollar problem’ has been inherent in the global system
for a long time, but its potential damage to Asian economies has risen
sharply recently. After World War II, Europe and Japan did not have the
money to import the needed food and machinery for economic recon-
struction. The US came to help with foreign aid and policies encourag-
ing US multinationals to invest abroad. These policies provided dollars
to lubricate the world economy. Due to the significant export of US capital
and consumption goods for post-war reconstruction, America was
running a big trade surplus with the rest of the world.

The problem now is similar in nature but different in essence. Like in
the post-WWII period, there is a massive outflow of US dollars to stimu-
late the world economy. But unlike the 1950s, the US has been running
a chronic current account deficit with the rest of the world since the
1990s (Figure 6:2). That current account deficit was only US$70 billion,
or 1.4% of US GDP, in 1990. But it ballooned to US$665 billion, or 5.6%
of GDP, in 2004. It was a result of both a high dollar in the 1990s that
hurt US exports and excessive US demand growth that sucked in mas-
sive imports. The rising US current account deficit has been financed by
foreign capital inflows to the US, with Asian central banks and private
investors buying massive amount of US Treasury bonds and other secu-
rities. As of 2004, foreigners owned about 13% of US stocks, a quarter of
corporate bonds and 43% of US Treasury securities.

Up to a point, this arrangement is good for everyone. Asian economies
get a boost in growth by exporting to the huge American market; US
consumers get cheap imports from Asia; the world’s savers (from Asia in
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particular) get an investment outlet for their funds in the US capital
markets; and American spenders get the finance for their profligacy
from the world savers. But this global equilibrium is unstable. The global
economy may now have passed the point that balances the world’s
savers and dis-savers so that hazards may outweigh benefits. In other
words, the world may be getting more US dollars than it wants, as the
appetite for US dollar investment is waning. A sell-off of the dollar could
spill over to the capital markets and cause a deep global economic
slump. Here is how a dollar-crisis contagion would unfold.

When players sell dollars in the foreign exchange market, the US
exchange rate would plunge against the Euro and the Yen and other cur-
rencies, leading to sharp decline in the value of the foreigners’ invest-
ment in US assets when measured in terms of their currencies. Hefty
exchange losses would deter foreign appetite for US investment, prompt-
ing foreigners to sell their US holdings. The US stock market would fall
sharply, hurting American consumer confidence and spending. If
foreigners also flee US bonds, bond yields would surge, sending long-term
interest rates higher and hurting American domestic demand, including
that for imports. Meanwhile, stronger currencies would hurt European
and Japanese (and other Asian) exports, eventually hurting their domes-
tic industries. Economic recessions in Europe, Japan and the US would,
in turn, drag Asia and other emerging markets that export to them into
a global recession.
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Figure 6:2 US external balances

Source: CEIC
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No one knows when a dollar crisis will unfold. The massive US current
account deficit has gone on for years. It could go on for a while longer,
as long as foreigners are willing to invest in US stock and bonds. But if
foreign confidence in the US fades, the consequence will be bad for
everyone and Asia will not be spared.

Back in Asia, although growth is reviving across the region, the head-
line economic reports mask a lack of domestic demand in the region.
Insufficient structural reforms and bad banks have curbed Asia’s internal
growth dynamics, forcing the regional economies to rely on exports to
generate growth momentum (see Chapter 5). From this perspective,
China’s economic ascent as a market for Asian exports is cold comfort
for the region.

It is true that after the US, China has been the second growth driver for
the world economy in recent years by being a big importer, especially of
Asian goods. Her imports reached $561 bn in 2004, up 300% from 1998
when the Asian crisis ended, while the trade surplus was down almost
30% to $32 bn in the same period. Over 80% of the rise in China’s imports
was in raw materials and machinery. The surge in Chinese demand for
these products have pushed up many commodity prices, with nickel
prices leading the pack by rising over 100% between 2003 and 2004.
Copper, tin and lead prices had also risen by over 50%. The surge in
China’s demand for equipment imports was the most crucial factor for
boosting Korean and Japanese exports between 2002 and 2005 when the
US market slowed down. Europe also benefited by exporting machinery
equipment to feed China’s hunger for growth and industrial upgrading.

However, China still cannot replace the US as the lead growth engine
for the world. In terms of absolute market size, China is still small, com-
pared with the US. Further, the Chinese authorities are trying to slow
economic growth from over 9% a year in recent years to a more sustain-
able, i.e. slower, pace. The point to note is that despite all these years of
reform, government control still plays a significant role in determining
the direction of the Chinese economy. When Beijing wants to halt the
growth rate, it can still do so effectively. As a result, China’s GDP growth
can be expected to slow down in the medium-term, thus weakening its
impact on sustaining Asia’s export growth.

In a nutshell, Asia’s reliance on US-centric growth makes it suscepti-
ble to US shocks, be it in the form of a failed US recovery, a US fiscal
blowout or sharp US rate hikes due to excessive US dollar weakness in
the process of the current account adjustment. The Fed has been using
an ultra-loose monetary policy to revive the US economy without much
structural adjustment to cure the financial excesses, witness America’s
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stubborn current account deficit and excessive debt load. The spillover
effect from this policy has also created asset bubbles in the Asian
markets, increasing the risk of a financial accident and hence the odds
for a future crisis.

Terrorism – a subtle catalyst

Subtly, the rise of terrorism will aggravate the danger of a financial crisis
for Asia. With all the internal and external stress points scattering over
time and across borders, a terrorist shock could act as a catalyst for an eco-
nomic crisis by hitting the regional economies at the wrong time for non-
economic reasons. To understand the potential economic damage of this
factor, we need to examine the root concern for terrorism. Even if Osama
bin Laden, the alleged master-mind behind the 9-11 attack in New York,
were caught eventually, terrorism, and its disruption to the world’s eco-
nomic well-being, is unlikely to go away. It could even get worse in the
future, due to some disturbing demographic and geopolitical trends.

The destabilising population trends reflect three simultaneous problems.
First, the working-age populations in most developed economies will
decline sharply in the next 25 years and beyond. Second, the size of the
ageing population will grow significantly throughout the developed
world. Third, the growth of the young population in the develop-
ing world, notably in the Islamic countries, will soar. These demo-
graphic forces will likely intensify the clash between an assertive US
power and a growing Islamic population in the unstable parts of the
world. Hence, global instability will linger on. Emerging economies,
including many in Southeast Asia, that are exposed to Islamic funda-
mentalism will be more vulnerable to being a catalyst for setting off
shocks that could lead to another regional crisis.

Determined to fight terrorism, the US has grown more assertive both
militarily and economically. Population growth dynamics will only
make America a more dominant global power in the coming decades.
This is because the US is the only major developed economy that has
favourable population dynamics supporting her economic develop-
ment. Ageing population and declining labour force will become a big
problem for most developed economies in 25 years’ time. Immigration
aside, keeping a population stable requires, on average, every female to
give birth to 2.1 children – the extra 0.1 takes into account the infant
mortality rate and the trend that less females have been born than
males. The population grows if the replacement rate is higher than 2.1,
and shrinks if the replacement rate is lower than 2.1.
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In almost every developed country, the fertility rate has fallen
significantly below 2.1 (Table 6:2), except the US. On the other hand,
the fertility rate in many developing countries, notably those Islamic
states, has remained high. According to the United Nations’ (UN)
projections, the low fertility rates in the developed world will create an
ageing population and a shrinking work-force (those aged 15–64) in the
next 25 years onwards (Table 6:3).

The falling demographic trends in Europe and Japan contrast with
growth in the US, which benefits from a fertility rate close to the replace-
ment rate and high level of immigration. Meanwhile, Europe’s net immi-
gration is not enough to offset its low birth rate and Japan has no net
immigration. The major economies in Asia are facing a similar trend, as
economic liberalisation, rapid development, better education and chang-
ing values are prompting late marriage and couples to have fewer chil-
dren. Hence, birth rates fall, workforces shrink and the share of the greying
population rises. The region’s four biggest economies – Australia, China,
South Korea and Japan – are all afflicted by the ageing phenomenon.
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Table 6:2 Fertility rates (1995–2000)

US 2.05 Yemen 7.30
UK 1.70 Turkey 2.70
Spain 1.19 Saudi Arabia 5.09
Japan 1.39 Pakistan 5.48
Italy 1.21 Nigeria 5.92
Germany 1.34 Iraq 5.25
France 1.76 Iran 2.53
Canada 1.56 India 3.45

Source: UN World Population Prospects, 2002

Table 6:3 Working population (15–64 years old)
forecast % change

2000–2025 2025–2050

US 16.9 9.7
UK �0.6 �11.8
Spain �10.4 �34.8
Japan �15.7 �23.6
Italy �14.8 �31.8
Germany �10.7 �19.5
France �0.5 �7.9

Source: UN World Population Prospects, 2002



One-third of Japan’s population is expected to be aged 65 or older by
2050. In China, nearly 300 million people, or over 20% of the population
will be over 60 by 2025.

Potential economic growth is based on the growth of the labour
force, or more precisely employment, and productivity. If productivity
growth is constant, these population trends suggest that the US will
grow faster than Europe and Japan in the coming decades. Europe and
Japan can only close the growth gap by having faster productivity
growth than the US. But their ageing population is not conducive to
innovation, dynamism and hence faster productivity growth.

This means that Europe and Japan’s economic importance will fall
steadily relative to the US. Even their military significance will diminish,
as they will have to cut military spending to tackle high fiscal deficits
and growing demands for ageing population welfare. On the other
hand, the US demographic trends have allowed her more economic flex-
ibility and strengthened her role in global economics and geopolitics.

The US decision to attack Iraq in early 2003 could partly be attributed
to the strategic implications of these demographic trends. The high fer-
tility rates in the Islamic states suggest that their young populations will
rise sharply. Facing poor economic prospects, they will likely create
more instability in the already volatile parts of the world. By overthrow-
ing Saddam Hussein and helping Iraq to rebuild a more liberal regime,
the US hopes to use the influence of democracy to pre-empt terrorism
from disrupting global stability.

But long-term trouble remains, as tension between the US and the
Islamic population will intensify. The UN projects that the world’s
population will grow by 47% between 2000 and 2050. Within that total,
the population of the developed countries will rise by 2%, while that of
the developing world will rise by 58%. Within the developing world, pop-
ulation growth is expected to be especially rapid in the major Islamic
countries. The population of the ten major Islamic countries (Afghanistan,
Algeria, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Somalia and
Yemen) was less than half of the developed world (576 million versus
1,194 million) in 2000. Their high fertility rates suggest that their popula-
tion will almost match that of the industrialised world in 50 years’ time.

Thus, many countries in the volatile part of the world will see a large
rise in the size of the young population in the years ahead. This is a
double-edged sword. On one hand, the young population could be a
catalyst for positive changes if they move away from fundamentalism
and push for a liberal regime. There are signs that many young Iranians
are doing that. On the other hand, it is a huge challenge for the devel-
oped nations to turn those authoritarian states that have no history of
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democracy into liberal regimes, and a dynamic population could
aggravate political instability. This is especially true when the global
economy is struggling as poor demographics are undermining growth in
the developed world, which is the source of export demand and eco-
nomic aid for the developing world. Population trends tend to move at
a glacial pace, and cyclical forces tend to overwhelm many of the eco-
nomic, geopolitical and social implications from secular forces like
demographic changes. The impact of the demographic shift is thus not
necessarily obvious in the next few years. After all, population projections
are also subject to errors.

Nevertheless, the threat of terrorism will linger on in the foreseeable
future. This has profound implications for creating economic frictions
in the global economy. This demographic outlook will force structural
changes in different economic sectors and in different countries. For
example, the expected sharp decline in the working population in the
developed world, notably Europe and Japan, will drag on their domestic
demand growth. This, in turn, will bode ill for consumer goods and real
estate in these markets in the long-term. Meanwhile, the developed
world’s demand for ageing-related goods and services will rise. But that
may not be enough to outweigh the growth drag from the falling demand
in the shrinking work-age group. Overall aggregate demand growth will
be constrained, curbing pricing power so that disinflation, with periodic
deflation, will be a characteristic in the developed world in the coming
decades. Thus, industrial structure will have to change and resources will
have to be re-allocated. Economic stress will arise during the structural
transition, raising the risk of economic dislocation.

Ageing population will also weigh on government finances as the
pension liability continues to build up. The risk of a fiscal blowout due
to the pension burden is especially acute in Japan and Europe, as they
have fast ageing populations but do not have fully-funded pension
systems. Their PAYE (pay-as-you-earn) pension systems, which rely on
their shrinking workforce to pay taxes to support the ageing, are the root
of the pension-induced fiscal problem. This means the threat of a fiscal
time bomb is becoming a global problem, creating potential disruption to
global capital flows and the international interest rate environment that
would send negative shocks to Asia.

The bottom line is that Asia is facing many external risks that could
tip it into another economic crisis. By adding to the region’s economic
stress, China is only one of those risks. The region also has itself to
blame for self-inflicting crisis potentials by failing to purge its economic
excesses after the 1997/1998 regional crisis. Arguably, the US is the
biggest threat to the global economy in the coming years, as her huge
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twin (fiscal and current account) deficit is threatening to cause a US
dollar crisis that would have disruptive global effects. Another risk is
rising oil prices, which could hit US$60–$70 a barrel, according to some
industry experts, even without a major political and terrorist disruption.

Most of these risks reinforce each other. An oil price shock, a dollar
collapse and a soaring US budget deficit would all generate higher infla-
tion and interest rates. This will risk the emergence of stagflation –
stagnant economic growth and rising inflation – if global demand failed
to sustain growth under the weight of excess capacity and structural
rigidities. A US dollar crisis would raise the likelihood of further oil price
increases. Larger budget deficit would boost the US current account
deficit further, and thus create more US dollar volatility. Further weak-
ness in the US external balances will also encourage more protectionism,
which is a more imminent threat to Asia (and the global economy) than
a financial crisis (see next chapter).

Fears of a hard-landing for the US dollar and the world economy are not
new. The situation is more serious today because of the record US current
account deficit and international debt, and the high odds of further and
swift increases in both. The rapid rise in oil prices since 2002 increases
Asia’s vulnerability to another economic crisis because of its heavy
dependence on oil imports. Industry experts estimate that every sustained
rise of US$10 per barrel in the world oil prices would cut about 0.5 per-
centage points, or US$300 billion, off annual global GDP growth for a few
years. US Fed Chairman Greenspan also notes frequently that all three
major post-war recessions were triggered by a sharp rise in oil prices. Oil
prices could climb more if political or terrorist events erupted to unsettle
output in the Middle East, the former Soviet Union and elsewhere.

Even worse scenarios can be envisaged: a terrorist attack with far
worse economic impact than the 9-11 attack in New York or a sharp
fall in American productivity growth, as occurred after the oil shocks
of the 1970s, that would further damage the outlook for both the US
economic growth and the dollar. There is a high probability that one
or more of these risks to global prosperity and stability would play out.
The impact on Asia of several of them reinforcing each other is poten-
tially disastrous. However, this does not mean that another economic
crisis is unavoidable. Rather, a more imminent risk for Asia is growing
protectionism, as we shall discuss in the next chapter.
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7
The Real Danger Isn’t 
Another Crisis

Despite Asia’s inherent systemic flaws, the external shocks and China’s
economic threat aggravating these problems, another regional finan-
cial crisis is avoidable. Notably, today’s Asia has had some economic
buffers that will help mitigate the macro instability. They include large
external surpluses and foreign reserves accumulation, high domestic liq-
uidity, undervalued currencies and lower exposure to global interest rate
volatility.

Timely policy actions can also reduce the risks of another financial crisis.
For Asia, this requires the regional governments to sustain their reform
efforts and make thorough structural changes. China is showing progress
in both macroeconomic management and structural changes. That
should help lessen her perceived economic threat to other economies.
More crucially, the US needs a credible programme, including both
spending cuts and revenue increases, to cut her fiscal and current
account deficits in the coming years and to sustain the improvement
thereafter.

Instead of another financial crisis, the real danger facing Asia is rising
protectionism. The biggest source of it comes from the US, where her
large current account deficit is generating strong protectionist pressure.
You see it in political debates over trade; you see it in the furore over
outsourcing. Despite the expiry of the Multi-fibre Arrangement on
Textiles (MFAT) in January 2005, the US Commerce Department has
set new quotas on imports of clothing from China to protect America’s
sunset textile industry. Geopolitical strains due to the weakening
power of Japan and Europe (see Chapter 6 section ‘Terrorism – a subtle
catalyst’) could also foster increased protectionism, which will become
an entrenched risk for Asia, and the global economy, in the coming
decades.
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The crisis cushions

Despite its economic faults, Asia today is economically safer than it was
in the years leading up to the 1997–1998 regional crisis. While the crisis
potentials are there, the region has several buffers to cushion them.
Unlike in the years leading up to the Asian crisis when cheap credit
alone drove economic growth to excessive levels, economic fundamen-
tals (like aggregate demand growth and external surpluses) have supported
growth in the post-crisis Asia. The problem with the pre-crisis growth
was that it was entirely money driven. Hence, when the economic
excesses amassed to a breaking point in 1997, investors lost confidence
in Asia and the party ended. The subsequent withdrawal of foreign cred-
itors from the region sent the markets into a tailspin, taking the regional
economies along with them.

This time around, the crisis trigger (current account deficits) is absent.
In the early to mid-1990s, some Asian economies (notably Thailand,
which set off the regional debacle) were running huge current account
deficits amounting to over 5% of GDP. These deficits were financed by
significant short-term capital inflow. So fickle hot money inflow sup-
ported Asia’s excessive spending. But since 1998, the regional current
account deficits have been reversed to large surpluses, averaging almost
10% of GDP now. Greater China – China, Hong Kong and Taiwan –
accounts for the bulk of the surplus accumulation. The turnaround in
the deficit was the most dramatic in the three crisis-hit economies of
Korea, Thailand and Indonesia (Figure 7:1), where their external bal-
ances zoomed from an average deficit of over 5% of GDP in 1996 to a
surplus of 10% of GDP in 1998. Their average surplus has since been
sustained at about 4% of GDP.

What all this means is that Asian economies today are not held
hostage by the funds provided by short-term creditors and speculators.
It is true that Asia has again seen rising portfolio (short-term money)
inflows since 2004, but these inflows are accompanied by large current
account surpluses (long-term money inflows). This has allowed Asia
to accumulate large foreign exchange reserves, which will act as a buffer
against hot money outflow.

Foreign exchange reserves are a war chest for the authorities to
defend their currencies against speculative attacks. Hence, bigger
reserves give a country stronger ability to ride out external volatility.
Indeed, foreign reserves accumulation underscores an even starker dif-
ference between Asia today and before 1997 (Figure 7:2). In the years
prior to the Asian crisis, Asian (excluding China and Japan) foreign
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reserves averaged 25% of GDP, with a growth rate of less than 2% of GDP
a year. But since 1999, foreign reserves have averaged 35% of GDP, and
the growth rate has accelerated to over 9% of GDP a year. In 2003, Asia’s
average foreign reserves amounted to almost 40% of GDP. This sharp
improvement should allay fears of disappearing foreign reserves triggering
another financial crisis.
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Figure 7:1 Asia’s current account turns around (average of current account
balances of the crisis-hit economies: Korea, Indonesia and Thailand)

Source: CEIC
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Figure 7:2 Asia’s FX reserves have soared

Source: CEIC
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From a macro stability perspective, foreign reserves also strengthen a
nation’s ability to pay for its imports. So it is crucial to look at the import
coverage of the reserves. A safety rule is that if an economy’s foreign
reserves are enough to cover more than three months of import bills, its
external balances are sound. Any import coverage of less than three
months suggests the country is vulnerable to external payments shock.
During and before the Asian crisis, some regional economies, notably
Korea and the Philippines, had import cover ratios well below the
three-month threshold. Post-crisis, as Asia builds up its foreign reserves,
the average import coverage ratios have risen to more than twice the
1997 levels (Figure 7:3). The regional average import coverage now
amounts to 8.4 months compared with only four months in 1997. This
suggests that Asia is in a much stronger position to meet its external
payments than it was before the regional crisis.

Remember one of the systemic flaws underlying the Asian crisis was
fixed exchange rates barring adjustments to the economic woes in the
regional economies. But after the crisis, most regional currencies (except
the Chinese renminbi, Hong Kong dollar and the Malaysian ringgit)
have gone floating. And flexible exchange rates will help absorb finan-
cial shocks and, hence, lower the risk of another financial crisis. In prac-
tice, Asia may still act as a quasi US dollar bloc after the crisis, as the
regional authorities have not discarded their habit of fixing their
exchange rates to the US dollar. But Asia’s post-crisis exchange rate
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Figure 7:3 Asia’s import cover has risen sharply

Source: CEIC
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policy is still quite different from the outright fixed exchange rate system
in the pre-crisis period. Despite being controlled, most Asian exchange
rates have fluctuated more than they did before 1997 (Table 7:1).1

Notably, the volatility (as measured by the standard deviation of the
exchange rate from its mean in the sample period) of the Indonesian
rupiah has jumped by over 870% after the Asian crisis. Even the fluctu-
ation of the tightly controlled New Taiwan dollar has increased by 83%
after the regional debacle.

Flexible exchange rates may also lower speculative motives, which are
often a catalyst for triggering a financial crisis or a force aggravating a
crisis. A fixed exchange rate tends to create unrealistic expectations of
guaranteed returns by eliminating foreign exchange risk. Such expecta-
tions encourage excessive investment and currency speculation. But a
flexible exchange rate incurs volatility that tends to limit speculation
incentive.

Further, judging from their underlying current account balances,
Asian currencies were probably over-valued before the Asian crisis. This
was because Asian exchange rates should have fallen due to the underly-
ing current account deficits, but the fixed exchange rate regimes barred
them from adjusting before 1997. After the Asian crisis, the region’s cur-
rent accounts have turned into surpluses, arguing for appreciation for its
currencies. But the extent of appreciation allowed by the regional
authorities has been less than the market forces warranted. Thus, Asian
currencies are likely to be under-valued since the regional crisis.

The relative currency valuation matters because it was the expecta-
tions of massive devaluation of Asia’s over-valued currencies that fuelled
capital outflows and set off the regional crisis in 1997. The under-valued
currencies today should reduce such expectations and, thus, the odds of
large capital outflow triggering another financial crisis.
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Table 7:1 Asian foreign exchange rate volatility*

Jan 1990– Aug 1997–
July 1997 Dec 2004 % change in volatility

Indonesian rupiah 182.52 1,773.05 871.4
Thai bhat 0.60 3.08 412.3
Philippine peso 1.45 7.08 389.9
Korean won 46.37 123.94 167.3
New Taiwan dollar 0.82 1.50 83.0

* Approximated by standard deviation from the mean exchange rate in the sample period

Source: CEIC



A detrimental force that pulled the rug from under the Asian
economies and contributed to the regional debacle was excessive, espe-
cially foreign, borrowing. Over-reliance on foreign borrowing puts an
economy at the mercy of foreign creditors’ sentiment, which could
often change without reference to local fundamental developments.
Asian banks and firms made precisely this mistake in the pre-crisis years
by borrowing heavily from abroad to fund economic activity at home.
Not only that. They borrowed mostly short-term foreign loans to fund
local long-term projects. This created a serious balance-sheet mismatch
problem that aggravated the financial vulnerability of the banking system.
There were two mismatching problems. One is currency mismatching and
the other is loan-maturity mismatching.

Currency mismatching exposed the banks to foreign exchange risk –
as and when the local currency dropped sharply, the debt burden of the
foreign currency loan soared. This is because more local currency was
needed to exchange a given amount of foreign currency to repay the loan.
Loan-maturity mismatching exposed the banks to interest rate risk –
as and when interest rates surged, the banks’ funding cost also surged
as they borrowed short-term and thus needed to renew the loans fre-
quently at the prevailing (rising) interest rates. But their return from the
long-term investment was fixed. Thus, soaring funding cost under fixed
income pushed the banks into financial difficulties.

The regional banks also did not hedge their foreign exchange exposure,
despite the availability of various financial vehicles for them to do so, on
the belief that their governments would sustain the fixed exchange rate
regimes forever. Thus, the resultant build-up of external liabilities was in
the form of un-hedged debts, giving rise to significant currency risk in
the banking systems. The naive belief that Asian governments would
keep their fixed exchange rate systems had also eliminated any perceiv-
able currency risk for foreign creditors. Together with higher Asian inter-
est rates relative to foreign countries, the fixed exchange rate regimes thus
enticed massive foreign lending, often imprudently, to Asia.

Indicating the region’s over-leveraging behaviour are its loan-to-deposit
and foreign debt-to-GDP ratios, which rose to over 100% by 1997.
Obviously, Asia needed to cut debt to correct this problem after the fixed
exchange rate regimes collapsed in 1998. Led by the IMF bailout packages,
the regional governments did just that. As a result both domestic and for-
eign loans have fallen sharply since the end of the crisis (Figure 7:4). Asia’s
de-leveraging process has combined with its balance of payments sur-
pluses and foreign exchange intervention to create ample liquidity in
the system, giving it stronger immunity to the outbreak of another
financial crisis.
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Last but not least, running a managed float exchange rate against the
US dollar, as Asia has been doing since the Asian crisis, is not the same
as keeping a fixed exchange rate regime, as it did before 1997. This is
because the managed float system allows more exchange rate flexibility
to absorb economic shocks. More crucially, the under-valuation of the
Asian currencies post-crisis allows more monetary policy flexibility for
the regional authorities. In principle, when Asia is intervening to keep
its currencies relatively stable against the US dollar, it has to import US
interest rate policy. This also means that Asia loses its monetary policy
control. Asian and US interest rate gap must be kept stable so as not to
create currency arbitrage opportunities. Hence, Asian and US rates have
to move in tandem to prevent capital flows disrupting the managed
exchange rate.

The interest rate parity condition states the difference between any
pair of countries’ interest rates is approximately equal to the expected
change in the exchange rate. So if Asian (treated as one aggregate region)
interest rate is lower than the US interest rate, the market must expect
Asian exchange rate to rise, and vice versa, in order to remain in equi-
librium. With most Asian currencies under-valued since the regional cri-
sis, this argues for lower Asian interest rates relative to the US rate.
Indeed, lower Asian rates have been manifested in the regional central
banks’ foreign exchange interventions to curb their currencies from
appreciating. Such intervention allows the Asian authorities to deviate
domestic interest rates from US rate movement; in particular to cut
them below US levels to boost domestic growth. Hence, post-crisis Asia
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Figure 7:4 Asia de-leveraging
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is less exposed to the US interest rate cycle so that the region has more
leeway to use domestic monetary policy to cushion external shocks.

What about the public debt?

Asia’s worsening fiscal balances have led to significant debt build-up to
levels that could trigger a financial crisis (see Chapter 5, section ‘The
fiscal time bomb’). Research by the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
suggests that the sustainable level of emerging market public debt lies
somewhere between 25% and 50% of GDP, above which an economic
crisis may ensue. The wide range reflects the volatility of the emerging
economies, as the public debt problem could explode depending on the
fickle economic conditions and investor sentiment. But the average
public debt-to-GDP ratio for Asia (excluding Japan) is almost 60%, with
Malaysia, India, Indonesia, Singapore2 and the Philippines recording
significantly higher ratios. This puts Asia in the crisis danger zone as
defined by the IMF (Figure 7:5). Worse still, these debts do not include
contingent liabilities, such as unfunded pension liabilities and the
financial cost of cleaning up the banking systems. These contingent
costs could easily add another 35% of GDP to Asia’s public debt.

However, Asia’s debt woes may not necessarily push it into another
crisis, thanks largely to the financial cushions the region has accumu-
lated. Japan is an example for those cushions helping to avert an
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Figure 7:5 Asia’s public debt

Source: CEIC
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economic crisis, despite serious economic woes. Japan has a public
debt-to-GDP ratio of 160% of GDP (excluding contingent liabilities) and
a budget deficit of more than 6% of GDP since 1998. A mountain of bad
debts has crippled her banking system and the economy has barely
grown. All this would have pushed most countries into an economic
crisis, but Japan has managed to escape the deadly consequences so far.

One big advantage that Japan has is that, Japan’s huge public debt is
entirely domestically owned. Only a tiny fraction is held by overseas
investors. This means that Japan’s financial system is not held hostage
by foreign creditors, and is thus not vulnerable to the risk of sudden
foreign capital withdrawal. Crucially, private savings in Japan are very
high, and many domestic institutions are required to invest a large share
of their assets in domestic bonds. Japan’s interest rates are among the
lowest in the world, with zero overnight rate and long-term (ten-year)
bond yield of less than 2% for many years. Real interest rates are a little
higher due to mild domestic deflation. This low interest-rate environment
has not only helped ease Japan’s economic pains in her post-bubble
economic transformation, it has also kept her debt-servicing burden low
and thus reducing the risk of a debt crisis.

Japan’s flexible exchange rate (despite periodic official intervention)
and the constant appreciation pressure on the Japanese yen have also
helped contain the crisis risk by keeping investors from moving out of
Japanese assets. Arguably, the potential foreign exchange gains from the
persistent yen appreciation pressure (due to a persistent current account
surplus) has kept investors glued to Japanese assets, even though the
high liquidity overhang has kept interest rates (and hence short-term
returns) low in Japan.

The relevance of the Japan story to Asia is that the region sees the
same combination of these cushion factors. Asia has been de-leveraging
since the regional crisis, and thus reducing its exposure to foreign credi-
tors. Like Japan, it also has very high savings, a low interest rate envi-
ronment and under-valued exchange rates that are under appreciation
pressure. Hence, Asia is less prone to another financial crisis than before,
despite its large debt build-up.

However, these favourable factors will not last forever, and they
already vary greatly among individual economies in Asia. Without a
return of the economic conditions to the mid-1990s boom years, Asia’s
budget deficits are unlikely to go away anytime soon and its public
debt will likely continue to grow. The economies that are of greatest
concern (with the largest public debt-to-GDP ratios) are Japan, India, the
Philippines and Indonesia. If we add contingent liabilities to the future
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deficit dynamics, China (which is currently seen as low risk) could move
up the risk league due to her large pension and bank rehabilitation lia-
bilities. The risk of other economies like Taiwan and Malaysia, which
currently have low public debt ratios, could rise if they fail to solve the
structural problems behind their current deficits.

Unfortunately, no one knows what exactly could trigger the next
crisis. Looking at the emerging markets over the past two decades, some
of the most risky economies managed to escape the worst, even as trou-
ble erupted in other less risky economies. In Asia, which has the cush-
ions to absorb global interest rates and balance of payments shocks, a
crisis trigger could come from an external shock, such as an exogenous
political event, terrorist attack or a sudden recognition of large liabilities.

On a positive note, the regional governments are not sitting on their
hands to let a crisis emerge. Among the ten major Asian economies,3

eight have plans to cut their budget deficits or balance their budgets in
the next few years; and three of these eight have made consistent progress.
Only Korea and Taiwan do not have any fiscal reform plans yet, as of
end-2004. While China has not announced any formal deficit reduc-
tion plans, she has been phasing in fiscal reform plans to raise tax rev-
enues and scale back public investment and spending. Indonesia and
Thailand have set targets to balance their fiscal budgets by 2006 and
have consistently met or done better than their reduction targets since
2001. Singapore has aimed at continuing to run budget surpluses over
the course of the business cycle. She has raised taxes and cut spending in
recent years to ensure achievement of the fiscal surplus goal. Hong Kong
has plans to balance the budget by 2009. It has raised income and cor-
porate taxes and is considering introducing a goods-and-services sales
tax to strengthen its tax base.4 India and Malaysia have announced
plans to cut or balance their fiscal budget, but their success will depend
on their resolve to raise taxes and cut spending. The bad apple is the
Philippines, which has consistently missed her budget reduction targets
since 2002, despite Manila’s intention to balance its budget by 2009. The
Filipino government lacks a coherent and credible fiscal reform strategy.

And the China trigger?

What about the risk of the Chinese economic woes pulling Asia into
another financial crisis? This risk is four-fold: policy mistakes aggravat-
ing the country’s boom-bust cycle, a broken domestic financial system,
a fiscal time bomb and a huge pension liability. However, there are good
reasons to believe that these risks are well contained.
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Since 1996, Beijing has made progress on improving policy management
that avoids boom-bust economic cycles. It has made anti-inflation its
monetary policy goal. The policy has been successful, as seen in the
death of high inflation since 2000. Financial liberalisation is an integral
part of Beijing’s better economic management strategy. The current for-
eign exchange controls have distorted China’s capital allocation. They
have locked up massive domestic savings, forcing local capital to invest
at home disregarding return performance. Worse still, much of this
investment has gone to the inefficient state-owned enterprises (SOEs).
Meanwhile, the impaired banking system cannot fully utilise the funds,
leading to a deposit surplus over lending. This surplus amounts to
financial suppression. It not only misallocates capital and deprives local
savers of better returns but also creates highly volatile boom-bust cycles,
with the surplus savings propelling unsustainable investment booms
only to be busted by harsh policy measures later.

In a move to solve the capital misallocation and boom-bust cyclical
problems, Beijing is granting more investment freedom to local funds to
go abroad so that they can seek better returns. The authorities are not
opening the floodgate all at once though. They only allow local finan-
cial institutions to invest in overseas markets gradually. This measure
will help ease speculative pressure on local asset prices and strengthen
the Chinese banks’ balance sheets by allowing them to buy better qual-
ity assets. The proposed Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors (QDII)
scheme is a step towards this goal. The next step will be to allow
Mainland institutional and retail investors to buy increasing amounts of
hard currency to make foreign investments, with an eventual goal of
achieving full capital account convertibility.

There is evidence showing that China has pursued a better reform-
growth policy mix than many of her Asian peers since the Asian crisis.
Thus the risk of boom-bust economic volatility is much lower going for-
ward. While keeping a steady macroeconomic growth environment,
Beijing has engineered massive creative destruction in the economy;
witness the significant decline in SOE employment and the rise in pri-
vate sector jobs (Figure 7:6). The rapid shrinkage of the state sector is a
result of the government destroying old and inefficient industries and
replacing them with new and more efficient ones. Since the Asian crisis,
the number of SOEs has fallen steadily from 40% of total enterprises in
the economy to 15%. Meanwhile, the SOEs’ aggregate asset value has
fallen from 70% of the total corporate asset value to 50% during the
same period. In terms of production, the SOEs now account for less than
20% of total industrial output, compared to over 80% in the early 1980s.
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The trend of the shrinking SOEs is expected to continue, given Beijing’s
economic restructuring and privatisation programmes.

There are also signs for the growing role of market forces and
increased competition driving China’s economic restructuring. Notably,
average Chinese tariffs have fallen from 43% in 1997 to about 10% now,
and they will keep falling in the coming years under the WTO require-
ments. Lower tariffs have increased competition and raised Chinese pro-
ductivity. Output per Chinese worker has been rising by an average of
5% a year since 1999, compared to less than 1% before that. Western
technology, machinery and management brought in by foreign firms
have prompted more competition in the domestic economy.

More competition has allowed greater choice for Chinese consumers,
lessening the demand–supply mismatch problem in the economy.
Chinese firms used to focus on producing for the official quotas but not
on market demand under the old system. Hence, wasteful production
flooded the market with goods that no one wanted. But economic liber-
alisation and increased profit incentives have changed the production
structure to market focused. Overall growth quality has thus improved.
Meanwhile, unemployment has soared as the closure of the SOEs
releases millions of surplus workers a year. Employment in the SOEs fell
by over 40 million, over a third of the total, between 1993 and 2004.
Rising bankruptcies and unemployment are clear signs of China’s
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Figure 7:6 Creative job destruction

* Including private, foreign firms and self-employed entrepreneurs

Source: CEIC
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willingness to pay a high cost of adjusting to increasing competition in
the domestic market. Many SOEs have been privatised and the non-state
sector has been creating new jobs to help absorb the surplus labour from
economic restructuring.

The biggest concern of a China-induced Asian crisis is the collapse of
the Chinese banking system, which is still dominated by the Big Four state
banks – Agricultural Bank of China, Bank of China, China Construction
Bank and Industrial and Commercial Bank of China. Their huge bad
debt problems, with non-performing loans (NPLs) estimated by most
independent experts at over 40% of total banking assets, have led many
pessimists predict a financial collapse in China. Nevertheless, a banking
crisis has never happened, and there are reasons to believe that it will
not happen in the near future.

First, the conventional wisdom for banking crisis does not apply to
China. Second, China’s half-baked market economy has turned out to
be a blessing in disguise for keeping the system from falling apart. Third,
the overall banking environment in China has improved, reducing the
risk of a systemic meltdown. Fourth, Chinese banks have made some
progress on improving their operations and system controls. Last, but
not least, the central bank is phasing in, albeit slowly, market-determined
interest rates, thus improving market discipline for controlling system risk.

Normally, a bank goes under when it is insolvent,5 and the banking
system collapses when most, if not all, of its banks are insolvent. But in
China’s context, the key is not whether Chinese banks are solvent but
whether they have positive cash flow.6 From a systemic view, there is a
confidence issue. A bank will not go bankrupt simply because it is insol-
vent, unless there is a loss of public confidence that prompts all deposi-
tors to withdraw their money all at once. This will cause a run on the
bank, draining its liquidity and forcing it to fail. But Beijing’s ‘too-big-to-
fail’ policy basically underwrites all the local banks, so the system is
unlikely to go belly up. The implicit government guarantee of the bank-
ing system has kept public confidence high so that the probability of
bank run is low.

Technically, a bank becomes non-viable when it lacks money from its
interest income to pay its depositors; that is when its cash flow turns
negative. A bank’s cash flow is determined by the spread that it charges,
i.e. the difference between the lending and the deposit rates. Given that
depositors will not withdraw money from the bank all at once, as long
as the interest charged on the performing assets covers the interest paid
to the depositors, the bank will not go bust. Thanks to official interest
rate control policies that have kept China’s lending rate consistently and
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significantly above the deposit rate since 1995, Chinese banks are always
cash-flow positive, despite all the bad debt problems.

The absence of a banking crisis so far in China can also be attributable
to her half-transition from a planned economy to a market system. This
mixed system has allowed the authorities to perform an economic bal-
ancing act between growth and reform. First, the combination of a
closed capital account and a small foreign debt has shielded China from
the risk of withdrawal by the foreign creditors.7 In other words, unlike
those Asian crisis economies, China’s banking system is not held
hostage by the foreign creditors. Second, the combination of China’s
high savings, averaging 40% of income over the past decade, and robust
income growth have generated a huge amount of liquidity. Without a
developed capital market to offer alternative savings products, the bulk
of household savings goes into the state bank deposits. China also lim-
its the operating scale of non-state commercial banks and foreign banks
through licensing requirements and restrictions on funding sources.
All this has acted to direct household savings to the state banks, keeping
them liquid.

China’s overall banking environment has improved. The progress,
though slow, should help contain the risk of a banking crisis going for-
ward. Since 1998, not only has the state sector downsized, but overall
internal governance and transparency at Chinese banks have improved.
The shrinkage of the state sector suggests that the role of state-directed
lending has declined. With the closure of many SOEs, there is simply a
smaller need to lend to the state sector.

This is not to say that state banks are not generating new bad loans.
Indeed, they will continue to add NPLs as reform continues because
many SOEs loans will turn bad as they are restructured or closed down.
However, the pace of bad loan growth has slowed. The official revelation
of a high bad loan ratio also suggests improvement in transparency,
though the problem is not resolved completely.

Chinese banks are also making progress on reforming their opera-
tions, reducing the risk of failure. On the audit side, banks have adopted
new accounting standards and the international five-tier system for clas-
sifying NPLs. They have broadly computerised and centralised credit
databases, though audits are still done by internal auditors (this still
raises doubt about the independence of the audit results). Banks have
also gone through significant risk management training. In a controlled
interest rate environment, there is little scope for serious implementation.
But even this is changing slowly.
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Since late 1999, all Chinese banks have been putting in efforts to
improve credit-risk management, especially in the under-writing of new
loans. Most of them have used the credit-check process that is familiar
to western bankers. Not surprisingly, many SOEs – the banks’ traditional
borrowers – cannot meet the new lending criteria. Hence, lending to the
SOEs has dropped while loans to government projects and to individu-
als buying houses and durable goods have risen. The banks have also
been investing funds in government bonds to improve asset quality in
their balance sheets. From a portfolio-risk and cash-flow angle, this is an
improvement, though the change is still slow. Meanwhile, major Chinese
banks have vastly raised their bad-debt provisions, and cut NPLs by
increasing write-offs.

The People’s Bank of China (PBoC), the central bank, is allowing more
interest rate flexibility under market forces. In early 2003, it approved an
unprecedented experiment with banking overhaul in the eastern city of
Wenzhou, which allows market forces to set interest rates for bank
deposits and loans. It has also lifted the ban on the city’s private-sector
investment in local commercial banks, and set up a small-loan system
targeted at private businesses. These measures go a long way to correct
the distortion of interest rate controls and capital misallocation that
starve the private sector of credit.

Also in early 2003, the Ministry of Finance announced it would allow
hedging in the Chinese bond market. The new rules allow investors to
use risk-hedging tools, such as forward contracts and short-selling,8 in
the domestic Treasury bond market. The purpose is to encourage Chinese
banks, which are the main investors in government bonds, to hedge
exposure to the government’s ballooning debt. Without hedging instru-
ments, Chinese banks have been lacking the tools to protect themselves
against price volatility in the Treasury market as interest rates fluctuate.
It is thus obvious that by allowing interest-rate-risk hedging, Beijing is
prepared to liberalise interest rates further, allowing them to fluctuate
under market forces.

Further liberalisation did follow, when the PBoC pushed interest
rate liberalisation to the national level in October 2004 by abolishing
the interest rate cap on bank lending and allowing banks to set deposit
rates according to market forces. Though this was only partial liberalisa-
tion on credit pricing, it marked the transition from administrative
measures to market-driven policy.

Finally, Beijing has been skilful in finding its way through the banks’
bad debt problem, and it still enjoys considerable scope for manoeuvre.
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In the 1998 recapitalisation effort, a big portion of the Big Four’s NPLs
was transferred to the four asset management companies. That allowed
the government to contain the immediate impact of the bad-loan losses
and spread it over a long period of time. In the recent recapitalisation
effort since 2003, Beijing has enlisted help from investors, including for-
eign players. The government wants to list the main banks, including
the Big Four, on the stock exchanges both in China and overseas to
attract capital for recapitalisation. In the coming years, every one of the
16 major Chinese banks, perhaps with a few exceptions, will have a sig-
nificant share of its equity owned by foreign investors. The game plan is
to engage the foreign investors’ interest so that they will transfer mod-
ern technology and management techniques to help strengthen China’s
banking system. If successful, this strategy will go a long way to help
solve China’s bad debt problem and, hence, reduce the risk of a Chinese
financial crisis spreading to Asia.

Some have fretted that the huge sum of money needed for fixing
China’s financial system amounts to a potential fiscal time bomb. The
fears are exaggerated. There are ample funds available in the form of
household savings sitting idle in the banking system. They amount to
over US$1 trillion and will continue to grow as long as there is a lack of
alternative investments. The bad-debt-burdened state banks are under
pressure to repair their balance sheets. So they are wary of using the
deposits to make fresh loans. This means that Beijing could easily tap
into this big pool of private savings by issuing treasury bonds to the
public and the banks, and use the proceeds to boost economic growth
and recapitalise the banking system. Given the low level of public debt
(at less than 10% of GDP), it can easily finance spending through
borrowing for some years.

If the potential revenues from privatising the Big Four state banks
are counted, Beijing’s finances look even better. A 50% reduction in its
stakes in the state banks after they are recapitalised could yield as much
as US$40 billion (or 4% of GDP), according to some private estimates.
Beyond the banking system, state-owned shares of listed companies are
valued at roughly 30% of GDP. Selling these state-owned shares will
raise tens of billions of RMB for sustaining the fiscal book. However,
these potential revenues from privatising the state banks and companies
could prove to be illusive if structural reforms fail.

While the pessimists may have painted an overly bleak fiscal picture
for China, it is a valid concern that the Middle Kingdom is facing a
rising risk of fiscal bust in the medium-term, though this outcome is
avoidable. A clear resolve to tackle the country’s fiscal woes is the only
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way for China to preclude suffering a fiscal crisis. Beijing must pursue a
two-pronged approach to both raise fiscal revenues and cut wasteful
spending. Fiscal reform is part of the structural reform programme for
dispelling any misunderstanding about the government’s policy direction
and keeping investor confidence.

Another related problem for China’s financial system is her huge pen-
sion liability. Only 10% of China’s population today is over 60 years old.
But this share will double in ten years, and it will reach 26% by 2050,
according to the United Nations’ projection. An ageing population may
not be a problem if there are enough young workers to replace the retir-
ing ones. But China does not seem to have the needed working popula-
tion to the support the ageing. The current pension system is severely
under-funded, with the size of the shortfall estimated at between RMB4
and RMB7 trillion (US$480–850 billion), or 45–75% of GDP.9 Adding
this pension shortfall to the estimated RMB2.5 trillion needed for
bank recapitalisation, China’s total contingent liabilities to keep the
financial system afloat easily surpass 100% of GDP. That is why pes-
simists who see China walking with a fiscal time bomb, irreparable SOEs
and a pension puzzle cannot help but predict an inevitable financial
implosion, with the far reaching effect of pulling other regional economies
with it.

In principle, the government can fund the pension debt through rais-
ing taxes (including the pension contribution rate), or borrowing, or
asset sales, or a combination of the three. But the first two options are
not practical and not fair. Funding the current pension payments out of
taxation and public borrowing will effectively put the financing burden
on the shoulders of the current and future workers. They will have to
save for their retirement as well as paying higher taxes for repaying
today’s government borrowing in the future. The current pension con-
tribution rate of over 20% from employers has already caused com-
plaints and resistance from the business community. Further increase in
the burden would only undermine business confidence. This means that
the only feasible way to fix the pension problem is through asset sales.

Surely, not all state assets are saleable, especially those bad SOEs with
high debt burden and low profitability or even losses. But Beijing does
own some assets with good market value. They include telecommunica-
tions, oil, power, transport and media agencies. Further, about 30% of
the manufacturing businesses are still under state ownership, even after
Beijing ordered the People’s Liberation Army to get out of the business
sector a few years ago. There are no official records for the total value of
the government’s assets, but the following gives some clues.
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The total market capitalisation of the listed SOEs was RMB4 trillion
as of the end of 2003. The government’s 65% stake was worth about
RMB2.6 trillion. Meanwhile, the government owns about 80% of
the country’s services sector, which accounts for about 30% of GDP
(or RMB2.5 trillion). This means the government’s stake is worth about
RMB2 trillion. The manufacturing sector accounts for about 54% of GDP,
or RMB4.5 trillion. Thus, the 30% government ownership is equivalent
to about RMB1.3 trillion. Meanwhile, Beijing has huge foreign exchange
reserves amounting to over RMB5.1 trillion and overseas assets worth
more than RMB2 trillion. The government also owns all the country’s
land and natural resources that potentially have great value. Finally, if
privatised, the market value of the services industries will likely com-
mand a premium over their face value suggested by the GDP estimates,
due to keen foreign investor interests in them.

The point is that while the situation in China’s pension system is
not ideal, it not likely to crush the financial system anytime soon. The
Chinese government owns a lot of assets, with growing value. Rising
reform momentum under the WTO membership, combined with the
need to cover the pension debt, means that the government will sell
state assets on a large scale in the coming years. This, in turn, supports
the urgent need for capital market reform because the pension funds
will need assets to invest in to generate a decent return over time to
meet their future liabilities.

In a nutshell, China’s financial system is not in a danger of collapse,
and hence it is not threatening to cause another Asian crisis. After all,
China’s seemingly large pension debt, estimated at between 45% and
75% of GDP, is not that large by international standards. The US has an
estimated pension debt of around 110% of GDP, Italy 240% and Brazil
190%. China’s cash- and asset-rich government still has room to fix its
financial problems through continuous reforms, with capital market
reform being the centerpiece of the whole programme. Privatisation is
the only way out of the financial mess facing China today. The govern-
ment needs to allow more market discipline to guide the system. It is
not an overnight job, but there is no reason to conclude a financial
implosion in China just because tough reforms take longer time.

The real danger

Thus, the danger facing Asia in the medium-term is not really a financial
crisis or China’s economic threat. Rather, it is the rise of protectionism.
Rising protectionism will not only hurt rich countries who have
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benefited from cheap imports of finished goods and raw materials, it
will also slow global trade and create a lose–lose outcome for both rich
and poor economies. Notably, the rich countries’ reintroduction of new
textile quotas after the end of the 1973 Multi-Fibre Agreement (MFAT) in
January 2005 (see below for more discussion) under the excuse of coun-
terbalancing China’s production clout will hit the developing world
hard. The poor economies will be denied the opportunity to use the
textile industry as the first step on the path to industrialisation.

Unfortunately, protectionism is likely to intensify as the structural
changes in global manufacturing continue. The shift in manufacturing
production from the rich economies to Asia will not end anytime soon.
Due to rising labour costs in the industrialised world, the developed
economies will move further into service-oriented and high value-added
activities. Sluggish demand growth, due to worsening population dynam-
ics in these economies will also leave little room for their high-cost
manufacturing to grow. Hence, outsourcing to Asia will continue. While
this should be a natural process of international division of labour, the
resultant cross-border structural changes in the product and labour
markets will inflict economic pains in the rich countries due to their
structural rigidities. This will, in turn, strengthen the anti-globalisation
and anti-free-trade forces. Protectionism will likely to be a contentious
issue in the coming decades.

The theory that underpins the free trade argument is the ‘law of
comparative advantage’. It has the vision that all countries can raise
their living standards through production specialisation and trade.
Even if one country can make everything cheaper in absolute terms
than others, it still gains from focusing on making and exporting the
goods in which its relative (but not absolute) advantage is the greatest –
i.e. in which it has a comparative advantage – and importing the rest.
But the problem with this idea is that the process inflicts short-term
pains before delivering long-term gains.

Suppose a developing country, spurred by technical progress, improves
productivity in making export goods that sell to a developed country.
Think of China’s advances in semiconductors or India’s in software
engineering and their exports to the US. Trade can turn entirely to the
poor country’s advantage in the short-term. This is because improve-
ment in the poor country’s productivity can put significant downward
pressure on export prices. While this will help the poor country’s exports,
it will hurt the high-cost developed country by cutting into its export
margin, despite the increased availability of cheaper goods for the rich
country.
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Many in the developed economies are not willing to bear the short-
term pains, or they are too myopic to see the long-term gains. In the
short-term, it may not be just that some Americans lose, but that the
whole country is worse off. As the production of goods, and increasingly
services, is outsourced to developing economies, many people in the
developed world worry that new development in international com-
merce will do them more harm than good. The protectionists want to
fight China’s economic threat. When the global system of textile quotas –
the MFAT10 – ended in January 2005, the US Commerce Department
responded by enacting new unilateral quotas on imports of clothing
from China.

Such action is myopic and wrong, especially when China has become
the world second most important economic growth driver after the US.
China has become especially important for Asia. Both Korea and Taiwan’s
exports to the US have fallen steadily and they now export more to
Mainland China than to the US (Figure 7:7). Even Japan and Germany
have seen their exports to China surge by 40% since 2003, when exports
to America have fallen (Figure 7:8). China is now Europe and Japan’s sec-
ond largest trading partner after the US. If Hong Kong is included,
Greater China will soon overtake the US as the largest export destination
for Japan.

China’s economic integration into the world market is the best hope
for more balanced growth that relies less on the US. But American and
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Figure 7:7 Korea and Taiwan exports to the US and China

* Mainland China plus Hong Kong

Source: CEIC
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many developed economies’ manufacturers view China as threat. If
trade protectionism caused China to retaliate, that would even be a big-
ger danger for the global economy. Unfortunately, protectionism is
likely to intensify. If the developed world is making so much fuss about
China when her manufacturing capacity is only 7% of the world’s capac-
ity, the protectionist’s voice is going to get louder as and when the Middle
Kingdom’s manufacturing capacity climbs further, especially when it
starts to compete with even more advanced production lines in Asia,
Europe and America.

The danger of protectionism is imminent. The US has gone back on
free trade after years of efforts on promoting globalisation. Given its
powerful leadership role in the global economy, America’s protectionist
attitude could set a bad example for the rest of the world to follow. The
textile lobbies show that America’s protectionist forces are set to grow.
These forces, if left unchecked, could endanger the global economic
prosperity over the longer-term. The textile protectionists all started
with the 1973-MFAT, which was an institutionalisation of the small-
scale effort in the 1950s by the UK and US to restrict imports from Japan,
Hong Kong, India and Pakistan. The MFAT imposed import quotas on
all developing economies, an unfair measure that had distorted alloca-
tion of resources, misguided production, forced rich countries’ import-
ers and retailers into sub-optimal supply arrangements, and indirectly
taxed consumers. After years of negotiations, the developing economies
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Figure 7:8 Japan and Germany exports to the US and China

* Mainland China plus Hong Kong

Source: CEIC
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won the argument in the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade talks
(1986–1994) to scrap the MFAT in ten years time. Thus, the unfair quota
was finally abolished on 1 January 2005 after a four-step quota phase-
out. It was replaced by the World Trade Organisation (WTO) Agreement
on Textile and Clothing.

However, the US textile industry wants to put the clock back. It has
worked relentlessly to undermine the effort to end the quota system.
Having failed to argue before the WTO for deferring the scrapping of the
MFAT, the textile lobbyists have turned to the China Textile Safeguard
provision under US trade law. Under a bilateral agreement before China’s
accession to the WTO, the US can re-impose quotas on Chinese textile
and apparel goods (by limiting the maximum import growth rate from
China to 7.5% of the previous year’s volume) if a surge in imports
disrupts the US domestic textile market.

Before the 2004 November presidential election, the US administration
gave in to the lobbyists’ pressure (presumably as a quid pro quo for votes
for President Bush) and decided that quotas could be re-imposed even
without a surge in imports. Simply the threat of market disruption would
be enough to trigger US action. The textile industry swiftly responded by
filing nine threat-based petitions calling for quotas on Chinese apparel
like underwear, trousers and shirts. Having won the November 2004 pres-
idential election by a significant margin in the textile states, President
Bush is under pressure to grant the textile industry’s wishes to re-impose
import quotas.

The US government is in a catch-22. It would be damned (by free-
trade advocates) if it gives in to the textile lobbyists and damned (by the
protectionists) if it rejects their demand. Granting the lobbyists’ wishes
would likely prompt the Chinese to challenge the US quotas in WTO
courts, on the grounds that the accession agreement does not allow
threat-based sanctions. The dispute would weaken the US credibility to
influence China to honour her WTO commitments. If a WTO settle-
ment panel found the US guilty of breaking the agreement, the loss of
US credibility as major economic player would be significant. The dam-
age to the global system will be even bigger. The broken US credibility
will not only erode the political capital that the US has accumulated for
pushing China to keep and improve her implementation of WTO com-
mitments, it will also embolden other American protectionists, like the
steel industry, sugar producers and agricultural interests, to step up their
distortion to the global trade system.

On the other hand, rejecting the petitions could also backfire on
America’s trade liberalisation efforts. If the textile industry failed to get
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what they wanted after pledging support for President Bush in his 2004
election, it could retaliate by fighting against the US–Central American
Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA), which needs US Congress endorsement.
The textile lobbies carry significant weight because in the last trade vote
in the Congress in 2001, their last-second support gave President Bush a
one-vote margin of victory for securing the ‘trade promotion authority’
to negotiate trade deals with other governments. The textile-state votes
came only when the president agreed to change certain textile trade
laws that protected the industry. This blackmail precedent makes it
likely that the US administration will be held hostage again by the
textile lobbies, who want to push through threat-based petitions against
China in exchange for their support for CAFTA.

However, this blackmail tactic is completely wrong-headed, and reveals
the myopia of the protectionists. This is because CAFTA will help the US
address the Sino-American trade deficit by allowing the Americans to
compete more effectively with China. So it should be used as a tool
to compete, but not as a threat to force the US Administration into pro-
tectionism. In the clothing business, for example, CAFTA will provide
specific incentive to use US yarn, fabric, thread and elastics in making
clothes in the American part of the world. After CAFTA, over 90% of all
apparel made in Central America or the Dominion Republic will be sewn
from fabric and yarn produced by US workers. If the US fails to solidify
her trade relationship with this region through CAFTA, these factories
are likely to move to Asia, where US inputs account for less than 1% of
the clothes made there.

Forcing a China threat

In a nutshell, Asia (and the world) is facing an imminent danger of
rising protectionism, led by the US whose effort on trade liberalisation
has been thrown out. Catering to the myopic interests of the sunset tex-
tile industry will undermine the economic interest of both the US and
the rest of the world. While economic logic suggests that the US should
reject these threat-based quotas, geopolitical and sociological develop-
ments in the developed world suggest that the force of protectionism is
going to rise.

The protectionists have used China as an excuse to advance their
distortion to global trade, despite the empty content of their arguments.
Consider their claim that China’s cheap wages are the most imminent
threat on the global scene. Such claim is meaningless. Cheap Chinese
wages will hurt those manufacturers who compete directly with Chinese
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goods. However, Chinese export workers make textile, toys, sporting
goods and light electronics. These are industries that the developed
world mostly gave up a long time ago. It is the left-over groups of sunset
manufacturers in the rich countries, like the textile and steel lobbies,
pushing for their self-interest because they are resisting adaptation to
the world’s structural changes.

Further, the threat posed by China’s economic innovation is overblown.
For example, the number of graduates likely to take over white-collar
jobs from the rich economies is nowhere near the 300 million that are
often talked about. As skills in China improve, trade with her will
become more like that with any other developed markets, from which
the rich countries have historically benefited. Outsourcing abroad is also
too small to matter much. One of the commonly cited estimates, by US
firm Forrester Research, is that 3.4 million jobs in the US would be out-
sourced by 2015. That may sound a lot, but it implies an annual outflow
of only 0.5% of the jobs in the affected industries in the US. In an aver-
age year, the US economy destroys some 30 million jobs and creates
slightly more, dwarfing the impact of cross-border outsourcing.

But the protectionists’ myopic actions could backfire and force
the emergence of a China threat. Protectionist efforts against China’s ris-
ing economic progression may lead to a backlash in China against the
foreigners who control ever-greater swathes of the Chinese economy.
Foreign firms control a large (55% and rising) share of China’s export
facilities, and are even more dominant in hi-tech areas. Foreign investors
are likely to be major buyers of Chinese manufacturing facilities when
the industry is consolidated under rising production costs in China in
the next decade or so. At some point, the charge that the government is
selling out the country to foreigners could become a mobilising force
among the armies of Chinese who are disgruntled by rising income
inequality and unemployment due to continued structural changes. The
outcome could be Chinese xenophobia and a hostile global trading
environment.
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8
What China Threat?

There will be no more important strategic issue for policymakers and
investors to manage over the coming years than the continuing rise
of China’s economic power. But this is no reason to see the Middle
Kingdom as a major economic threat to the world. Fears about her
threat have been exaggerated. Distorted views about her development
have been blindly followed. China’s economic ascent is in fact not dif-
ferent from the experience of the other Asian economies. Low produc-
tion costs will not enable China to take over the world economy, as
some have naively asserted. In fact, cheap costs – the most feared com-
petitive edge of China – will not get China ahead in the long run. It
could even hinder her development. Further, China’s economic reform
has produced lower efficiency than has been hyped so that production
cost is not really that cheap as many have feared.

An economically assertive China is a fact. The world will have to live
with that as it lives with the other major economic powers. To treat
China as a strategic threat would likely at some point make her one.
Instead, engaging China and integrating her into the global system fully
should produce a far better outcome than resisting her. China’s entry to
the World Trade Organisation (WTO) is a crucial step towards making a
better world economy. And it has worked. The WTO system has not bro-
ken as some predicted, and membership has helped pushed necessary
reform in China. Managing China’s economic progress is the central
issue for the international community in the coming decades, in the
new economic paradigm where rising competition and prolonged eco-
nomic restructuring will constrain pricing power and profitability. There
is much potential for miscalculation, and blindly seeing China as a
threat will not help lower that risk.
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The Chinese reform hype

If you ask the CEOs of the listed companies in America what is the single
factor that is going to change the world, most of them will say China’s
economic clout. And indeed, having grown by an average of 9% a year
in the past 25 years, China’s economy seems to be on the way to one day
overtake the size of the US economy which has been growing at an aver-
age of 3% a year in real terms in the past quarter century. Some analysts
are predicting that China would overtake the US economy in the next
30 years or so. All these predictions have been based on the view that
China’s economic reforms have made her a super-efficient economy.
This has, in turn, created the much feared China economic threat. But
are China’s reforms that effective?

There is no doubt that China has made significant progress in
structural reforms. But relative to the huge amount of inefficiency in the
system, China’s structural changes have moved much slower than per-
ceived. One needs to separate hype from real progress so as to clear the
distortions in reading China’s economic reforms. Despite some of the
overly optimistic views that China has created a bourgeoning private
sector that is now driving the economy, there is still significant reform
inertia dragging on structural changes.1 To create a functional private
sector that has full legal protection, China still has a long way to go in
reforming the underlying economic and institutional frameworks. This
includes implementing legal reform, improving contract and bank-
ruptcy laws, allocating capital more efficiently to the vibrant but still
vulnerable private sector and, most crucially, eliminating bad incentives
of local officials that hurt private businesses and capital allocation.

China’s private sector has indeed grown rapidly. A lot of creative
destruction – destroying the old inefficient industries and replacing
them by sunrise industries – has been going on. The most obvious evi-
dence for this is the sharp decline in the state sector (Figures 8:1 and 8:2),
whose shares in the nation’s fixed-asset investment and gross industrial
output had fallen from 80% in the 1980s to 40% in the case of invest-
ment and to 13% in the case of output in recent years. Many have also
claimed that over half of the industrial output in China is now produced
by the non-state sector. But this does not necessarily mean a robust pri-
vate sector. Despite its rapid growth, China’s private sector remains frag-
ile, fragmented and constrained, as the nation is toiling through a bumpy
economic transition. Then, how does this square with the decline in the
state sector?
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Indications for China’s private sector growth, and hence the depth of
her reform, are distorted by data reporting. Beijing reports two sets of
industrial output numbers, gross industrial output and industrial value-
added, each with a different output breakdown by sources. The gross
industrial output data has breakdowns for the state-owned enterprises
(SOEs) and the private enterprises. They show that the SOEs’ output
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Figure 8:1 China’s creative destruction

Source: CEIC
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Figure 8:2 State sector output and investment

Source: CEIC
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share had fallen to 13% in 2003, while the private firms’ share had risen
three-fold to 15% since 1999. This evidence shows that the private
sector growth has not been as significant as many have claimed.

Crucially, the breakdowns also show that 19% of the output came from
limited liability companies and 13% came from shareholding firms. It is
likely that most of these limited liability and shareholding firms are
still state-controlled. This means state companies still control 45%
(13% � 19% � 13%) of industrial output, but not 13%.

Meanwhile, the industrial value-added data, which enters into GDP
calculations, shows that SOEs accounted for 45% of industrial output in
2003. Granted, this share was down from 54% in 1994, but it was not
down as dramatically as some have claimed. This data set also includes
‘shareholding companies’, which accounted for an estimated 17% of
total value-added in 2004, up from 6% in 1994. It is wrong to assume,
as many have done, that these are all non-state firms because the state
remains the majority shareholder in many of them. This means that
the state still controls over 60% (17% � 45%) of industrial value-added.
Since the industrial value-added data does not have a private enterprise
category, it is impossible to determine from it the share of industrial
output by the private sector in the national output.

The point is that although there is undeniable progress in China’s
structural reform, its depth and speed have been exaggerated by people
lumping those limited liability companies and shareholding companies
into the private sector.

Even in the high profile banking reform, progress is much slower than
perceived. After two failed efforts in 1998 and 1999, Beijing launched
another bailout in late 2003 for the Big Four state banks, which control
over 60% of all banking assets. The bailout dealt with the banks indi-
vidually and used some US$45 billion of China’s huge foreign reserves
to boost their capital. Arguably, the move came too little too soon. Many
experts estimate that about US$300 billion would be needed for sustain-
ing the banking system. But even the small US$45 billion capital injec-
tion might have come too early. This was because the banks should have
proven their commercial viability before getting further government
funds, but they had not.

Despite the progress in banking reform and two recapitalisation
programmes, the efforts have yet to uproot the way the state banks do
business, which is still politically driven and plagued by corruption.
For example, new lending took off in 2001, as Beijing tried to boost
growth in the face of a world economic slowdown. Then, the authorities
tried to clamp down on lending in late 2003, especially on property loans,
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to avoid overheating (Figure 8:3). What this shows is that Beijing has
once again directed the recent lending cycle, which means the Chinese
banks are still taking orders instead of lending on a commercial basis.

This long-term policy-lending guidance has resulted in a politically-
driven banking monopoly system. Since bank credit is allocated by
administrative guidance but not based on risk assessment under com-
mercial terms, Chinese banks have lost their function as financial
intermediaries. With rising household savings and the lack of alterna-
tive investment outlets for these savings, banks are flooded with excess
funds. But because bank officials hold the ultimate power of lend-
ing, the system has thus become the hotbed for corruption and fund
embezzlement.

Aren’t the banking reforms supposed to right all this? Unfortunately,
old habits still die hard; the banking reform progress has been exagger-
ated. Evidence of thick banking woes can be seen in the escalating
scandals recently. Just in 2004, there were big fund embezzlement
and bribing/kick-back scandals from the Bank of China, the China
Construction Bank and the Agricultural Bank of China. In May 2005,
Gou Shu-qing, chairman of the China Construction Bank,2 and Xie
Ping, who runs the Central Huijin Investment,3 complained publicly in
China’s vocal Caijin financial magazine about party influence. They
were quoted as saying a party committee within the Bank even made
decisions on small loans and largely controlled personnel decisions.
Some argue that the exposure of these scandals is a positive sign because
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Figure 8:3 Chinese banks total loans

Source: CEIC
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it shows Beijing’s resolve to crack down on corruption. But they also
show that the problems have spread from the banks’ overseas affiliates
(the Bank of China International in particular) to the Big Four state
banks onshore, and the bank officials committing the crimes have
spread to senior management from junior staffers. All this casts doubts
on the view that China’s banking mess has been brought under control,
despite the banking reform hype.

The authorities have promised to improve bank management, corpo-
rate governance and risk controls by bringing in foreign investors as
both managers and strategic investors. The People’s Bank of China (PBoC)
has also taken steps, albeit very slowly, to liberalise interest rates. It abol-
ished the lending cap on interest rates that Chinese banks can charge in
October 2004. In principle, Chinese commercial banks can now price
credit according to the borrowers’ credit risks, though there is still an
interest rate floor to restrict the lower limit of interest rates that banks
can charge.

However, such changes are slow to filter through the system, which is
still dominated by a Marxist mindset (see below). The domestic capital
markets are dysfunctional, which makes it impossible for China’s asset
management companies to price bad assets properly and sell them off
successfully. The government still owns two-thirds of China’s 1,300 listed
firms. The stock market is also constantly rigged by the immature securi-
ties industry. Most of the 130 brokers are corrupted; they are staying afloat
by amassing and keeping investment funds by guaranteeing investor
returns that they fail to honour. The company listing process is politically
driven, with all but a handful of the listed companies being SOEs.

Hence, the stock market is still largely a tool for subsidising Beijing’s
industrial policy instead of allocating capital effectively to private com-
panies. Banking and capital market reforms should go hand in hand.
But Beijing is still seeing the two disjoint events, which is strategically
wrong for reform. Last but not least, China’s non-performing loans
(NPLs) are a moving target, as restructuring the SOEs will produce more
bad loans in the short-term. No one knows how many new NPLs have
been created, including those by the lending spree since 2001. Until this
is sorted out, it will be difficult to attract long-term foreign strategic
partners in Chinese banks.

The biggest drag on reform is the communist mindset. On paper, the
constitutional amendment to elevate the status of private property in
March 2004 gave private property the same legal status as state-owned
property. In fact, Karl Marx’s legacy still dominates, as seen in the sub-
tle difference between the treatment of the state and private firms.
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For example, the constitution clearly states state property as ‘sacred
and inviolable’. The amendment has failed to apply the word ‘sacred’
to private property. Further, the amendment states that only ‘lawful’
private property is protected, but all (lawful or not) state property is pro-
tected by the constitution. While the constitution is not supposed to
protect unlawful property, the amendment’s stress on lawful private
property suggests the leadership remains suspicious of private businesses.

It is no use just to amend the constitutional status of the private sec-
tor without changing the legal system underpinning it. Chinese courts
are not used to hearing and judging cases that challenge the constitu-
tion. Finally, other constitutional rights, in particular freedom of speech
and religion, are often ignored. Hence, there is still lots to be done in
reforming the legal, institutional and financial frameworks.

The competitiveness myth

Hence, much of the perceived threat of China being transformed into a
super-competitive economy crowding out the others has been exagger-
ated. After all, being cheap is not everything, and that alone should not
make China a formidable competitor. In fact, low wages are a two-edged
sword for China. While it helps Chinese manufacturers to compete, it
also locks the economy in low-end production depriving it of the ability
to climb the value chain. The trouble with the low-wage trap can be seen
in the move by Chinese computer maker Lenovo to buy IBM’s personal
computer business in late 2004. Lenovo’s bet was that if it could turn-
around the ailing IBM PC business, it would have found a niche to sur-
vive in a cut-throat low-margin business. Lenovo’s move was desperate
since it had failed in efforts to diversify its product portfolio and to
establish its own brand in the foreign markets. If it did not want to wind
up its business or put itself up for sale, why not take a punt and see if it
could leverage on IBM’s brand and network to help work its way out?

Prior to Lenovo’s deal, China’s TCL Multimedia Technology Holdings
also made a move to buy a majority, 67%, stake in Thomason of France
in August 2004 to become the world’s largest television maker. TCL was
hoping to fight cut-throat competition in the TV market and turn-
around its dire money-losing situation by increasing scale through
acquisition. Like the PC business, the TV market has been facing stiff
competitive pressure from Europe and the US, which has depressed
prices for flat panel and cathode ray tube (CRT) televisions. Thomson’s
TV business was already in the red before the TCL deal. It lost 185 million
euros (or US$1.9 billion) in 2003, amid a bruising pricing war in the CRT
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TV segment and from slowing demand. But only six months after the
acquisition, TCL announced that its expected profitability (if it ever
materialises) would be delayed by another year, due to unforeseen
operational difficulties overseas.

TCL and Lenovo are cases reflecting the dark side of cheap pricing
faced by Chinese consumer goods companies. They won market shares
by undercutting their foreign rivals with ever-lower prices. But now they
find themselves trapped in hypercompetitive, low-margin businesses at
home. Their razor-thin margins make it almost impossible to accumu-
late funds to invest in research and development that would enable
them to move up the value-added ladder to higher-profit businesses.
That inability also makes it tough for the Chinese firms to make inroads
in developed markets, where price is less crucial than quality, design and
brand. Some Chinese companies, like white goods maker Haier, have
responded by diversifying into a bewildering array of products. But this
has only trapped them in dozens of cut-throat, low-margin businesses,
instead of one or two.

Fears about China’s low wages should not be exaggerated because
wages alone do not decide an economy’s competitiveness. Hence, low
wages will not give China the economic power to gobble up the world
economy. If the simple logic of low wages equalling high competitive-
ness were true, Bangladesh and Somalia, which have wages even lower
than China, should be very competitive and manufacturers in the devel-
oped world should fear them more. Similarly, if cheap wages were of
paramount importance, foreigners should be focusing on investing in
China’s inland regions where wages are far cheaper than the coastal
regions. But they have not. This is because when considering a country’s
competitiveness, it is vital to look at labour productivity also instead of
just absolute wages. In countries where wages are cheap and labour pro-
ductivity is high, its competitiveness should be strong. But if productiv-
ity is very poor, then even with cheap wages its overall competitiveness
is still weak.

A better way to gauge an economy’s relative competitiveness is to look
at wage and labour productivity together. More precisely, one can look
at the ratio of their wage rate differential to their productivity differen-
tial. This ratio is indeed a proxy to unit labour cost differential between
two economies. Why? Consider the simple ratio of wage rate to produc-
tivity. The wage rate is dollar per man hour input ($/hr, where hr is man
hour), while labour productivity is output per man hour (Y/hr, where Y
is output). Dividing the wage rate by productivity gives dollar per output
($/Y), which is just labour cost per output, or unit labour cost.
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Hence, if country A’s wage rate is 27% that of country B’s, but its
productivity is 44% that of B’s, then country A’s unit labour cost
is 61.4% (� 27/44) that of country B’s. In other words, A’s wage cost is
38.6% (� 100% � 61.4%) cheaper than B’s, but not 73% (� 100% � 27%)
cheaper as the headline wage rate differential shows. On the other hand,
if country C’s wage rate is 43% that of country A’s, but its productivity is
only 24% of A’s, then C’s unit labour cost is 179.2% (� 43/24) that of B’s.
Hence, C’s unit labour cost is 79.2% (� 179.2% � 100%) dearer than A’s,
despite its lower headline wage rate. These are in fact real-world exam-
ples. Country A is South Korea, B is the US and C is Taiwan. These cal-
culations show that Taiwan’s unit labour cost is much dearer than for
the US, while South Korea’s cost is cheaper.

Labour cost in China is not really that cheap under this perspective.
The point to note is that the world is not static. While China has
experienced productivity growth, other economies (notably the US)
have also recorded productivity growth so that the productivity gap
between China and other economies has remained wide. For example,
although the average wage rate in China is only 2.1% that of the US,
productivity is also relatively low at only 2.7% that of the US, according
to the Research Institute of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan
(RIETI). Hence, unit labour cost in China is 77.8% (� 2.1/2.7) that of the
US. This is still lower than the US, but it is significantly higher than the
headline wage rate shows. In this sense, China’s labour cost is even
higher than South Korea’s. If other costs such as China’s high capital
costs, poor infrastructure and weak legal system are taken into account,
her cost advantage is further diluted.

Exchange rate movement also affects a country’s unit labour cost. For
example, if China devalues the renminbi (RMB) in an attempt to expand
exports, her unit labour cost in US dollar terms would fall, thus improv-
ing export competitiveness. However, this improvement would be tem-
porary, since domestic prices and wages would rise over time thus
offsetting any competitive gains from a cheap currency policy. Over the
long-run, wage levels basically move in line with labour productivity.
Based on estimated unit labour cost comparison, China’s labour cost is
not super-cheap as many have feared. Mexico, Korea and Indonesia are
cheaper than China, just to name a few. Indeed, empirical studies have
shown that there is a strong positive correlation between productivity
and wages. In developed economies, high productivity corresponds
directly to both strong competitiveness and high wage levels. The large
productivity gap between China and the developed world means that
when China integrates in the global markets, she will naturally do so by
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focusing on labour-intensive products in accordance to her comparative
advantage based on low wages.

Hence, there is really nothing special about China’s low wages. So
long as China depends on low wages to compete in international mar-
kets, she can at best be the world’s factory rather than a true industrial
power that would rule over such high value-added areas as product stan-
dards, design, brand names and core technologies. Since the optimal
strategy for most Chinese companies is still to expand labour input
rather than improve productivity, low wages could actually be a factor
retarding industrial advancement, and should thus be seen as a sign of
China’s industrial weakness rather than strength in the long-term.

Further, wages are only one of the business cost components. There are
other operational and regulatory costs and externalities in China that cut
into her competitive edge. But these are often overlooked or ignored,
especially by interest groups and politicians trying to score points against
China. These other costs have even affected China’s special economic
zones, in spite of their lower taxes and less onerous regulations. The
problem is reflected in the skinny profitability in China’s beer market.
China overtook the US as the world’s largest beer market in 2004. But the
largest Chinese breweries, which account for a total 35% of the market,
made a combined profit of only US$100 million that year. That was only
one-seventh of Heineken’s profits and 5% of Anheuser-Busch’s in 2004.

In general, for most manufacturers, costs of imported energy and raw
materials – on which China is relying ever more heavily – far outweigh
those for land and labour. In fact, Chinese manufacturers often have to
pay more for energy and raw materials than their foreign counterparts,
not only because of higher shipping costs but also because of import
tariffs and the value added tax. While input costs are rising, excess
capacity and falling entry barriers will continue to squeeze profit margins.
Then, there are regulatory costs, which mainly stem from uncertainty
about government policies, and amount to a serious burden for Chinese
companies. For example, Beijing has kept the world guessing on when it
would grant 3G telephone licences, even though demand and technol-
ogy for such phones are ready. Many Chinese corporate executives also
complain about endless government meetings and perpetual random
inspections.

Finally, there is externality which stifles profits and product develop-
ment. For example, a budding entrepreneur may think she has a new
fashion design to offer, but only to find a dozen other stores selling
the same design the next day. Thus, weak enforcement of intellectual
property rights raises business costs in a subtle way. Scarce resources do
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not get channelled into product innovation, but instead wreak havoc
on existing well-run businesses. The small copy-cat operators may be
inefficient, but their ability to sabotage pricing power is huge.

In a nutshell, there is really no point to focus on fretting about China’s
cheap labour cost. It is not really that cheap after all, when relative
productivity is taken into account. The big advantage of cheap wages is
limited to some simple exporting processing sectors.

As far as the exchange rate issue is concerned, China has come under
criticism from the international community since 2003 that she has kept
the renminbi (RMB) artificially low by pegging it against the falling US
dollar so as to boost Chinese exports at the expense of the others.
Developed world manufacturers also exploit this issue to accuse China
of posing an imminent threat to the world economy. Such a claim is
hypocritical. Chinese export workers make textiles, toys, sporting goods
and light electronics. These are the industries the rich world mostly gave
up a long time ago, due to the erosion of their comparative advantage in
these areas. This is evident in the change in the global trade structure.

Chinese exports have been penetrating European, Japanese and US
markets at an average growth rate of 35% a year recently, but other Asian
exports have not. This is not because China is gaining at the expense of
her Asian neighbours. Rather, many Asian economies have simply moved
low-end processing and assembly functions to China as a final stop on
the production chain before shipping off to Wal-Mart, Carrefour or Tesco.

China has a comparative advantage on labour intensive production,
and she benefits from the migration of low-wage assembly functions from
other economies. But this is not an evidence for the Chinese authorities
manipulating the RMB to maximise the country’s competitive edge
against the others. If they were, they would not have kept the RMB from
weakening in the post-Asian crisis years when all other regional curren-
cies, except the Hong Kong dollar, fell sharply. That decision to keep
the RMB fixed in fact stopped Chinese wages from getting cheaper, thus
avoided hurting other economies, at the time when the rest of Asia was
going through a painful post-crisis transition. The RMB has only come
under appreciating pressure since 2003.

The growth threat – debunked

Most analysts agree that China’s economy could grow by an average of
8% a year for the next two decades. This looks staggering. Based on this
trajectory, China will have taken over as the world’s biggest trading
power and the largest economy in 20 years’ time. While average Chinese
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farm income will remain relatively low, the emerging urban middle class
could have grown to 400 million people (larger than the US total popu-
lation today). To some, China’s economic ascent will cause painful dis-
locations for the global economy: declining living standards, significant
loss of manufacturing jobs and failing industries. But is this threat really
the case? No. Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and other Asian economies
recorded similar growth rates over long periods of time. In this sense,
China is just another ‘Asian Tiger’ economy, but not a global economic
threat and not something that the world has not seen before.

China’s expected 8% long-term growth rate looks high by any stan-
dards. But not when one looks at Asia’s growth experience (Figure 8:4).
The Japanese economy grew by an average of 8.5% a year in its high-
growth period between 1955 and 1975; and so did Korea and Taiwan in
their high-growth years between 1965 and 1995. A similar pattern can
be seen in per capita GDP growth at purchasing power parity.4 China’s
per capita GDP rose by 370% between 1978 and 2004, implying a trend
rate of 6.1% a year. Yet between 1955 and 1975, Japan’s GDP per head
rose by 460%, with a trend rate of 8.2%. Between 1965 and 1995, South
Korea’s per capita GDP jumped by 680%, a trend rate of 7.6%, while
Taiwan’s GDP per head soared by 600%, a trend rate of 7.1%. China’s
growth is far from spectacular by Asian standards.

But China’s huge size, with 1.3 billion people, will have a much bigger
impact on the global economy than the earlier Asian growth leaders,
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Figure 8:4 Real GDP growth
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right? Not really. China is bigger, but so is the world economy. From
only 4% of global output today, the 8% annual growth trajectory for
China (and 4% growth assumption for the world economy) suggests
that the Middle Kingdom would account for 11% of world GDP by 2025.
That looks impressive. But it is no different from other Asian economies’
experience. In 1965, Japan, the Asian Tigers5 and ASEAN6 also accounted
for 4% of global GDP. But the share had risen to 13% in 1985 and 16%
in 1990. On the foreign trade front, China is also projected to rise four-
fold from 4% of global trade today to 16% in 20 years’ time. But this looks
no different from the experience of her East Asian neighbours, whose
trade share rose from 6% of the world total in 1960 to 15% in 1990.

What about China’s rapid industrialisation? China’s gross fixed invest-
ment, at over 40% of GDP, is higher than that of the other Asian Tiger
economies when they were at a similar development stage. The Middle
Kingdom’s unprecedented record of industrial concentration and fast
growth at such low current income levels is creating fears that it
would soon displace the global manufacturers. One can gauge such
fears by looking at China’s huge import appetite for raw materials and
commodities, which reflects the dramatic pace of her manufacturing
growth in recent years. Take steel for example. With a per capita GDP of
just over US$1,000 a year, China’s current per capita steel consumption
has already reached a level first seen in Korea when her per capita GDP
was at US$4,000, and in Japan when her per capital income was at
US$7,000. It is the rapid speed of China’s manufacturing growth that
makes many worry about her causing economic dislocations in other
countries.

However, comparing China’s experience with the others based on per
capita income is misleading due to differences in their economic devel-
opment, income distribution and effects of exchange rate valuation.
So it is better to compare their steel demand, in terms of per capita steel
consumption, during their high-growth years with China’s demand
at this high-growth development stage. In this perspective, China’s
industrialisation process is not much different from the other Asian
economies in their high-growth years. In Japan, for example, steel con-
sumption went from less than 0.1 tons per head in 1952 to 0.3 tons in
1962, and to 0.6 tons in 1972. The Korean experience was similar, with
per capita steel consumption reaching 0.5 tons in 1990 from 0.03 tons
in 1970. China is no different in this perspective. Since 1990, her steel
consumption growth has followed a growth path similar to that of Japan
and Korea. In particular, China’s per capita steel demand was about
0.05 tons in 1990, and it is now a little less than 0.2 tons. Further, the
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Japanese and Korean experiences both show that steel demand growth
accelerated at a faster rate in the latter part of their high-growth periods
than in the earlier years. There is no reason for expecting China’s growth
trend to differ dramatically from Japan and Korea’s in the coming years.

Many also worry that China is rocking the world economy by pushing
investment and growth rates at the expense of profitability and invest-
ment return. These concerns are not unfounded. But they are exactly
the same fears that some exploited a few decades ago to sound the alarm
on Japan and the Asian Tigers that their economic ascent would kill the
European and the US economies. But life goes on without the damages
that the pessimists had predicted.

The point is that the world has seen the economic ascent of other
Asian economies before, and China’s impressive economic growth in
recent years is nothing new. Whether it is economic growth or interna-
tional trade or industrialisation, China has just been following in the
footsteps of the other Asian economies. However, despite rapid develop-
ment China has not yet succeeded in matching the economic dynamism
of Japan and the other Asian Tiger economies when they were in their
heydays. The world indeed faces challenges, not threats, from China’s
rising economic clout, but these are challenges that the world has
already seen.

The investment threat – debunked

Robust Chinese economic growth has also raised the fear that China will
soon buy up most of the world’s assets. Remember the late 1980s, when
it seemed like Japanese, Korean and Taiwanese investors were buying up
ever-increasing amounts of US property assets, equities and bonds. Now
it looks like it is China’s turn. Since 2004, China has been the third-
largest foreign holder of US treasury bonds, after Japan and the UK. The
Chinese will soon be buying other corporate and property assets through
her government agencies if not private corporates, the fear goes.

However, for this fear to be realised, China’s buying of foreign assets
must have a significant impact on the global asset pool. This is simply
not true. According to country balance of payments (BoP) data, Asian
countries bought US$2.3 trillion in foreign portfolio assets between 1994
and 2004, bringing their total outstanding holdings to US$3.7 trillion.
Among these, China accounted for about US$800 billion, only about
20% of the total. Further, while the US$3.7 trillion is a huge nominal
sum, it is less than 1% of global GDP, with China’s purchases accounting
for a little over 0.1%.
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Nevertheless, fear still stems from China’s rapid accumulation of for-
eign reserves that they would enable China to buy up global assets
sooner rather than later. Indeed, China’s foreign reserves jumped by
286% to US$640 billion in early 2005 from US$166 billion in 2000.
However, the rapid rise in foreign reserves in China does not necessarily
mean that she is amassing a vast amount of foreign assets.

First, the foreign exchange reserves are public money, and govern-
ments do not usually use foreign reserves to buy private foreign assets.
A lot of the money that the Japanese, Taiwanese and Koreans spent
on buying US assets was private funds buying both private and public
US financial and non-financial assets. Beijing has only been buying US
Treasury and government agency bonds. It is not likely to use the
foreign reserves to buy foreign, especially non-financial, assets in the
private sector.

Second, Chinese buyers have been financing a large part of their
foreign asset purchases with either foreign portfolio sales or foreign
borrowing. This means that on a net basis, China is not accumulating a
huge amount of foreign assets as many have feared. China’s BoP data
gives a clue to this. The Middle Kingdom’s basic balance (defined as cur-
rent account balance plus long-term capital inflows, such as long-term
foreign direct investment, or FDI, and long-term loans) has been relative
stable since the 1990s, averaging 6.3% of GDP. But other capital inflows,
including hot money and illegal capital inflows, have swung sharply
from large outflows (negative balance) to a large inflows in recent years
(Figure 8:5).

Most of these other capital inflows have come from Chinese firms
reversing their capital flight in the late 1980s and early 1990s, when the
economic environment was bad, or from Chinese banks borrowing from
abroad. In other words, China’s foreign reserve build-up is a result of
large and steady long-term capital inflows and, in recent years, the
reversal of capital flight. This returned capital flows into the foreign
reserves too. This also means that a large part of the purchase in recent
years by China’s central bank of foreign portfolio assets is financed by
the returned Chinese capital via foreign asset sales. Hence, the buying
does not represent a huge net accumulation of Chinese assets abroad.

This is underscored by the diverging trends of rising official foreign
reserves, which is mostly a result of long-term capital and FDI inflows,
and falling foreign portfolio holdings, which reflects Chinese sales of
foreign assets (Figure 8:6). When there is net asset accumulation, like the
US$73 billion in 2004, it is far less than the foreign reserve accumulation
(US$610 billion in 2004). Even on FDI accumulation, China’s net
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accumulation is far less than the growth of foreign reserves (Figure 8:6).
This is because foreign investors are also accumulating significant FDI
claims on China at a rapid rate. All this suggests that China has not been
buying up foreign assets with her huge foreign reserves.

Some also claim that China was advancing her economic hegemony
by suppressing imports and boosting exports to maximise foreign
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Figure 8:5 China’s balance of payments

Source: CEIC
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reserve accumulation for purchase of world assets later. This claim has
no economic grounds. If China were running such policies, she must
have accumulated a chronic and growing current account surplus.
However, China’s current account balance has been stable through the
years, and it is not excessive by Asian standards, especially when com-
pared with Japan and the Asian Tiger economies (Figure 8:7). The latter
have been running current account surpluses averaging 3.5 times larger
than China’s.

Hence, there is no reason to expect China would buy up the world’s
assets and crowd out investment opportunities for other economies. If
China is not throwing her investment weight around, there is also no
reason to expect the RMB to replace the US dollar and the Euro in the
global markets anytime soon. Fundamentally, the Chinese RMB lacks
the conditions to become a global currency. There are two prerequisites
for a global currency – full convertibility and deep domestic capital mar-
kets. China has neither at present, and she will not be able to acquire
them in a short period of time.

Full convertibility requires the currency to be convertible on both the
current and capital accounts. But the RMB is still not convertible on the
capital account. It can only be exchanged for trade-related transactions
and to a limited extent for FDI purposes. Almost all portfolio capital
transactions are still prohibited. China’s economic reform policies have
not focused on capital account liberalisation so far. Current plans point
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Figure 8:7 Current account balances
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to some relaxation of export revenues repatriation requirements, greater
FDI outflows and some portfolio outflows (via the so-called Qualified
Domestic Institutional Investors (QDII) scheme, which has yet to be
implemented at the time of writing), but not much acceleration in the
years ahead. Indeed, the Chinese authorities have no incentive to push
for faster full RMB convertibility until they successfully reform and
recapitalise the banking system. Otherwise, they run the risk of wide-
spread financial instability, witness the 1997–1998 Asian financial crisis.
The crisis-hit economies were characterised by bad banks, poor regulation
and open capital accounts (fully convertible currencies).

The other precondition for becoming a global currency is the depth of
the domestic derivative market and the availability of hedging products.
However, China’s rapid economic growth has not been accompanied
by corresponding financial market development. Chinese firms can only
buy and sell RMB forwards with maturities up to one year on-shore.
Longer maturities, currency swaps and RMB futures are not yet available.
Further, the forwards market can only handle a tiny portion of the poten-
tially huge hedging demand arising from China’s annual US$1.2 trillion
(and growing) international trade. Almost all private financial assets are
held in banks and China’s combined tradable equity and bond markets,
estimated at about US$600 billion, are a very small fraction of the finan-
cial markets in the developed economies, like the US, Europe and Japan.
China’s financial markets will grow over time, but they will not be able
to close the gap with the developed world in the next decade or so.

The manufacturing threat – debunked

The reasons why China is not a threat to the world’s manufacturers are
two-fold: First, she will not produce everything, even though she can
make almost everything cheaper than the developed world. This is sim-
ply because countries produce and trade according to relative, but not
absolute, advantage.7 Second, while China sells consumer goods to the
world market, she also buys a significant amount of machinery and inputs
from her trading partners. In other words, China supports high-end
manufacturing jobs in the rest of the world.

When a developing and labour-intensive economy, like China enters
the global trade system and begins to trade with capital-intensive research-
rich nations, each trading partner should specialise in production where
its comparative advantage lies. In other words, a country should spe-
cialise in goods that are made with factors of production that it is better
endowed with. Naturally, China should focus on making labour-intensive
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manufacturing goods and export them in exchange for higher-end
goods and primary resources. This gains-from-trade process produces a
win–win outcome for the global economy. China gains from relatively
cheaper access to capital goods and resources, the rest of the world gains
from cheaper consumer goods. Chinese producers gain access to over-
seas markets, and producers abroad gain from increased demand from
China. Letting each trading partner play to its strength raises income
for everyone.

However, a low-wage country will not make and sell everything because
absolute cost advantage does not drive international trade. It is relative
cost that drives production for cross-border trade. In a world of scarce
resources, nations must choose to specialise in selling goods that they
make relatively cheaply for goods that are relatively dear at home. This
is exactly what happens in China’s trade and production relationships
with the world. In gross terms, it looks as if China is taking over even
high-tech exports, like electronics and IT equipment. But on a net trade
basis, China is a net importer of these items and heavy machinery, equip-
ment and raw materials. She has become a net exporter of light manu-
facturing goods, like toys, textiles, sporting goods and appliances in
recent years (Figure 8:8). Despite the strong growth in electronics ship-
ments, China is not a significant net exporter of IT goods. This is because
most of China’s electronics trade is re-exports, involving labour-intensive
processing and assembly.
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Figure 8:8 China’s net exports

Source: CEIC
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Meanwhile, the US production mix is predominately capital-intensive,
with high shares of machinery and equipment, chemicals and metals
and high-value electronics and tech products. Low-end goods like tex-
tiles and light manufacturing are an insignificant share of the total. The
structure of US imports from the rest of the world, excluding China, is
quite similar to her domestic production. It reflects the fact that much
of the US trade is with other high-income countries like Japan, Canada
and Europe. This is a result of the so-called intra-industry trade, which is
driven by economies of scale.

Economies of similar income levels and industrial structure, like the
US, Europe and Japan, trade with each other because intra-industry
trade also creates gains from trade. While the increase in market size
leads to lower costs through the effect of scale economies, competition
between firms forces them to pass their lower costs on to consumers in
the form of lower prices. But US imports from China are quite different.
They are almost entirely concentrated on low-end manufacturing. This,
in turn, reflects specialisation based on comparative advantage, with
China serving as the key, if not the sole, trading partner for low value-
added consumer goods.

Will this change fairly quickly because of inflow of foreign investment
and technology, and China’s own investment resources are increas-
ingly flowing into higher-end sectors like autos, semiconductors, IT and
biotech? Not likely. This is because it will take quite sometime for a
country, especially a huge one like China, to shift its comparative advan-
tage to other production. China will not become a capital-intensive
exporter until her capital–labour ratio exceeds that of her major trading
partners.

Experience shows that the process of expenditure-switching from
labour-intensive to capital-intensive production will take more than a
decade. Just look at the two north Asian Tiger economies Taiwan and
Korea. Their economic and trade structures in the mid-1970s looked like
China’s today, with significant net exports of labour-intensive manufac-
tures and low-end electronics exports and large net imports of capital
goods and raw materials. It took them ten years to move noticeably up
the value chain, shifting out of low-end exports into high-value elec-
tronics. Then it took them another 15 years, when per capita income
surpassed US$10,000 a year, to become net exporters of heavy industrial
products.

Some would argue that China is different as she is letting in a large
amount of foreign capital and technology, which supposedly will speed
up her structural changes. Indeed, even as net investment flows to the
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rest of emerging Asia fell to almost zero after the bursting of the IT
bubble in 2001, net FDI inflows to China were still growing at an annual
amount of US$60 billion a year. Would this significant gain in foreign
capital not allow China to speed up development and flood the world
with cheap products of all sorts, displacing other manufacturers? A
detailed examination of China’s FDI inflow shows that foreign capital
will not necessarily speed up her industrialisation. The latest data shows
that about 28% of FDI has gone into export-oriented sectors like light
manufacturing and low-end electronics. The rest has gone to domestic-
oriented manufacturing and sectors like property and services (Figure 8:9).

This means that 72% of FDI is aimed at China’s domestic market, pro-
ducing goods and services for local consumption. This is consistent with
market-level surveys of foreign businesses in China, which show that
factors such as domestic market size, proximity to suppliers, physical
infrastructure support and a favourable policy environment top the list
of foreign investor priorities. Labour cost often appears much further
down the list. What attracts FDI is the large rapidly growing Chinese
economy.

Thus, rising FDI into China does not threaten other exporting
economies. It is also not true that China and her Asian neighbours are
competing for a fixed pool of investment resources. Rather than taking
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Figure 8:9 China’s FDI inflow by sector (2003)
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markets away from other economies, foreign investment in China is a
vehicle for expanding the size of the Chinese market to which other
exporting economies can sell. This also means that while other Asian
economies have to improve their competitiveness to face China’s chal-
lenge, pursuing a cheap currency policy and erecting trade barriers are
not the ways to go. China’s experience with FDI shows that Asia needs
to integrate their markets to maximise economies of scale and offer a large,
unified, stable and viable domestic environment for foreign investment.

Other arguments for China posing an economic threat to the rest of
the world include an undervalued currency and state-subsidised capital
costs in China, promoting high-tech and capital-intensive industries.
These are certainly issues that China has to address. They were also
burning issues for the north Asian Tiger economies in the last two
decades. But the tiger economies graduated from their developing status
without inflicting damages in the other economies. In other words, cur-
rency and industrial policies are not the reason to expect China to move
any faster than her neighbours and threaten global economic stability.

What about China’s rapidly rising industrial might? It seems to
underscore her threat to world manufacturing by taking away industrial
market share and stealing jobs from her developed and developing
neighbours. For example, the Middle Kingdom’s industrial output share
in the world total has risen to over 7% now from 2.5% in 1990. These
numbers should not be seen in isolation. This is because while China’s
industrial output as a share of global output has almost trebled, so has
her demand for industrial products. If China is becoming a global man-
ufacturing hub out-competing everybody else, she must be selling more
and more of her industrial products in the world market than she takes
in. Her manufacturing trade surplus must be rising chronically. But this
is not true. China’s manufacturing trade balance has not changed much
since 1997, when she ran a manufacturing trade surplus of US$50 billion,
or 0.3% of global manufacturing output. In 2004, that trade surplus had
risen to US$60 billion, still about 0.3% of global output. The reason is
that China’s fast industrial output growth in recent years has been
matched by significant increase in domestic demand for industrial
goods so that the rise in industrial exports has been matched by a rise in
industrial imports, leaving a small trade surplus.

There is also no evidence of China’s cheap manufacturing goods
displacing the rest of Asia’s. Excluding China, the rest of Asia’s exports
to the US have risen to over one-third of total US imports from 25% in
1990. Crucially, this rising share has come on the back of a growing pie,
with total US imports from Asia rising from US$490 billion a year to
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US$1.5 trillion over the same period. Merely looking at US market share
gives an incomplete picture of the overall trade trends. If Chinese man-
ufacturers had displaced others and gained export market share at the
expense of other Asian economies, their export growth trends should
diverge; China’s export growth should be rising while the rest of Asia’s
should be falling.

However, evidence shows that trade growth in Asia and China moved in
tandem for most of the last two decades, with the exception in 1997–1998
and 2001–2002 when Chinese exports out-performed the rest of Asia
significantly (Figure 8:10). These periods were the Asian crisis and the
global IT downturn. This means that China performed better than the
rest of Asia simply by not collapsing during these economic shock peri-
ods. This should not be surprising because China was insulated from the
Asian crisis by her relatively closed capital account, and the bursting of
the IT bubble mainly hurt investment goods, and especially electronics
equipment, which China does not specialise in.

The whole point about this trade argument is that although China is
a competitive stress to the global system, she is also supporting high-end
manufacturing jobs in the rest of the world and export growth in her
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Figure 8:10 China and Asia export growth (3-month moving averages)

* HK, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, S’Pore, Taiwan, Thailand
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low- and middle-income neighbours by being a demand source.
Although the Middle Kingdom runs a consistent trade surplus with the
developed world, she runs a large trade deficit with the non-Japan Asia,
to the tune of 2% of the region’s GDP. China buys from the rest of Asia
agricultural and mining products, electronics, machinery and equip-
ment, chemicals, plastics and metals. About 50% of China’s total imports
are for domestic consumption, including a large share of machinery and
basic materials.

A China model for development?

In a nutshell, China’s challenge to the global economy has often been
exaggerated to an economic threat, while her potential opportunities for
international trade and business expansion are often ignored. As China
continues to grow, her demand for raw materials and capital-intensive
products from the rest of the world will rise. Her need for natural
resources will likely be even larger than the needs of Europe and Japan
for post-World War II reconstruction. Exhaustible resources could be
persistently dear for decades. This will shift the global terms of trade in
the favour of those resource-rich, and often developing, economies. The
production patterns in these economies will also change, with their pri-
mary outputs from agriculture and mining rising while that from man-
ufacturing output falling.

In this sense, ASEAN economies would gain, due to their better
endowment in natural resources and hence comparative advantages in
the exports of rice, oil, mineral, wood and paper and petrochemical
products. Oil-rich economies will also see a notable benefit from China’s
huge demand for energy. As millions of Chinese join the motoring class,
oil prices could trend higher for years. To some extent, the growing
Chinese demand would slow the pace of industrialisation in these
economies by increasing the relative attractiveness of the primary sec-
tor. The changes in the terms of trade will also favour the developed
economies that have significant comparative advantages in making
land- and capital-intensive goods. Commodity and capital-goods sup-
pliers like Australia, Canada, Japan, the EU and the US should gain from
increasing exports to China. Some analysts estimate that, in terms of
auto exports, Japan, the EU and the US would capture over 85% of the
expected gains from increased exports to China. Even the consumer
product sector will gain. Prestigious global brands could appreciate in
value with China’s growth as more Chinese become able to afford
higher priced, branded products.
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Those who allege that China is running a mercantilist policy by sup-
pressing imports and keeping her doors shut to foreign competition
should note that, political issues aside, and despite China’s overall rela-
tively poor economic status and socialist background, she is one of the
most rapidly liberalising economies in the world. After a disastrous era
of promoting collective organisation, in which almost 30 million people
died of starvation, China pulled her way out of the economic disaster
she had created by implementing the Household Responsibility System,
which improved farm incentive and productivity. This system in turn
led to the township-village enterprises and sequential commercial
development built on their momentum.

In a space of just two decades since 1978, China has pushed through
significant creative destruction to shed the onerous trappings of the
socialist planning system, witness the dramatic shrinkage of the state
sector giving way for the emergence of the private sector (Figure 8:1).
The Middle Kingdom has thrown open the doors to foreign companies
and generated the world’s fastest growing import bill. It is also putting
ever-increasing amounts of state assets on the auction block, or shutting
them down completely. Between 1996 and 2003, layoffs from the urban
state companies alone were more than South Korea’s 48 million-strong
population.

This is not to say the Chinese have got a correct development model.
Indeed, it is still unclear what the long-term outcome for China (and the
world) will be. But the Chinese experience should force the world to
rethink some of the fundamental tenets of development economics.
Two key issues stand out. First, while the institutions China employed
are different from the developed nations, the incentive implications are
similar. Second, China has been facing new problems, but she has also
been pragmatically attempting new solutions. This is also not to say that
China is problem-free. Far from it, as we all know. There are still daunt-
ing problems with transparency, corporate governance, legal infrastructure
and in the banking and corporate sectors. But recognisable improvements
have been made in these areas, albeit slowly. Meanwhile, private capital
is gaining significance in the economy. It is not unthinkable that in
another 20 years, China could have more billionaires than any other
economies, though the issue of unequal income distribution could
remain a thorny one.

Though China has made little progress on liberalising the political
system, she is a vibrant supporter of economic globalistion. She is an
active participant in regional and multilateral institutions, such as
APEC, the IMF and the World Bank. Her entry to the WTO is one of the
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defining moments in history of that organisation as well as China’s
economic reforms. The significance of China’s achievements lies more
in the margin and momentum of change than in the quantity of the
changes. Going forward, China could be a role model for economic
liberalisation in the developing world. India is already borrowing a lot
from China as a guide for her own reforms. Even countries in Latin
America and Eastern Europe are examining the factors behind China’s
rapid economic ascent on to the global stage.
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9
Hollowing-out, Revisited

The perception of the China economic threat is especially acute in
Southeast Asia, because many economies there have structural frame-
works similar to China. The ‘hollowing-out’ fear has been in existence
for quite sometime. However, the process of production migration to
China has accelerated since the Asian crisis. The final outcome of this
process for the region is far from certain. It could be pessimistic, benign
or optimistic. In the short-term, many of Asia’s regional economies will
likely see a decline in their living standards. What happens to their eco-
nomic well-being in the longer-term depends on how willing and how
fast they can adapt to the new economic paradigm dominated by
China’s manufacturing clout. One thing that is certain is that the sur-
viving strategy for China’s Asian neighbours boils down to a focus on
core competence. The rise of China’s economic might is not the end of
the world for Southeast Asia; it is not the end of the world for the global
economy; and China does not have to be a catalyst for the next Asian
crisis as some fear.

Southeast Asia’s fate

The hollowing-out thesis – that China’s competitive manufacturing
power will crowd out its competitors by drawing investment and pro-
duction resources from other countries and hence hollowing-out their
economies – has stirred fears among China’s neighbours for some years.
When we look at the issue systematically, there are three possible out-
comes for Southeast Asia facing the China challenge. The worst case is a
complete hollowing-out of Southeast Asian manufacturing, as the
regional governments are too slow to respond to China’s economic
ascent. Under this case, China’s inroads to into global manufacturing
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would be unstoppable, with the Chinese manufacturing industry
stretching across the whole value-chain, out-competing the rest of the
world. China’s rise would hit Southeast Asia the hardest as the latter was
the preferred manufacturing outsourcing and production region for
global multinational corporations (MNCs). The decline of Southeast
Asia in this scenario would be rapid, as the other sectors would not
have grown significantly or fast enough to offset the destruction of its
manufacturing industry. In this pessimistic ‘destructive destruction’
case, China would thrive at the expense of the rest of Asia.

At the other extreme is the scenario that proactive reforms and suc-
cessful shifts in development strategies by the regional governments
would offset China’s hollowing-out impact on Southeast Asia. Attracted
by Southeast Asia’s successful reform responses, global MNCs would
diversify into the region to avoid over-dependence on China. Meanwhile,
Chinese labour costs would rise as production capacity was pushed
towards the limit. Rising competition would also force Southeast Asia to
be more efficient. All this will raise Southeast Asia’s competitiveness and
limit the hollowing-out impact. The region will lose some, but not the
bulk, of its manufacturing. The governments’ focus on developing alter-
native growth areas, such as services and natural resources, would allow
the region to rejuvenate its economic livelihood and make good or bet-
ter the losses in manufacturing. This would result in a win–win situation
for China and Southeast Asia to prosper together.

In between these two extreme cases is a scenario where massive man-
ufacturing hollowing-out from Southeast Asia would be met by some
degree of economic reform and some change in development strategies
by the regional authorities to counter the China challenge. The struc-
tural relationship between China and Southeast Asia would shift from
one of manufacturing competition to a service and natural resource
complement. Southeast Asia’s ability to grow its complementary role as
a supplier to China’s need for services and resources would be crucial
for its economic well-being. This case suggests an ambiguous outcome
for Southeast Asia, whose outlook would depend on whether its policy
responses and structural changes would bear enough fruit to make up
for the losses stemming from the hollowing-out of its manufacturing
sector.

Sceptics believe that China is destined to become the world’s factory
and Southeast Asia’s decline will be severe and prolonged. This is an
extreme view. On the other hand, Asian policymakers appear to be sub-
scribing to the benign view of successful development of a complemen-
tary relationship with China. Indeed, the region is already responding or
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planning responses to the rise of China’s economic clout. Hence, the
pessimistic case is unlikely to play out. However, simply responding is
one thing, succeeding in that response is another. The region’s inherent
structural weakness and reform inertia (see Chapter 5) suggest that
many Asian policymakers are still complacent. If this complacent atti-
tude goes on, Southeast Asia as a whole would not be able to change fast
enough to create high value-added alternatives to manufacturing.

Being a low-value service provider and generic resource supplier to
China and the rest of the world would not prevent a fall in living stan-
dard for Southeast Asia. Since profits from such activities are razor thin,
the region’s corporate sector would not have the financial resources to
support the training and research and redevelopment programmes that
are needed to climb the value chain. The outcome could lie somewhere
between the worst-case scenario and the benign case. In other words,
the rise of China will inevitably raise the economic stress in the region
in the medium-term.

Breaking up Asia Inc.

But all is not lost. Asia needs to uproot some of its old habits to face China’s
economic ascent and to avert another economic crisis. Even before getting
to the tough part of breaking the cosy politics–business relationship, there
is one crucial thing Asia can do to kick-start deeper fundamental changes –
break up the old conglomerate model and focus on core competence.
Despite their restructuring efforts after the Asian crisis, many regional gov-
ernments are still stuck with the ‘bigger-is-better’ strategy. For example,
China is building her own Chinese Fortune-500 companies; Japan (after
breaking up the keiretsu in the 1990s) is amalgamating her banks again to
create the largest financial institution in the world; Singapore is expanding
her government agencies, such as Tamasek and the PSA (Port of Singapore
Authority), albeit with a different focus for these companies on amassing
overseas instead of local assets; Thailand’s politicians are enlarging their
business empires with their political powers.

Those economies, notably Korea, which have abandoned the bigger-
is-better mindset serve as examples for why breaking up the conglomer-
ates and focusing on core competence is a better way to strengthen an
economy’s structural immunity to a financial crisis than the old model.
The Americans had already rejected the bigger-is-better model after their
experience in the 1970s, when companies like International Telephone
and Telegraph ran a multitude of businesses that embraced everything
from hotels to copper mining. By the 1980s, these US conglomerates
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began to unwind, as the theory that diversification offered the best
protection against different business cycles in specific industries was
discredited by the development of capital markets.

Without the capital markets, investors had no choice but to invest
in the conglomerates (and hence encourage their growth), letting the
companies hedge risks by investing in different business lines. But the
development of capital markets offered investors a more efficient way to
diversify risk, by investing in market leaders in different industries rather
than a single conglomerate. The buzz phrase in American boardrooms
and MBA classrooms in the 1980s was ‘core competence’ – break up the
giant and focus on what the business can do the best.

Ironically, when European and American companies were focusing
on their core competencies, they were losing, but not gaining, global
market shares to large and diversified groups in Korea and Japan. Korean
chaebol and Japanese keiretsu built business empires with units in com-
pletely different and unrelated businesses, making everything one could
imagine and providing a full range of services from operating travel
agencies and hotels to banking. But their goods days did not last for too
long. The Japanese keiretsu began to fall apart as the asset bubble began
to deflate in the late 1980s. The long-term stock market decline destroyed
the keiretsu system that was built on cross shareholdings. Banks were hit
by a mountain of bad debts and a severe erosion of their capital base,
which was built on shareholdings. The same thing happened in Korea,
although at a later date when the Asian crisis hit in 1997.

Both the Korean and Japanese conglomerate systems were a classic
case of government policies creating competitive advantages for their
industries, even though they did not have comparative advantages sup-
port. In business terms, the competitive edge that the Korean and Japanese
conglomerates enjoyed had nothing to do with core competencies, and
everything to do with subsidised (and distorted) capital allocation.
In Japan, the capital came from banks within the keiretsu themselves.
In Korea, although the chaebol did not control the banks, the government
ordered the banks to lend to the business giants to enable relentless
expansion both in Korea and overseas without reference to fundamen-
tals like cash flows and profits. While Japan had a long protracted
decline (as she was rich enough to afford to get by, languishing without
flourishing), Korea’s fall was abrupt and swift. The ensuing capital flight
and the failing of the Korean banking system eliminated the chaebol’s
competitive edge at once by cutting off all cheap funding sources.

That crisis led to significant changes. The Korean government forced
the chaebol to cut debt, which had zoomed to over 500% of equity
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among the 30 largest firms before the Asian crisis. At that time, the aver-
age debt of American companies was 70% of equity. Then after bailing
out the banks to the tune of US$130 billion – or one third of Korea’s
GDP – the government tightened banking regulations and refrained from
policy lending. Robbed of the edge of subsidised capital, Korean busi-
nesses were forced to focus on core competence like their American and
European counterparts. One after another, the chaebol were broken up
and restructured so that individual units could focus on their main busi-
ness without worrying about the performance of siblings. Though more
work needs to be done (see Chapter 5, section ‘The bad apples fail
to turn good’), the change was in the right direction and had helped
make the Korean economy more flexible and efficient than it was before
the crisis.

As long as Asian conglomerates compete for capital not on the basis of
inherent advantages, but on political favours or government guided
lending, there will be growing inefficiencies. In the end, it is a com-
pany’s core competence that can reliably sustain its global competitive
power in both good and bad times. Experience shows that companies
will only be forced to develop such competencies if banks have restruc-
tured and developed a true commercial culture. Thus, breaking up Asia’s
political connections to business and crony capitalism is the key to
strengthen its ability to compete with China as well as avoiding another
financial crisis.

Doing it the wrong way

To form an amalgamated market in Asia, some have floated the idea of
creating an Asian Monetary Union (AMU), modelled after the European
Monetary Union (EMU) as a way to counter-balance China’s rising eco-
nomic weight. The idea is to create an enlarged and unified market by
adopting a single currency. An AMU would also foster regional eco-
nomic stability by promoting trade and investment growth via closer
economic cooperation and integration of the diverse regional markets.
If Europe can do it, Asia should also be able to do it, the thinking goes.

Unfortunately, the idea will not work for Asia, and it is definitely not
a quid pro quo for painful structural reforms. Worse still, a monetary
union would even cause some disastrous effects on the region. The trou-
ble lies in Asia’s vast development diversity. By merging economies with
different income levels, an AMU would inflict significant deflation in
high-income economies in the long-term. The low-income economies
would gain at the expense of the rich ones. This will create regional
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inequalities among AMU members making the union arrangement
unsustainable.

Imagine merging advanced Asian economies like Singapore, Hong
Kong or Taiwan, which have income levels at or close to the developed
world, with their developing neighbours like China and India, where
average nominal wages and domestic prices are only a fraction of those
in the developed world. All the AMU members should gain from greater
integration, currency stability and lower transaction costs in the short-
term. However, in the long-term, the poorer members would see sub-
stantial inflation while the richer members would suffer from protracted
deflation. This is because the developing economies will dominate the
tradable goods sector. Significant expansion of external demand (from
both within AMU and outside) for the developing economies’ manufac-
turing exports will raise aggregate demand, putting upward pressure on
their exchange rates. But with nominal exchange rates fixed within the
AMU, their real (inflation-adjusted) exchange rate would have to rise to
adjust for the demand pressure. And the only way to do that is for
domestic inflation to rise within these developing members.

The opposite would occur in the developed member economies, whose
higher cost of production would price them out of manufacturing
exports. Their aggregate demand would fall, putting downward pressure
on their exchange rates. But with fixed nominal exchange rates inside
the AMU, their real exchange rate would fall, meaning domestic defla-
tion. This process would not be noticeable in the short-term, but it will
emerge over the longer-term like a decade or more, as empirical evidence
from economic development shows.

It is true that developing members, like China, would gain from trade
expansion and higher inflation. These would, in turn, push up their
asset prices and fuel economic growth. But the richer developed mem-
bers would suffer from prolonged deflation, with potentially negative
impact on domestic asset prices and growth. All this is not to deny the
benefits from trade and the monetary union, it is just that the idea is not
workable with wide income disparity and development gaps in Asia. The
crux of the problem lies in forcing economies at vastly different stages of
economic development into a single exchange rate policy. The lack of
exchange rate flexibility as an adjusting factor for absorbing economic
shocks will force domestic prices to adjust. And domestic price adjust-
ments could be quite painful for some members. What makes the EMU
work is precisely that income levels among EMU members are very close
to each other so that there is no significant deflationary pressure coming
from relative income gaps.
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It’s not the end of life

The glass is half empty if one chooses to see China as an economic
threat with damaging impact on the global economy. But the glass can
well be half full if one sees China as an opportunity for bettering the
global economic well-being. According to the World Trade Organisation
(WTO), China is now the largest merchandise trader in Asia and the
third largest in the world (after Germany and the US) for both exports
and imports. This makes her an important driver for world trade growth.
The ‘China will take over the world’ rhetoric is an unfortunate but
unavoidable by-product of China’s rapid rise in importance in the world
economy. It is true that China is growing and her growth will temporar-
ily dislocate markets for manufacturing goods and commodities. But this
does not spell economic doom for the regional economies and developed
countries. Experience tells us so. The rise of America as the world’s
industrial powerhouse in the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies did not impoverish Europe. Japan’s economic ascent in the 1980s
did not impoverish America either.

China’s rise this time should not be different, despite her huge size
(see Chapter 8, section ‘The growth threat – debunked’). The fears that
the Middle Kingdom’s hunger for food and raw materials would starve,
bankrupt and deplete the Earth and hollow-out other economies are
exaggerations. They also reflect an unrealistically static view of the global
economy. For example, there is an increasing concern that China look-
ing to the same sources for oil that the US has long tapped would
increase competition for the limited supply and lead to the next round
of geopolitical strife. But is this really the case?

The US Department of Energy estimated in 2004 that the US consump-
tion of oil would rise by 60% to 32 million barrels a day in 2025 from
20 million barrels in 2000. During the same period, China’s demand for oil
was estimated to rise by 133% to 14 million barrels a day. In percentage
terms, China’s increase would be huge, but in absolute terms America’s
is still far greater. So, whose insatiable demand should the world worry
about more? A similar observation can be made on the environment.
Between 1992 and 2001, China’s air pollution, as measured by her emis-
sion of carbon dioxide, rose 63% to 175 million tons. America’s pollu-
tion rose only 14% in the same period. But in absolute terms, America
emitted 668 million tons, almost four times more than China’s amount.
So whose pollution should the world worry about more?

All this is not to demonise the US, but to point out that rhetoric
is often exaggerated to paint a China threat. The world is not static.
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As global oil demand and prices rise, pressure will also rise in the
developed world to look for alternative sources of energy, be they
renewable or nuclear- or hydro-based. The rich countries will invest
heavily in these new technologies. The higher the oil price, the more
cost-efficient they will endeavour to become. Technological advancement
and transfer to the developing economies, like China, will eventually
make these new forms of energy affordable to them.

We have also argued that China could well be an opportunity for
growth and investment by being a source of demand so that the much
feared hollowing-out process would end, or be reversed, in the longer-
term. More subtly, the integration of China (and India for the same
matter) into the world economy, along with her vast supply of cheap
labour, could raise the return on capital in a lasting way. This is because
the addition of China’s vast labour supply to the global pool would raise
the global ratio of labour to capital. The law of diminishing returns
states that given the capital stock, the return on labour would fall, as
labour quantity rises, while return on capital would rise, as the amount
of capital per unit of labour falls.

This higher labour–capital ratio (as a result of China’s integration into
the world economy), in turn, has a far reaching implication on labour
earnings. Outsourcing may not have destroyed many jobs in the devel-
oped world, but the threat that firms could produce offshore would help
keep a lid on wages worldwide. As a result, the share of profits in national
income could stay relatively high for a long period of time. Labour’s
share would remain low, though workers may still be better off if the
cake itself is growing bigger in terms of higher purchasing power. For
example, cheaper consumer products from China have helped raise the
real purchasing power of the developed world so that their workers are
better off.

Economic development is not about competition for a fixed pile of
resources, which once exhausted, brings the game to a halt. It is a com-
plex game in which patterns of resources used shift all the time accord-
ing to price and the development of new technologies, which in turn
could alter an economy’s comparative advantage. China’s integration
into the world economy will require careful response and adaptation
from both the developed and developing economies. But it is no cause
for panic.

China’s outstanding economic performance over the past two decades
is no guarantee of her future success. The Chinese leadership is facing
profound challenges, as it seeks to balance robust economic growth to
keep improving the nation’s living standards with painful structural
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reforms. Continued economic liberalisation will create more unemploy-
ment and potential social unrest in the short run. The Chinese leadership
must also grapple with income inequality, which on every identifiable
dimension has increased sharply since reform started. Last but not least,
China is suffering from significant environmental deterioration, which,
according to the World Bank, is generating substantial excess mortality
and morbidity.

Critics often argue that China has replaced Japan as the most common
source of trade disputes with the US. But those who point the finger at
China’s large trade deficit with the US and mounting foreign reserve
accumulation as evidence for foul play by China shutting her domestic
market and keeping her currency artificially low are missing the point.
At the time Japan had her record-setting trade surplus with the US, she
also had a massive trade surplus with the rest of the world. However,
China’s global trade surplus in recent years has been quite small because
her surplus with the developed markets has largely been offset by her
trade deficit with other Asian economies. Further, China has a deficit on
her services account and its foreign income account, so that her current
account, a better reflection of her overall external balances, is in a rela-
tively small surplus (less than 2% of GDP).

It is true that China has the largest bilateral trade surplus with the US
among all her trading partners. But this is not because of closed Chinese
markets. It is because of China’s emergence as the world’s major pro-
duction base for labour-intensive manufacturing goods. Global exports
of foreign-invested companies in China have grown from US$300 million
in 1995, when they were only 1 per cent of China’s total exports, to
US$340 billion in 2004, when they comprised over half of China’s total
exports. Most of the foreign direct investment (FDI) in China originates
from Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan and more recently Singapore, where ris-
ing labour cost has driven manufacturers in these economies to relocate
production to lower-cost production bases, notably China in recent
years. What this means is that China has become the last stop in the
global production chain before end products are shipped to other mar-
kets. Many goods that were formerly made and exported directly from
the rich Asian economies to the developed markets have been made in
and exported from China in recent years.

As a result, China has rapidly displaced the exports of many Asian
economies in third markets like Japan, Europe and the US. Since the
mid-1980s, China has displaced Taiwan and Korea as the major supplier
of footwear to the US market. She has also displaced Hong Kong, Taiwan
and Korea as the key supply sources of toys, games and sporting goods.
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A similar transformation has been underway for some time in some con-
sumer electronics products and appears to be underway in information
technology (IT) hardware, like personal computers, notebook computers,
monitors, scanners, PC servers and personal digital assistants.

However, it is crucial to note that China’s production of IT hardware
is based on the import of high value-added parts and components, almost
all of which are made within the more advanced Asian economies, in
which the developed world has invested. China’s production of liquid
crystal display monitors, for example, is based largely on liquid crystal
modules imported from Japan, Korea or Taiwan. Thus, even as China
displaces other Asian sources of supply of end products in third markets,
at the same time she is emerging as a huge market for high value-added
parts and components made mostly in Asia. This results in a surge in
intra-regional trade, where China imports a large amount of parts, com-
ponents and electronics assemblies from other Asian economies in the
process of running large bilateral deficits with the region. She then
exports the end products to the developed markets, racking up a trade
surplus with them.

Those who are worried about China sucking in all the foreign capital
at the expense of the rest of Asia should note that the global shift in
manufacturing to China will start to wind down in the coming years so
that strong FDI inflow to China will end. So China is facing the same
economic challenge as her Asian neighbours in attracting foreign invest-
ment. In particular, foreign investors are looking to relocate service
industries after the first wave of cross-border investment by the manu-
facturing industry from developed to developing nations to cut costs.
While China is the main beneficiary in this first wave of transnational
FDI movement, there is no guarantee she will succeed in attracting for-
eign capital in the future, if she fails to come up with a new economic
strategy.

Globalisation and structural adjustment of the services industry sug-
gest that multinationals and big companies will scramble to outsource
their service businesses to cut costs and raise their competitive edges. If
China fails to beef up her services industry fast enough to match this
next wave of FDI relocation, she faces a risk of losing out to competitors
such as India and even the Philippines.

In a nutshell, China is not invincible and not a threat. Her economic
ascent presents both opportunities and challenges for the global econ-
omy. Although the Mainland’s national income was only 4% of the
world’s total in 2004, it contributed more than 10% of global economic
growth. Further, China’s foreign trade volume, less than 6% of the
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world’s total, contributed about 12% of global trade growth. Arguably,
the Middle Kingdom’s participation in the global division of labour and
absorption of labour-intensive manufacturing has in effect promoted
the upgrading of industries in many other economies. In particular,
China’s rapidly expanding trade volume has become a major engine of
growth in Asia because of the imported capital goods and parts and com-
ponents used in processing her exports. China has also become an increas-
ingly important market for American firms, as can be seen in the rise in
American exports to China since 2001, when China entered the WTO.

On the other hand, China is inflicting a significant competitive stress
on producers of labour-intensive manufacturing goods. Many, especially
in Asia, have adjusted by investing in China in manufacturing facilities
to take advantage of China’s low labour costs. But this, in turn, has
resulted in a loss of employment and investment at home. More advanced
Asian economies like Taiwan, Korea and Singapore face the challenge of
continuing to move up the technology ladder into the production of
higher value-added, more sophisticated and capital-intensive goods.

Although China is displacing some production in the US, the impact
is far smaller than many have stated. Production of footwear, toys, apparel
and sporting goods largely moved out of the US to other production
bases in Asia a long time before they migrated to China. The US econ-
omy adjusted to the loss of these jobs years ago. Thus, the China bash-
ers are using old news to misdirect the China debate. The story is the
same with respect to most IT products. The bottom line is that those
who see China as an economic threat, with the potential of triggering
another Asian crisis, should look at the hard facts and think again before
jumping to a conclusion.
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Notes

Introduction

1 See chapters 3–5 in Chi Lo, The Misunderstood China: Uncovering the Truth Behind
the Bamboo Curtain, Pearson Prentice Hall 2004.

1 The New China Threat

1 Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam.

2 Relationship or connection deals.
3 This is simply national income accounting identity, where GDP is equal to the

sum of consumption, investment, government spending and net exports. The
last item is total exports net of imports so that at any given level of imports, a
rise in exports adds directly to a country’s GDP.

4 Economic hard-landing refers to the situation when GDP growth slumps from
positive to negative as a result of the government’s harsh economic tightening
measures.

5 For more details, please see chapter 4 in Chi Lo, The Misunderstood China:
Uncovering the Truth Behind the Bamboo Curtain, Pearson Prentice Hall 2004.

2 A Conspiracy Theory

1 The MTEs include Korea, Taiwan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, the
Philippines and Thailand. Hong Kong is excluded from the group because
it is really part of China, with 90% of its exports routed to and from China as
re-exports to the rest of the world.

2 For more details on this argument, see chapter 8 in Chi Lo, When Asia Meets
China in the New Millennium, Pearson Prentice Hall 2003.

3 Empirical evidence shows that this is also the level of income where consump-
tion begins to shift quickly from basic necessities to discretionary spending.

4 The issues of China’s manufacturing threat and competitiveness are dealt with
in Chapter 8.

5 Unemployed refers to out of work completely, while underemployed means
insufficient work – typically defined in developed economies as anyone who
works less than 40 hours a week.

6 The Asian Tiger economies include Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan.

3 The Outsourcing Threat

1 The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) consists of ten countries:
Myanmar, Vietnam, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei,
Singapore and the Philippines.
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4 The Next Asian Crisis: Made in China?

1 Under China’s de facto fixed exchange system, capital inflow will lead to a
surge in domestic liquidity. This is because capital inflow tends to push up the
renminbi (RMB) exchange rate as the demand for RMB exceeds supply in the
foreign exchange market. But to keep the exchange rate from rising, the PBoC
has to sell RMB (i.e. increase RMB supply), thus increasing domestic money
supply as a result.

2 When foreign capital flows in, swelling the foreign reserves and forcing
domestic money supply to expand (see note 1), the PBoC sells government
bonds (thus taking in cash) to absorb the increase in money supply. This oper-
ation is called ‘sterilisation’ and is commonly used by central banks to offset
the impact of rising foreign reserves on domestic money growth under a fixed
exchange rate system.

3 Experience in the emerging markets shows that major economic dislocation
would happen when an economy’s current account deficit goes above 5% of
GDP for a sustained period of time.

5 The Next Asian Crisis: Self-inflicted?

1 Non-financial public sector debt includes liabilities of the central government,
government agencies and non-financial public sector companies.

2 This is gross debt, which includes primarily bonds issued against assets of the
Central Provident Fund (CPF). The picture is quite different on a net basis.
Singapore’s fiscal reserves were estimated at some 230% of GDP in 2003, more
than enough to cover the gross debt.

3 China’s budget deficit is about 3% of GDP by official estimates. But it is much
higher if off-balance sheet spending and hidden debt items are included.

4 The HKD has been pegged to the USD at an exchange rate of HK$7.8 per USD
since 1984. The currency link, as it is locally known, is seen as a major factor
in dragging Hong Kong into a 6-year deflation spiral after the 1997–1998 Asian
crisis by denying the HKD to depreciate along with the regional currencies.

5 For example, see ‘Fiscal Vulnerability and Financial Crisis in Emerging Market
Economies’, Occasional paper 218, IMF, 2003.

6 Private sector analysts estimate that Asia’s sterilisation debt burden ranges
from a hefty 37% of GDP in Taiwan and 34% in Singapore to 5% in China and
4% in the Philippines in early 2004.

7 For example, see Chi Lo, When Asia Meets China in the New Millennium,
Pearson Prentice Hall 2003, pp. 26–30.

8 Conglomerates in South Korea are known as chaebol.

6 The External Stresses

1 The current account includes merchandise trade plus other overseas payments
and receipts, such as travel, foreign income, and interests and dividends.

2 Any one of the components of net national savings (personal, corporate and
government) could be negative if it is dis-saving.
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7 The Real Danger Isn’t Another Crisis

1 Except the Chinese renminbi, the Hong Kong dollar and the Malaysia ringgit.
The renminbi has been unofficially pegged to the US dollar since 1994,
while the Hong Kong dollar has been pegged to the US dollar since 1985. The
ringgit has been pegged to the US dollar since 1998 when the Malaysian
authorities wanted to suppress exchange volatility resulting from the Asian
crisis.

2 See note 2 in Chapter 5.
3 China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines,

Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand.
4 Currently, only 3% of the 3.2 million-strong working population pay over

60% of total salary tax and just 1% of Hong Kong firms pays 60% of total
profit tax.

5 Insolvency is defined as a situation when a bank has a capital–asset ratio of
less than 8%, as required by the Bank of International Settlements.

6 The solvency issue may be relevant to regulators in a developed economy for
deciding whether to step in and save a bank from collapsing. Typically, they
will only save a solvent bank that is suffering from temporary liquidity prob-
lems. An insolvent bank will be allowed to fail, with safety measures, such as
deposit insurance, to help minimise the shock to the financial system.

7 China’s close capital account forbids short-term portfolio flows. Her foreign
debt totalled US$220 billion in 2004, compared to US$610 billion in foreign
reserves. This means China would have more than enough reserves to repay
foreign creditors if they were to withdraw all at once.

8 Short-selling is an investment strategy where an investor borrows a security,
such as a bond or a stock, and sells it to the market, hoping to buy it back to
cover his/her position when the price of the security falls in a short period
of time.

9 China’s pension debt is the present value of promised future payments to
existing pensioners. The estimated size of the pension depends on many
assumptions, and a small change in these assumptions could make a big dif-
ference. To estimate the debt, one needs to make assumptions on the pen-
sioners’ life expectancy, the long-term growth rate of average wages, inflation
and discount rates. That is why there is such a wide range of estimates
(45–75% of GDP) for the size of China’s pension shortfall.

10 Under the 1973 Multifibre Agreement, developed markets in Europe and the
US limited the amount of apparel imported from developing economies. The
end of the quota system has opened the garment trade among WTO members
and allowed companies to freely source from the cheapest suppliers.

8 What China Threat?

1 But of course, the point is that if there were no such inertia, China would
have moved even faster up the global economic league.

2 Mr Guo replaced Zhang Enzhao, who resigned as chairman of the China
Construction Bank in March 2005 after a kickback scandal.
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3 Huijin Investment was set up by the central government in December
2003 as a special purpose state-owned commercial vehicle to manage the
US$45 billion injection to the Bank of China and the China Construction
Bank as part of the bank recapitalisation effort.

4 The purchasing power parity, or PPP, measurement adjusts for relative infla-
tion and exchange rates between economies. It states that the exchange rate
between two economies should equal to the ratio of their price level of a fixed
comparable basket of goods and services. Thus, when a country’s domestic
price level is rising faster than the other (i.e. it is experiencing higher infla-
tion), its exchange rate must depreciate to keep the purchasing power between
the two economies constant. The basis for PPP is the ‘law of one price’. In the
absence of transportation and other transaction costs, competitive markets
will equalise the price of an identical basket of goods in two economies when
the prices are expressed in the same currency. Thus, PPP calculation compares
China’s GDP with those of the other economies on a like-for-like basis.

5 South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore.
6 Association of Southeast Asian Nations. It consists of 10 countries: Myanmar,

Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore
and the Philippines.

7 A country has an absolute advantage in producing a good when it can make
more of that good with each unit of input than another country. A country
has a comparative advantage in making a good when it has lower opportunity
costs of making that good than its trading partners; i.e. when it can forgo less
resource to make that good than its trading partners. It is not necessary to
have an absolute advantage in order to have a comparative advantage. Gains
from trade depend on comparative advantage but not absolute advantage.
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